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Privacy Preservation for Cloud-Based Data Sharing and Data Analytics

Yao Zheng

ABSTRACT

Data privacy is a globally recognized human right for individuals to control the access to their
personal information, and bar the negative consequences from the use of this information. As
communication technologies progress, the means to protect data privacy must also evolve to
address new challenges come into view. Our research goal in this dissertation is to develop
privacy protection frameworks and techniques suitable for the emerging cloud-based data
services, in particular privacy-preserving algorithms and protocols for the cloud-based data
sharing and data analytics services.

Cloud computing has enabled users to store, process, and communicate their personal in-
formation through third-party services. It has also raised privacy issues regarding losing
control over data, mass harvesting of information, and un-consented disclosure of personal
content. Above all, the main concern is the lack of understanding about data privacy in
cloud environments. Currently, the cloud service providers either advocate the principle
of third-party doctrine and deny users’ rights to protect their data stored in the cloud; or
rely the notice-and-choice framework and present users with ambiguous, incomprehensible
privacy statements without any meaningful privacy guarantee.

In this regard, our research has three main contributions. First, to capture users’ privacy
expectations in cloud environments, we conceptually divide personal data into two categories,
i.e., visible data and invisible data. The visible data refer to information users intentionally
create, upload to, and share through the cloud; the invisible data refer to users’ information
retained in the cloud that is aggregated, analyzed, and repurposed without their knowledge
or understanding.

Second, to address users’ privacy concerns raised by cloud computing, we propose two privacy
protection frameworks, namely individual control and use limitation. The individual control
framework emphasizes users’ capability to govern the access to the visible data stored in the
cloud. The use limitation framework emphasizes users’ expectation to remain anonymous
when the invisible data are aggregated and analyzed by cloud-based data services.

Finally, we investigate various techniques to accommodate the new privacy protection frame-
works, in the context of four cloud-based data services: personal health record sharing,
location-based proximity test, link recommendation for social networks, and face tagging in
photo management applications. For the first case, we develop a key-based protection tech-



nique to enforce fine-grained access control to users’ digital health records. For the second
case, we develop a key-less protection technique to achieve location-specific user selection.
For latter two cases, we develop distributed learning algorithms to prevent large scale data
harvesting. We further combine these algorithms with query regulation techniques to achieve
user anonymity.

The picture that is emerging from the above works is a bleak one. Regarding to personal
data, the reality is we can no longer control them all. As communication technologies evolve,
the scope of personal data has expanded beyond local, discrete silos, and integrated into the
Internet. The traditional understanding of privacy must be updated to reflect these changes.
In addition, because privacy is a particularly nuanced problem that is governed by context,
there is no one-size-fit-all solution. While some cases can be salvaged either by cryptography
or by other means, in others a rethinking of the trade-offs between utility and privacy appears
to be necessary.
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GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT

Data privacy is a globally recognized human right for individuals to control the access to their
personal information, and bar the negative consequences from the use of this information.
As communication technologies progress, the means to protect data privacy must also evolve
to address new challenges come into view. Our research goal in this dissertation is to develop
privacy protection frameworks and techniques for the emerging cloud-based data services, in
particular privacy-preserving algorithms and protocols for the cloud-based data sharing and
data analytics services.

Our research has three main contributions. First, to capture users’ privacy expectations in
the cloud computing paradigm, we conceptually divide personal data into two categories,
i.e., visible data and invisible data. The visible data refer to information users intentionally
create, upload to, and share through the cloud; the invisible data refer to users’ information
retained in the cloud that is aggregated, analyzed, and repurposed without their knowledge
or understanding.

Second, to address users’ privacy concerns raised by cloud computing, we propose two privacy
protection frameworks, namely individual control and use limitation. The individual control
framework emphasizes users’ capability to govern the access to the visible data stored in the
cloud. The use limitation framework emphasizes users’ expectation to remain anonymous
when the invisible data are aggregated and analyzed by cloud-based data services.

Finally, we investigate various techniques to accommodate the new privacy protection frame-
works, in the context of four cloud-based data services: personal health record sharing,
location-based proximity test, link recommendation for social networks, and face tagging for
photo management applications. For the first case, we develop a key-based protection tech-
nique to enforce fine-grained access control to users’ digital health records. For the second
case, we develop a key-less protection technique to achieve location-specific user selection.
For latter two cases, we develop distributed learning algorithms to prevent large scale data
harvesting. We further combine these algorithms with query regulation techniques to achieve
user anonymity.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“All human beings have three
lives: public, private, and
secret.”

Gabriel Garćıa Márquez,
Gabriel Garćıa Márquez: a Life

Data privacy is a globally recognized human right for individuals to control the access to their
personal information, and bar the negative consequences from the use of this information.
As communication technologies progress, the increasingly computerized data collection, pro-
cessing, and retention systems begin to challenge the long-established privacy norms. Among
others, the most recent technology that drives individuals and society to rethink their expec-
tations of privacy is cloud computing. Today, torrent of personal data are being generated,
shared, and analyzed through the cloud computing infrastructures. The plethora of personal
data accessible through the cloud platforms are at immense risk for potentially unwanted
disclosure.

The privacy issues related to cloud computing can be explained from three major aspects.
First of all, due to the cheap cost of cloud storage, users are encouraged to outsource their
data to remote cloud servers. As data moving into the cloud, users expose them to untrusted
environments and loose physical control. Second of all, the cloud computing infrastructures
give hosting companies’ greater ease to collect and aggregate users’ data. Many commerce,
agencies, and individuals nowadays use the cloud platforms to collect and analyze users’ data
with or without users’ consent. Finally and most importantly, current privacy protection
frameworks for cloud environments are largely based upon premises dated back to the ‘70s. In
U.S., most cloud-based service providers either advocate the principle of third-party doctrine
and deny users’ right to protect personal data stored in the cloud; or rely on the notice-and-
choice framework and present users with ambiguous, incomprehensible privacy statements,
without meaningful privacy guarantees.

1
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(a) Private PHR sharing via attribute-based
encryption.

Alice's location tag

Nearby users' location tags 

Distant users' location tags

Alice
Bob

Successful key
exchange

(b) Private proximity test via location tags
and fuzzy extractors.

Figure 1.1: Privacy-preserving data sharing.

In this regard, the research works of this dissertation aim to develop new privacy protection
frameworks and techniques suitable for the emerging cloud-based data services. To capture
users’ privacy expectations in the cloud computing paradigm, we conceptually divide per-
sonal data into two categories, i.e., visible data and invisible data, The visible data refer to
information users intentionally create, upload to, and share through the cloud; the invisi-
ble data refer to users’ information retained in the cloud that is aggregated, analyzed, and
repurposed without their knowledge or understanding.

To address the privacy issues related to each data category, we propose two privacy protection
frameworks, and investigate a set of techniques to accommodate these frameworks.

The first privacy protection framework we propose is individual control, which defines cloud
data privacy as the issue of enforcing detailed control over visible data reside in untrusted,
cloud environments. The problem generally assumes cloud service providers to be honest-but-
curious, i.e., they follow the data management protocol honestly, but are curious to learn
more information about users’ personal data. The goal is to empower users fine-grained
control over the visible data outsourced to untrusted cloud service providers.

The second privacy protection framework we propose is use limitation, which defines data
privacy in cloud as the issue of protecting user anonymity and barring the negative con-
sequences from the use of invisible data. The problem generally assumes that cloud-based
service providers have the users’ consent to use their data for commercial benefits, on the
condition that users’ identities cannot be exposed. The goal is to help cloud service providers
to properly anonymize the invisible data without curtailing many beneficial usage of the data.

we further investigate various techniques to achieve individual control and use limitation,
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1

1

2

2
3

3

consensing weights

or 

optimizing shared objective

link

signs
link scores

link

signs
link scores

score weights

score weights

(a) Private link recommendation via dis-
tributed collaboration.

1.

2.

(b) Private face tagging via deep learning
and query regulation.

Figure 1.2: Privacy-preserving data analytics.

in the context of four cloud-based data services: personal health record (PHR) sharing,
location-based proximity test, link recommendation in social networks, and face tagging in
photo management applications.

Chapter 2 is an introductory chapter that introduces our privacy protection frameworks
for cloud environments. The next four chapters outline the main techniques to achieve the
privacy goals we set for cloud-based data services. A final conclusion chapter distills the
findings, and discusses shortcomings, advantages, and potential future directions.

Chapter 3 introduces a key-based protection technique to achieve individual control, in
the context of PHR sharing. The technique we investigate is a family of advanced public-
key cryptographic primitives, known as attribute-based encryption (ABE), which associates
attributes and access policies with the ciphertexts and keys. The technique enables users
to protect their health records against cloud-based service providers via encryption while
maintaining fine-grained access control over the outsourced data records.

Chapter 4 introduces a key-less protection technique to achieve individual control. The
application scenario is a special type of location-based service (LBS), i.e., private proximity
test, which aim at letting users find others who are within certain geographical regions
or ranges. The technique we explore makes use of the real-time and location-dependent
environmental signals to cloak and protect the confidential data against cloud-based service
providers, and use a lightweight encoding scheme, i.e., fuzzy extractor, to confine the sharing
of users’ information within certain proximity.

Chapter 5 discusses the possibility to achieve use limitation through distributed collabora-
tion. The idea is to use distributed collaboration to combat large-scale data aggregation.
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Instead of allowing many cloud-based service providers to fully release their data collection
and risking user re-identification, we advocate the usage of distributed algorithms for data
analytic tasks. It allows cloud-based service providers to share only computation results in
compliance with the privacy policies. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this technique in
the context of private link recommendation for social networks.

Chapter 6 introduces query regulation for use limitation, a set of techniques that prevents
the disclosure of sensitive information by restricting query requests or perturbing query
responses. We study query regulation under the differential privacy framework, which aims
to ensure the behavior of query responses does not change dramatically when a single user’s
data join or leave the data collection. Query regulation that enforces differential privacy can
protect individual-level information privacy, because, by looking at the query responses, one
cannot identify whether a user’s data were included in the data collection or not. In chapter 6,
we combine query regulation with distributed deep learning to solve the privacy-preserving
face tagging problem.



Chapter 2

Data Protection: From Individual
Control to Use Limitation

“We can only see a short
distance ahead, but we can see
plenty there that needs to be
done.”

Alan Turing,
Computing Machinery and

Intelligence

In this chapter, we briefly overview personal data stored in the cloud, and the current privacy
policies related to these data. We further present our privacy protection frameworks, namely
individual control and use limitation, and describe them in terms of threat models, privacy
goals, and protection techniques.

2.1 Understanding Personal Data in the Cloud

By definition, personal data refer to “any information relating to an identified or identifiable
natural person ... directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier ... specific to
... the identity of that person” [139]. While there exist multiple ways to categorize personal
data in the cloud, it is useful to group them based on users’ privacy expectations. Here,
we divide personal data into two categories: visible data and invisible data. As shown in
Table 2.1, the visible data refer to information users intentionally create, upload to, and share
through the cloud; the invisible data refer to users’ information retained in the cloud that is
aggregated, analyzed, and repurposed without their knowledge or understanding [127].

5
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personal data visible invisible

documents documents’ content documents’ metadata

location location check-in
cell tower, Wi-Fi data collected

by mobile devices’ sensors
identity name, SSN, DOB website visits, social connections

multimedia photos photo tags

Table 2.1: Visible and invisible data.

2.1.1 Types of Personal Data

Visible Data. Although new communication technologies have expanded the scope of
personal data, some data in the cloud are still considered to be personal in a traditional sense.
Specifically, these data are created by users or collected from users in a relatively purposeful
and transparent fashion. Examples of these data include a person’s digital medical records,
location check-ins, just to name a few. By physically entering these data into computer
systems and overseeing their usage, users are actively involved throughout the lifespan of
these personal data. In other words, these data are “visible” from the users’ perspective.
Historically, data of such a kind are often given high priority in terms of privacy protection.
For instance, the Stored Communications Act (SCA) identifies a subset of visible data as
communication content, and explicitly forbids any un-consented sharing unless they have
been held by third-parties for more than 180 days [151].

Invisible Data. Beside the visible data, cloud computing also introduces another category
of personal data. These data are often passively collected as a by-product of other user
activities (for example web browsing data or sensor data collected by phones and always-on
devices in the background, etc.). We describe this data category as invisible data, since a
great deal of such information is collected without users’ knowledge and by data collectors
with whom users have no relationship. Due to the volume of invisible and the lack of
awareness about their existence, users often hold a different privacy expectation toward
these data. Specifically, users’ curation habits toward these data usually favor convenience
over control, and rely on the virtue of cloud-based service providers for privacy protection.

2.1.2 Current Cloud Data Privacy

Visible Data, Third-Party Doctrine. The increasing use of cloud-based data storage and
data sharing raises significant privacy risks to personal data, especially to the visible data.
As data move to the cloud, users expose them to untrusted environments and loose physical
control. To make things even worse, most cloud-based service providers nowadays are not
legally responsible to protect the privacy of the personal data stored in their platforms.
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In US, the basis for such codification came from a concept commonly known as the third-
party doctrine, which originated from two Supreme Court decisions in the late ‘70s, i.e.,
United States v. Miller and Smith v. Maryland. In both cases, the Court found that people
have no reasonable expectation of privacy, if they knowingly and voluntarily revealed such
information to third parties. Under an aggressive reading of it, the third-party doctrine can
be applied to any private company that handles personal information. Cloud-based service
providers therefore often use the doctrine as excuse for their lack of data protection, even
though the personal data in their hands are much more revealing than the data handled by
other Internet companies.

Invisible Data, Notice-and-Choice. The other privacy concern related to cloud comput-
ing stems from the growing interest in aggregating and analyzing the invisible data retained
in the cloud. By linking disparate bits of data for knowledge discovery, cloud-based data
analytics have become the new engine to create economic and social values. However, there
is a risk that these analytic services could potentially link sensitive information back to
individuals, and result in unintended consequences such as bias and discrimination.

Existing privacy protections toward cloud-based data analytics often rely on the traditional
notice-and-choice framework, in which data collectors set forth practices in lengthy privacy
policies and deem individuals to have read, understood, and consented to them. This frame-
work has its limitations. The pervasive data collection, enabled by the growing array of
always-on consumer devices, environmental sensors, and tracking technologies, often implies
that individuals does not know exactly what is being collected about them and how it will be
used. Consequently, individuals tend to give consent to the notice without fully understand
its privacy ramifications. Further, the longevity of personal data also makes it difficult for
individuals to withdraw or change their consent regarding particular data uses.
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2.2 Privacy Protection Frameworks

Since the third-party doctrine and the notice-and-choice approach are ill suited for data pro-
tection in cloud environments, we propose two new privacy protection frameworks, namely,
individual control and use limitation, to address the privacy issues in cloud-based data ser-
vices.

2.2.1 Individual Control

The growing chorus of criticism about third-party doctrine has inspired us to propose a new
privacy protection framework, known as individual control. In our framework, we assume the
cloud-based service providers to be semi-trusted, or honest-but-curious. That is, the cloud-
based service providers follow the data management protocol honestly and precisely, but are
curious to learn more information about users’ personal data. This adversarial model is based
on the fact that these service providers are not legally obligated to protect users’ personal
data, hence should not be allowed to access these data due to lack of accountability. The
objective of individual control is to enforce detailed control over users’ personal data, and
keep them confidential from unauthorized parties, including cloud-based service providers.

The challenge of the individual control approach is to design systems that support fine-
grained control over personal data reside on a remote, untrusted server. In general, individual
control aims to achieve the following goals: (a) users’ personal data must remain confidential
against unauthorized parties; (b) users have detailed control over the sharing of their personal
data; and (c) enforcing individual control should not introduce significant burden in terms
of computation, storage, and credential management. The techniques often used to achieve
individual control are determined by privacy context. In general, we consider techniques
from the following two categories.

Key-based techniques. Key-based techniques, such as cryptography, have a long lasting
history with privacy. The first cryptography construction of privacy-preserving computation
dates back to the early ‘80s, when Andrew Yao introduced the “millionaires’ problem” [155].
For the individual control scenario, key-based techniques allow users to securely communicate
their personal data through untrusted cloud environments via shared secrets. To obtain
scalable solutions that support fine-grained control, advanced public-key cryptography, such
as identity-based encryption (IBE), ABE, and functional encryption, can be used to mitigate
the key management issues (see chapter 3). However, key-based protection techniques often
lack the flexibility to accommodate the subtlety of privacy protection. We’ll return to this
point in chapter 3.

Key-less techniques. Key-less techniques provide secure communication of personal infor-
mation by exploring the intrinsic properties of the communication channel. Its relationship
with security and privacy can be traced back to ‘70s when Aaron D. Wyner introduced the
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concept of wire-tap channel and physical layer security [153]. The adversary models for key-
less techniques are generally weaker than their key-based counterparts [64, 147]. But key-less
techniques usually do not require a priori sharing of secrets, which makes them advantageous
in certain individual control scenarios. In particular, we find key-less techniques can be used
in scenarios when spatial-temporal-sensitive data are shared through an honest-but-curious
cloud server in a one-off, ad hoc fashion (see chapter 4).

2.2.2 Use Limitation

As effective privacy notice becoming untenable in the cloud-based information ecosystem, the
traditional notice-and-choice framework requires significant simplification to serve its privacy
purpose. The new framework we propose, i.e., use limitation, helps users to focus on the core
privacy concern, their anonymity, rather than trying to understand the complex information
flows related to the invisible data. In the use limitation scenario, the cloud providers are
assumed to be trusted entities who wish to release information about users’ personal data
to other third parties. Instead of communicating with users about all anticipated future
uses of their data, the use limitation framework requires the cloud-based service providers
to provide proof that the information is properly anonymized and cannot be linked back to
individuals.

The challenge of use limitation is to design anonymization strategies that can (a) satisfy a ro-
bust definition of privacy; (b) withstand re-identification attacks; and (c) preserve utility for
common data analytic purposes [97]. In this dissertation, we study the following techniques
to achieve use limitation.
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Figure 2.5: Privacy goals for use limita-
tion.
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Distributed collaboration. Distributed collaboration has a nature connection with pri-
vacy protection. For instance, several works have employed distributed collaboration as a
general architecture for privacy-preserving data mining [4, 29, 87, 88]. For the use limitation
scenario, a distributed setting offers two privacy benefits: (1) it allows multiple cloud-based
service providers to compute results over the union of their data collections without directly
revealing individual ones. (2) it empowers cloud-based service providers with better control
when sharing the computation results of their data to ensure compliance with the privacy
policies. Depending on the actual designs, some of these protocols rely on cryptography
means such as oblivious transfer and secure multi-party computation (SMC), while others
require the providers to implement a query interface to facilitate control, (see chapter 5).

Query regulation. Query regulation aims at providing accurate and reliable statistics while
preventing the disclosure of sensitive information that links back to individuals. Examples of
query regulation include request restriction (filtering/logging/monitoring/auditing) and re-
sponse perturbation (generalization/suppression/swapping/sampling/addition-of-noise) [26,
37, 97]. We study query regulation under the differential privacy framework, which aims to
ensure the behavior of query responses does not change dramatically when a single user’s
data join or leave the data collection. Query regulation that enforces differential privacy
can protect individual-level information privacy, because, by looking at the query responses,
one cannot identify whether a user’s data were included in the data collection or not (see
chapter 6).



Chapter 3

Private PHR Sharing via
Attribute-Based Encryption

“Only the One can open the
door. And only during that
window can that door be
opened.”

The Keymaker,
Matrix Reloaded

In this chapter we motivate and introduce key-based protection techniques to achieve in-
dividual control. The application scenario is based on the problem of PHR sharing. The
technique we investigate is a family of advanced public-key cryptography schemes, known
as ABE, which associates attributes and access policies with the ciphertexts and keys. The
technique enables users to outsource encrypted health records to an untrusted cloud envi-
ronment while maintaining fine-grained access control over them. While this chapter focuses
on the private sharing of digital health records, key-based protection techniques in general
can be used to enforce individual control over outsourced personal data.

3.1 Personal Health Records

In recent years, PHR has emerged as a patient-centric model of health information exchange.
A PHR service allows a patient to create, manage, and control her personal health data
in one place through the web, which has made the storage, retrieval, and sharing of the
medical information more efficient. Especially, each patient is promised the full control of
her medical records and can share her health data with a wide range of users, including

11
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healthcare providers, family members or friends. Due to the high cost of building and
maintaining specialized data centers, many PHR services are outsourced to or provided by
third-party service providers, for example, Microsoft HealthVault. Recently, architectures of
storing PHRs in cloud computing have been proposed in [81, 89].

While it is exciting to have convenient PHR services for everyone, there are many security
and privacy risks which could impede its wide adoption. The main concern is about whether
the patients could actually control the sharing of their sensitive personal health informa-
tion (PHI), especially when they are stored on a third-party server which people may not
fully trust. On the one hand, although there exist healthcare regulations such as the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) which is recently amended to incor-
porate business associates [143], cloud providers are usually not covered entities [52]. On the
other hand, due to the high value of the sensitive PHI, the third-party storage servers are
often the targets of various malicious behaviors which may lead to exposure of the PHI. As
a famous incident, a Department of Veterans Affairs database containing sensitive PHI of
26.5 million military veterans, including their social security numbers and health problems
was stolen by an employee who took the data home without authorization [6]. To ensure
patient-centric privacy control over their own PHRs, it is essential to have fine-grained data
access control mechanisms that work with semi-trusted servers.

A feasible and promising approach would be to encrypt the data before outsourcing. Basi-
cally, the PHR owner herself should decide how to encrypt her files and to allow which set
of users to obtain access to each file. A PHR file should only be available to the users who
are given the corresponding decryption key, while remaining confidential to the rest of users.
Furthermore, the patient shall always retain the right to not only grant, but also revoke ac-
cess privileges when they feel it is necessary [91]. However, the goal of patient-centric privacy
is often in conflict with scalability in a PHR system. The authorized users may either need to
access the PHR for personal use or professional purposes. Examples of the former are family
member and friends, while the latter can be medical doctors, pharmacists, and researchers,
etc. We refer to the two categories of users as personal and professional users, respectively.
The latter has potentially large scale; should each owner herself be directly responsible for
managing all the professional users, she will easily be overwhelmed by the key management
overhead. In addition, since those users’ access requests are generally unpredictable, it is
difficult for an owner to determine a list of them. On the other hand, different from the
single data owner scenario considered in most of the existing works [11, 159], in a PHR sys-
tem, there are multiple owners who may encrypt according to their own ways, possibly using
different sets of cryptographic keys. Letting each user obtain keys from every owner whose
PHR she wants to read would limit the accessibility since patients are not always online. An
alternative is to employ a certificate authority (CA) to do the key management on behalf of
all PHR owners, but this requires too much trust on a single authority (i.e., cause the key
escrow problem).

In this chapter, we endeavor to study the patient-centric, secure sharing of PHRs stored on
semi-trusted servers, and focus on addressing the complicated and challenging key manage-
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ment issues. In order to protect the personal health data stored on a semi-trusted server,
we adopt ABE as the main encryption primitive. Using ABE, access policies are expressed
based on the attributes of users or data, which enables a patient to selectively share her
PHR among a set of users by encrypting the file under a set of attributes, without the
need to know a complete list of users. The complexities per encryption, key generation and
decryption are only linear with the number of attributes involved. However, to integrate
ABE into a large-scale PHR system, important issues such as key management scalability,
dynamic policy updates, and efficient on-demand revocation are non-trivial to solve, and
remain largely open up-to-date. To this end, we make the following main contributions:

(1) We propose a novel ABE-based framework for patient-centric secure sharing of PHRs in
cloud computing environments, under the multi-owner settings. To address the key manage-
ment challenges, we conceptually divide the users in the system into two types of domains,
namely public and personal domains. In particular, the majority professional users are man-
aged distributively by attribute authorities (AAs) in the former, while each owner only needs
to manage the keys of a small number of users in her personal domain. In this way, our frame-
work can simultaneously handle different types of PHR sharing applications’ requirements,
while incurring minimal key management overhead for both owners and users in the system.
In addition, the framework enforces write access control, handles dynamic policy updates,
and provides break-glass access to PHRs under emergence scenarios.

(2) In the public domain, we use multi-authority attribute-based encryption (MA-ABE) to
improve the security and avoid key escrow problem. Each AA in it governs a disjoint subset
of user role attributes, while none of them alone is able to control the security of the whole
system. We propose mechanisms for key distribution and encryption so that PHR owners
can specify personalized fine-grained role-based access policies during file encryption. In the
personal domain, owners directly assign access privileges for personal users and encrypt a
PHR file under its data attributes. Furthermore, we enhance MA-ABE by putting forward
an efficient and on-demand user/attribute revocation scheme, and prove its security under
standard security assumptions. In this way, patients have full privacy control over their
PHRs.

(3) We provide a thorough analysis of the complexity and scalability of our proposed secure
PHR sharing solution, in terms of multiple metrics in computation, communication, storage
and key management. We also compare our scheme to several previous ones in complex-
ity, scalability and security. Furthermore, we demonstrate the efficiency of our scheme by
implementing it on a modern workstation and performing experiments/simulations.
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UD,UR The attribute universes for data and roles
T ,L(T ) A user access tree and its leaf node set
AC
k Attributes in the ciphertext (from the kth AA)

Au
k User us attributes given by the kth AA

A, a An attribute type, a specific attribute value of that type
P Access policy for a PHR document
P A key-policy assigned to a user
MK, PK Master key and public key in ABE
SK A user’s secret key in ABE

rk
(k)
j P Proxy re-key for attribute j and version k

Table 3.1: Frequently used notions

3.2 Patient-centric, Secure and Scalable PHR Sharing

Framework

In this section, we describe our novel patient-centric secure data sharing framework for
cloud-based PHR systems. The main notations are summarized in Table 3.1.

3.2.1 System Model

We consider a PHR system where there are multiple PHR owners and PHR users. The
owners refer to patients who have full control over their own PHR data, i.e., they can create,
manage and delete it. There is a central server belonging to the PHR service provider that
stores all the owners’ PHRs. The users may come from various aspects; for example, a friend,
a caregiver or a researcher. Users access the PHR documents through the server in order
to read or write to someone’s PHR, and a user can simultaneously have access to multiple
owners’ data.

A typical PHR system uses standard data formats. For example, continuity-of-care (CCR)
(based on XML data structure), which is widely used in representative PHR systems includ-
ing Indivo [70], an open-source PHR system adopted by Boston Children’s Hospital. Due to
the nature of XML, the PHR files are logically organized by their categories in a hierarchical
way [11, 104].

3.2.2 Threat Model

We consider the server to be semi-trusted, i.e., honest but curious as those in [33, 160]. That
means the server will try to find out as much secret information in the stored PHR files as
possible, but they will honestly follow the protocol in general. On the other hand, some
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users will also try to access the files beyond their privileges. For example, a pharmacy may
want to obtain the prescriptions of patients for marketing and boosting its profits. To do
so, they may collude with other users, or even with the server. In addition, we assume each
party in our system is preloaded with a public/private key pair, and entity authentication
can be done by traditional challenge-response protocols.

3.2.3 Design Goals

To achieve “patient-centric” PHR sharing, a core requirement is that each patient can con-
trol who are authorized to access to her own PHR documents. Especially, user-controlled
read/write access and revocation are the two core security objectives for any electronic
health record system, pointed out by Mandl et al. [91] in as early as 2001. The security and
performance requirements are summarized as follows:

Data confidentiality. Unauthorized users (including the server) who do not possess enough
attributes satisfying the access policy or do not have proper key access privileges should be
prevented from decrypting a PHR document, even under user collusion. Fine-grained access
control should be enforced, meaning different users are authorized to read different sets of
documents.

On-demand revocation. Whenever a user’s attribute is no longer valid, the user should
not be able to access future PHR files using that attribute. This is usually called attribute
revocation, and the corresponding security property is forward secrecy [67]. There is also
user revocation, where all of a user’s access privileges are revoked.

Write access control. We shall prevent the unauthorized contributors to gain write-
access to owners’ PHRs, while the legitimate contributors should access the server with
accountability.

Flexible access policies. The data access policies should be flexible, i.e., dynamic changes
to the predefined policies shall be allowed, especially the PHRs should be accessible under
emergency scenarios.

Scalability, efficiency and usability. The PHR system should support users from both
the personal domain and public domains. Since the set of users from the public domain
may be large in size and unpredictable, the system should be highly scalable, in terms of
complexity in key management, communication, computation and storage. Additionally, the
owners’ efforts in managing users and keys should be minimized to enjoy usability.

3.2.4 Overview of Our Framework

The main goal of our framework is to provide secure patient-centric PHR access and efficient
key management at the same time. The key idea is to divide the system into multiple security
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Figure 3.1: The proposed framework for patient-centric, secure and scalable PHR sharing
on semi-trusted storage under multi-owner settings. Labels in the figures means: (1) obtain
attributes. (2) provide write keys. (3) outsource encrypted PHR. (4) write data. (5) read
data. (6) delegate. (7) provide read keys. (8) revocation.

domains (namely, public domains (PUDs) and personal domains (PSDs)) according to the
different users’ data access requirements. The PUDs consist of users who make access based
on their professional roles, such as doctors, nurses and medical researchers. In practice,
a PUD can be mapped to an independent sector in the society, such as the health care,
government or insurance sector. For each PSD, its users are personally associated with a
data owner (such as family members or close friends), and they make accesses to PHRs based
on access rights assigned by the owner.

In both types of security domains, we utilize ABE to realize cryptographically enforced,
patient-centric PHR access. Especially, in a PUD, MA-ABE is used, in which there are
multiple AAs, each governing a disjoint subset of attributes. Role attributes are defined
for PUDs, representing the professional role or obligations of a PUD user. Users in PUDs
obtain their attribute-based secret keys from the AAs, without directly interacting with the
owners. To control access from PUD users, owners are free to specify role-based fine-grained
access policies for her PHR files, but do not need to know the list of authorized users when
doing encryption. Since the PUDs contain the majority of users, it greatly reduces the key
management overhead for both the owners and users.

Each data owner (e.g., a patient) is a trusted authority of her own PSD, who uses a key-
policy attribute-based encryption (KP-ABE) system to manage the secret keys and access
rights of users in her PSD. Since the users are personally known by the PHR owner, to
realize patient-centric access, the owner is at the best position to grant user access privileges
on a case-by-case basis. For PSD, data attributes are defined which refer to the intrinsic
properties of the PHR data, such as the category of a PHR file. For the purpose of PSD
access, each PHR file is labeled with its data attributes, while the key size is only linear with
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Figure 3.2: The attribute hierarchy of files – leaf nodes are atomic file categories while
internal nodes are compound categories. Dark boxes are the categories that a PSD’s data
reader have access to.

the number of file categories a user can access. Since the number of users in a PSD is often
small, it reduces the burden for the owner. When encrypting the data for PSD, all that the
owner needs to know is the intrinsic data properties.

The multi-domain approach best models different user types and access requirements in a
PHR system. The use of ABE makes the encrypted PHRs self-protective, i.e., they can be
accessed by only authorized users even when storing on a semi-trusted server, and when the
owner is not online. In addition, efficient and on-demand user revocation is made possible
via our ABE enhancements.

3.2.5 Details of the Proposed Framework

In our framework, there are multiple PSDs, multiple owners, multiple AAs, and multiple
users. In addition, two ABE systems are involved: for each PSD the YWRL’s revocable
KP-ABE scheme [9] is adopted; for each PUD, our proposed revocable MA-ABE scheme
(described in section 3.3) is used. The framework is illustrated in Figure 3.2. We term the
users having read and write access as data readers and contributors, respectively.

System Setup and Key Distribution. The system first defines a common universe of
data attributes shared by every PSD, such as “basic profile”, “medical history”, “allergies”,
and “prescriptions”. An emergency attribute is also defined for break-glass access. Each
PHR owner’s client application generates its corresponding public/master keys. The public
keys can be published via user’s profile in an online healthcare social-network (HSN) (which
could be part of the PHR service; e.g., the Indivo system [70]). There are two ways for
distributing secret keys. First, when first using the PHR service, a PHR owner can specify the
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access privilege of a data reader in her PSD, and let her application generate and distribute
corresponding key to the latter, in a way resembling invitations in GoogleDoc. Second, a
reader in PSD could obtain the secret key by sending a request (indicating which types of
files she wants to access) to the PHR owner via HSN, and the owner will grant her a subset
of requested data types. Based on that, the policy engine of the application automatically
derives an access structure, and runs keygen of KP-ABE to generate the user secret key
that embeds her access structure. In addition, the data attributes can be organized in a
hierarchical manner for efficient policy generation, see Figure 3.1. When the user is granted
all the file types under a category, her access privilege will be represented by that category
instead.

For the PUDs, the system defines role attributes, and a reader in a PUD obtains secret key
from AAs, which binds the user to her claimed attributes/roles. For example, a physician
in it would receive “hospital A, physician, M.D., internal medicine” as her attributes from
the AAs. In practice, there exist multiple AAs each governing a different subset of role
attributes. For instance, hospital staffs shall have a different AA from pharmacy specialists.
This is reflected by (1) in Figure 3.2. MA-ABE is used to encrypt the data, and the concrete
mechanism will be presented in section 3.3. In addition, the AAs distribute write keys that
permit contributors in their PUD to write to some patients’ PHR ((2)).

PHR Encryption and Access. The owners upload ABE-encrypted PHR files to the server
((3)). Each owner’s PHR file is encrypted both under a certain fine-grained and role-based
access policy for users from the PUD to access, and under a selected set of data attributes
that allows access from users in the PSD. Only authorized users can decrypt the PHR
files, excluding the server. For improving efficiency, the data attributes will include all the
intermediate file types from a leaf node to the root. For example, in Figure 3.1, an “allergy”
file’s attributes are {PHR, medical history, allergy}. The data readers download PHR files
from the server, and they can decrypt the files only if they have suitable attribute-based keys
((5)). The data contributors will be granted write access to someone’s PHR, if they present
proper write keys ((4)).

User Revocation. Here we consider revocation of a data reader or her attributes/access
privileges. There are several possible cases: 1) revocation of one or more role attributes of
a public domain user; 2) revocation of a public domain user which is equivalent to revoking
all of that user’s attributes. These operations are done by the AA that the user belongs to,
where the actual computations can be delegated to the server to improve efficiency ((8)). 3)
Revocation of a personal domain user’s access privileges; 4) revocation of a personal domain
user. These can be initiated through the PHR owner’s client application in a similar way.

Policy Updates. A PHR owner can update her sharing policy for an existing PHR docu-
ment by updating the attributes (or access policy) in the ciphertext. The supported opera-
tions include add/delete/modify, which can be done by the server on behalf of the user.

Break-glass. When an emergency happens, the regular access policies may no longer be
applicable. To handle this situation, break-glass access is needed to access the victim’s
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PHR. In our framework, each owner’s PHR’s access right is also delegated to an emergency
department (ED) ((6)). To prevent from abuse of break-glass option, the emergency staff
needs to contact the ED to verify her identity and the emergency situation, and obtain
temporary read keys ((7)). After the emergency is over, the patient can revoke the emergent
access via the ED.

An Example. Here we demonstrate how our framework works using a concrete example.
Suppose PHR owner Alice is a patient associated with hospital A. After she creates a PHR
file F1 (labeled as “PHR; medical history; allergy; emergency” in Figure 3.1), she first
encrypts it according to both F1’s data labels (under the YWRL KP-ABE), and a role-
based file access policy P1 (under our revocable MA-ABE). This policy can be decided
based on recommended settings by the system, or Alice’s own preference. It may look like
P1 :=“(profession=physician)∧(specialty=internal medicine)∧(organization=hospital A)”.
She also sends the break-glass key to the ED. In addition, Alice determines the access
rights of users in her PSD, which can be done either on-line or off-line. For example, she
may approve her friend Bob’s request to access files with labels {personal info} or {medical
history}. Her client application will distribute a secret key with the access structure (personal
info∨medical history) to Bob. When Bob wants to access another file F2 with labels “PHR
- medical history - medications”, he is able to decrypt F2 due to the “medical history”
attribute. For another user Charlie who is a physician specializing in internal medicine in
hospital B in the PUD, he obtains his secret key from multiple AAs such as the American
Medical Association (AMA), the American Board of Medical Specialties (ABMS), and the
American Hospital Association (AHA). But he cannot decrypt F1, because his role attributes
do not satisfy P1. Finally, an emergency room staff, Dorothy who temporarily obtains the
break-glass key from ED, can gain access to F1 due to the emergency attribute in that key.

Remarks. The separation of PSD/PUD and data/role attributes reflects the real-world
situation. First, in the PSD, a patient usually only gives personal access of his/her sensitive
PHR to selected users, such as family members and close friends, rather than all the friends
in the social network. Different PSD users can be assigned different access privileges based
on their relationships with the owner. In this way, patients can exert fine-control over
the access for each user in their PSDs. Second, by our multi-domain and multi-authority
framework, each public user only needs to contact AAs in its own PUD who collaboratively
generates a secret key for the user, which reduces the workload per AA (since each AA
handles fewer number of attributes per key issuing). In addition, the multi-authority ABE is
resilient to compromise of up to N − 2 AAs in a PUD, which solves the key-escrow problem.
Furthermore, in our framework user’s role verification is much easier. Different organizations
can form their own (sub)domains and become AAs to manage and certify different sets of
attributes, which is similar to divide and rule.
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3.3 Main Design Issues

In this section, we address several key design issues in secure and scalable sharing of PHRs
in cloud computing, under the proposed framework.

AA AMA ABMS AHA

Attribute type A1 : Profession A2 : License status A3 : Medical specialty A4 : Organization
Au1 : user 1 Physician ∗ M.D. ∗ Internal medicine ∗ Hospital A ∗
Au2 : user 2 Nurse ∗ Nurse license ∗ Gerontology ∗ Hospital B ∗
Au3 : user 3 Pharmacist ∗ Pharm. license ∗ General ∗ Pharmacy C ∗
Key polices 1-out-of-n1 ∧ 1-out-of-n2 1-out-of-n3 1-out-of-n4

Table 3.2: Sample secret keys and key-policies for three public users in the health care
domain.

3.3.1 Using MA-ABE in the Public Domain

For the PUDs, our framework delegates the key management functions to multiple AAs. In
order to achieve stronger privacy guarantee for data owners, the Chase-Chow (CC) MA-ABE
scheme [24] is used, where each authority governs a disjoint set of attributes distributively.
It is natural to associate the ciphertext of a PHR document with an owner-specified ac-
cess policy for users from PUD. However, one technical challenge is that CC MA-ABE is
essentially a KP-ABE scheme, where the access policies are enforced in users’ secret keys,
and those key-policies do not directly translate to document access policies from the owners’
points of view. By our design, we show that by agreeing upon the formats of the key-policies
and the rules of specifying which attributes are required in the ciphertext, the CC MA-ABE
can actually support owner-specified document access policies with some degree of flexibility
(such as the one in Figure 3.5), i.e., it functions similar to ciphertext-policy attribute-based
encryption (CP-ABE).

In order to allow the owners to specify an access policy for each PHR document, we exploit
the fact that the basic CC MA-ABE works in a way similar to fuzzy-IBE, where the threshold
policies (e.g., k out of n) are supported. Since the threshold gate has an intrinsic symmetry
from both the encryptor and the user’s point of views, we can pre-define the formats of the
allowed document policies as well as those of the key-policies, so that an owner can enforce
a file access policy through choosing which set of attributes to be included in the ciphertext.

3.3.1.1 Basic Usage of MA-ABE

Setup. In particular, the AAs first generate the MKs and PK using setup as in CC
MA-ABE. The k -th AA defines a disjoint set of role attributes Uk, which are relatively static
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Figure 3.4: An example policy realizable
under our framework using MA-ABE, fol-
lowing the enhanced key generation and
encryption rules.

properties of the public users. These attributes are classified by their types, such as profession
and license status, medical specialty, and affiliation where each type has multiple possible
values. Basically, each AA monitors a disjoint subset of attribute types. For example, in
the healthcare domain, the AMA may issue medical professional licenses like “physician”,
“M.D.”, “nurse”, “entry-level license” etc., the ABMS could certify specialties like “internal
medicine”, “surgery” etc.; and AHA may define user affiliations such as “hospital A” and
“pharmacy D”. In order to represent the “do not care” option for the owners, we add one
wildcard attribute “∗” in each type of the attributes.

Document Policy Generation and Encryption. In the basic usage, we consider a special
class of access policy — conjunctive normal form (CNF), P := ((A1 = a1,1) ∨ · · · ∨ (A1 = a1,d1))∧
· · ·∧ ((Am = am,1) ∨ · · · ∨ (Am = am,dm)), where ai,j could be “∗”, and m is the total number
of attribute types. For such a file access policy, an owner encrypts the file as follows (all the
attributes in this section are role attributes):

Definition 1. (Basic Encryption Rule for PUD): Let P be in CNF form, then P is required
to contain at least one attribute from each type, and the encryptor associates the ciphertext
with all the attributes on the leaf of the access tree corresponding to P .

Key Policy Generation and Key Distribution. In CC [24], the format of the key-
policies is restricted to conjunctions among different AAs, i.e., P := P1 ∧ · · · ∧ PN , where
Pk could correspond to arbitrary monotonic access structure. To be able to implement the
CNF document policy, each AA need to follow the rule of key distribution:

Definition 2. (Basic Key Policy Generation Rule for PUD): Let P be in the above form.
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For the secret key of user u, Au
k should contain at least one attribute from every type of

attributes governed by AAk, and always include the wildcard associated with each type. In
addition, the key policy Pk of u issued by AAk is (1 out of nk1)∧ · · · ∧(1 out of nkt), where
nk1 · · ·nkt are the indices of attribute types governed by AAk.

In the above, Au
k is the set of role attributes u obtains from AAk. After key distribution, the

AAs can remain offline for most of the time. A detailed key distribution example is given in
Table 3.2.

The following two properties ensure that the set of users that can decrypt a file with an
access policy P is equivalent to the set of users with key access structures such that the
ciphertext’s attribute set (P ’s leaf nodes) will satisfy.

Definition 3. (Correctness): Given a ciphertext and its corresponding file access policy P
and its leaf node set L(P) = AC , a user access tree T and its leaf node set L(T ) = Au,
P(L(T )) = 1 ⇒ T (L(P)) = 1. That is, whenever the attributes in user secret key satisfy
the file access policy, the attributes in the access policy should satisfy the access structure
in user secret key.

Definition 4. (Completeness): Conversely, T (L(P)) = 1⇒ P(L(T )) = 1.

Theorem 1. Following the above proposed key generation and encryption rules, the CNF
file access policy achieves both correctness and completeness.

Proof. In the following, subscript i of an attribute set denotes the subset of attributes be-
longing to the i -th type.

• Correctness (⇒). If P(L(T )) = 1 (i.e., L(T ) satisfies P), ∀i = 1, · · · ,m,∃a ∈ AC
i ∩

Li(T ). Since the i-th policy term in P (corresponding to user access tree T ) is “1 out
of ni”, this implies T (L(P)) = 1.

• Completeness (⇐): it is easy to see the above is reversible, due to the symmetry of set
intersection.

The above theorem essentially states, the CC MA-ABE can be used in a fashion like CP-ABE
when the document access policy is CNF. In practice, the above rules need to be agreed and
followed by each owner and AA. It is easy to generalize the above conclusions to conjunctive
forms with each term being a threshold logic formula, which will not be elaborated here.
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3.3.1.2 Achieving More Expressive File Access Policies

By enhancing the key-policy generation rule, we can enable more expressive encryptor’s
access policies. We exploit an observation that in practice, a user’s attributes/roles belonging
to different types assigned by the same AA are often correlated with respect to a primary
attribute type. In the following, an attribute tuple refers to the set of attribute values
governed by one AA (each of a different type) that are correlated with each other.

Definition 5. (Enhanced Key-Policy Generation Rule): In addition to the basic key-policy
generation rule, the attribute tuples assigned by the same AA for different users do not
intersect with each other, as long as their primary attribute types are distinct.

Definition 6. (Enhanced Encryption Rule): In addition to the basic encryption rule, as
long as there are multiple attributes of the same primary type, corresponding non-intersected
attribute tuples are included in the ciphertext’s attribute set.

This primary-type based attribute association is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Note that there
is a “horizontal association” between two attributes belonging to different types assigned to
each user. For example, in the first AA (AMA) in Table 3.2, “license status” is associated
with “profession”, and “profession” is a primary type. That means, a physician’s possible set
of license status do not intersect with that of a nurse’s, or a pharmacist’s. An “M.D.” license
is always associated with “physician”, while “elderly’s nursing licence” is always associated
with “nurse”. Thus, if the second level key policy within the AMA is“1 out of n1 ∧1 out of
n2”, a physician would receive a key like “(physician OR ∗) AND (M.D. OR ∗)” (recall the
assumption that each user can only hold at most one role attribute in each type), nurse’s
will be like “(nurse OR ∗) AND (elderly’s nursing licence OR ∗)”. Meanwhile, the encryptor
can be made aware of this correlation, so she may include the attribute set: {physician,
M.D., nurse, elderly’s nursing licence} during encryption. Due to the attribute correlation,
the set of users that can have access to this file can only possess one out of two sets of
possible roles, which means the following policy is enforced: “(physician AND M.D.) OR
(nurse AND elderly’s nursing licence)”. The direct consequence is it enables a disjunctive
normal form (DNF) encryptor access policy to appear at the second level. If the encryptor
wants to enforce such a DNF policy under an AA, she can simply include all the attributes
in that policy in the ciphertext.

Furthermore, if one wants to encrypt with wildcard attributes in the policy, say: “(physician
AND M.D.) OR (nurse AND any nursing license)” the same idea can be used, i.e., we
can simply correlate each “profession” attribute with its proprietary “∗” attribute. So we
will have “∗nursing license, ∗physician license” etc. in the users’ keys. The above discussion is
summarized in Figure 3.5 by an example encryptor’s policy.

If there are multiple PUDs, then P = ∪PUDj{PPUDj}, and multiple sets of ciphertext com-
ponents needs to be included. Since in reality, the number of PUDs is usually small, this
method is more efficient and secure than a straightforward application of CP-ABE in which
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each organization acts as an authority that governs all types of attributes [83], and the
lenGTh of ciphertext grows linearly with the number of organizations. For efficiency, each
file is encrypted with a randomly generated file encryption key (FEK), which is then en-
crypted by ABE.

3.3.1.3 Synopsis

In this above, we present a method to enforce owner’s access policy during encryption, which
utilizes the MA-ABE scheme in a way like CP-ABE. The essential idea is to define a set
of key-generation rules and encryption rules. There are two layers in the encryptor’s access
policy, the first one is across different AAs while the second is across different attributes
governed by the same AA. For the first layer, conjunctive policy is enabled; for the second,
either k-out-of-n or DNF policy are supported. We exploit the correlations among attribute
types under an AA to enable the extended second-level DNF policy.

Next we summarize the formats of user secret key and ciphertext in our framework. A user
u in an owner’s PSD has the following keys: SKPSD

u = 〈{Di}i∈AuPSD〉, where Di follows the
construction of the YWRL ABE scheme, and Au

PSD is the attribute set in the key policy
for u. For a user u in a PUD, SKPSD

u = 〈Du, {Dk,i}k∈{1,...,N},i∈Auk 〉, where Du and Dk,i are
defined according to the MA-ABE scheme, and Au

k include attributes in the key policy issued
by AAk.

The ciphertext of file F is: E(F ) = 〈EABE(FEK), EFEK(F )〉, where EFEK(F ) is a symmet-
ric key encryption of F , and EABE(FEK) = 〈EPSD(FEK), EPUD(FEK)〉, where each of the
ciphertexts are encrypted using the YWRL ABE scheme and MA-ABE scheme, respectively.

3.3.2 Enhancing MA-ABE for User Revocation

The original CC MA-ABE scheme does not enable efficient and on-demand user revocation.
To achieve this for MA-ABE, we combine ideas from YWRL’s revocable KP-ABE [159, 160],
and propose an enhanced MA-ABE scheme. In particular, an authority can revoke a user
or user’s attributes immediately by re-encrypting the ciphertexts and updating users’ secret
keys, while a major part of these operations can be delegated to the server which enhances
efficiency.

The idea to revoke one attribute of a user in MA-ABE is as follows. The AA who governs
this attribute actively updates that attribute for all the affected unrevoked users. To this
end, the following updates should be carried out: (1) the public/master key components
for the affected attribute; (2) the secret key component corresponding to that attribute of
each unrevoked user; (3) Also, the server shall update all the ciphertexts containing that
attribute. In order to reduce the potential computational burden for the AAs, we adopt
proxy encryption to delegate operations (2) and (3) to the server, and use lazy-revocation to
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reduce the overhead. In particular, each data attribute i is associated with a version number
veri. Upon each revocation event, if i is an affected attribute, the AA submits a re-key
rki↔i′ = t′i/ti to the server, who then re-encrypts the affected ciphertexts and increases their
version numbers. The unrevoked users’ secret key components are updated via a similar
operation using the re-key. To delegate secret key updates to the server, a dummy attribute
needs to be additionally defined by each of N − 1 AAs, which are always ANDed with each
user’s key-policy to prevent the server from grasping the secret keys. This also maintains the
resistance against up to N − 2 AA collusion of MA-ABE (as will be shown by our security
proof). Using lazy-revocation, the affected ciphertexts and user secret keys are only updated
when an affected unrevoked user logs into the system next time. By the form of the re-key,
all the updates can be aggregated from the last login to the most current one.

To revoke a user in MA-ABE, one needs to find out a minimal subset of attributes (γ) such
that without it the user’s secret key’s access structure (Au) will never be satisfied. Because
our MA-ABE scheme requires conjunctive access policy across the AA, it suffices to find
a minimal subset by each AAk (γk ⊆ Au

k), without which Au
k will not be satisfied, and

then compute the minimal set (γkmin
) out of all γk. The AAkmin

will initiate the revocation
operation.

The enhanced CC MA-ABE scheme with immediate revocation capabilities is formally de-
scribed in Figure 3.4. It has nine algorithms, where MinimalSet, ReKeyGen, ReEnc, and
KeyUpdate are related to user revocation, and PolicyUpdate is for handling dynamic policy
changes. A version number is used to record and differentiate the system states (PK, MK,
SK, CT ) after each revocation operation. Since this scheme combines [159] and [24], the
differences with respect to each of them are highlighted.

3.3.3 Enforce Write Access Control

If there is no restrictions on write access, anyone may write to someone’s PHR using only
public keys, which is undesirable. By granting write access, we mean a data contributor
should obtain proper authorization from the organization she is in (and/or from the targeting
owner), which shall be able to be verified by the server who grants/rejects write access.

A naive way is to let each contributor obtain a signature from her organization every time
she intends to write. Yet this requires the organizations be always on-line. The observation
is that, it is desirable and practical to authorize according to time periods whose granularity
can be adjusted. For example, a doctor should be permitted to write only during her office
hours; on the other hand, the doctor must not be able to write to patients that are not
treated by her. Therefore, we combine signatures with the hash chain technique to achieve
our goals.

Suppose the time granularity is set to ∆t, and the time is divided into periods of ∆t.
For each working cycle (e.g. a day), an organization generates a hash chain [108], [154]:
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• Setup(1κ) The same as Setup from [24], except that each AAk (k = {1, . . . , N−
1}) defines an additional dummy attribute A∗k with its corresponding public
key and master key components, and each AA initializes a version number
ver = 1. The AAs publish (ver,PK), while (ver, MKk) is held by AAk.

• KeyIssue(Au,MK,PK) The same as KeyIssue from [24], except the key-
policy Au of each user must be ANDed with A∗1, . . . , A

∗
N−1. The user receives

(ver, SKu), where ver is the current version number.

• Encrypt(M,AC
PUD, PK) The same as Encryption from [24], except that A∗k

must be part of AC
AAk

(∀k ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1}). It outputs CT = 〈ver, E0 =

MẎ s, E1 = gs2, {Ck,i = T sk,i}i∈ACPUD,k∈{1,...,N}〉. The encryptor stores the ran-
dom number s used to compute CT .

• Decrypt(CT, PK, SKu) The same as Decryption in [24], except it uses PK
and SKu with the same ver as in CT .

• MinimalSet(Au) First, each AAk runs algorithm γk ← AMinimalSet(Au) from
[159]. Then kmin ← arg min

k
{|γk|} and output γkmin

.

• ReKeyGen(γ,MKk) Executed by AAk. Given a set of attributes γ, for each
i ∈ γ, run algorithm AUpdateAtt(i,MKk) from [159] and output local re-key
as rkk = (ver, {rkk,i↔i′}i∈Uk) where Uk is the attribute universe governed by
AAk. The global re-key is rk = {rkk}1≤k≤N . Increase the system’s ver by 1
(the other AAk will synchronize).

• ReEnc(CT, rk) Executed by the server. For each 1 ≤ k ≤ N , i ∈ AC
PUDk

, run
algorithm C ′k,i ← AUpdateAtt4File(i, Ck,i, AHLk,i) from [159], which updates
ciphertext component Ck,i to its latest ver, where AHL is an attribute history
list. Output CT ′ = (ver + 1,AC

PUD, E0, E1, {C ′k,i}i∈ACPUDk , k∈{1,...,N}).

• KeyUpdate(SKu, rk) User u gives part of SKu to the server (except the
dummy components). For each 1 ≤ k ≤ N , i ∈ Au

PUDk
, run algorithm

D′k,i ← AUpdateSK(i,Dk,i, AHLk,i) from [159]. Outputs SK ′u = (ver +
1, Du, {D′k,i}k∈{1,...,N},i∈AuPUDk ).

• PolicyUpdate(ÃC
PUD, CT, s). CT is parsed as:

〈ver,AC
PUD, E0, E1, {Ck, i}i∈ACPUD, k∈{1,...,N}〉. For each i ∈ {ÃC

PUD − AC
PUD},

compute Ck,i = T sk,i. For each i ∈ {AC
PUD − ÃC

PUD}, delete Ck,i. Output

C̃T = 〈ver, ÃC
PUD, E0, E1, {Ck, i}i∈ÃCPUD, k∈{1,...,N}〉.

Figure 3.5: The enhanced MA-ABE scheme with on-demand revocation capabilities.
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H = {h0, h1, . . . , hn}, where H(hi−1) = hi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. At time 0, the organization broadcasts
a signature of the chain end hn (σorg(hn)) to all users in its domain, where σ(·) stands for
an unforgeable signature scheme. After that it multicasts hn−i to the set of authorized
contributors at each time period i. Note that, the above method enables timely revocation
of write access, i.e., the authority simply stops issuing hashes for a contributor at the time
of revocation. In addition, an owner could distribute a time-related signature: σowner(ts,tt)
to the entities that requests write access (which can be delegated to the organization), where
ts is the start time of the granted time window, and tt is the end of the time window. For
example, to enable a billing clerk to add billing information to Alice’s PHR, Alice can specify
“8am to 5pm” as the granted time window at the beginning of a clinical visit. Note that, for
contributors in the PSD of the owner, they only need to obtain signatures from the owner
herself.

Generally, during time period j, an authorized contributor w submits a “ticket” to the server
after being authenticated to it:

Ĕpkserver(σowner(ts‖tt)‖σorg(hn)‖hn−j‖r)

where Ĕpkserver is the public key encryption using the server’s public key, and r is a nonce to
prevent replay attack. The server verifies if the signatures are correct using both org’s and
owner’s public keys, and whether Hj(hn−j) = hn, where Hj(·) means hash j times. Only
if both holds, the contributor is granted write access and the server accepts the contents
uploaded subsequently.

3.3.4 Handle Dynamic Policy Changes

Our scheme should support the dynamic add/modify/delete of part of the document access
policies or data attributes by the owner. For example, if a patient does not want doctors to
view her PHR after she finishes a visit to a hospital, she can simply delete the ciphertext
components corresponding to attribute “doctor” in her PHR files. Adding and modification
of attributes/access policies can be done by proxy re-encryption techniques [84]; however
they are expensive. To make the computation more efficient, each owner could store the
random number s used in encrypting the FEK of each document on her own computer, and
construct new ciphertext components corresponding to added/changed attributes based on
s. The PolicyUpdate algorithm is shown in Figure 3.4.

To reduce the storage cost, the owner can merely keep a random seed s′ and generate the
s for each encrypted file from s′, such as using a pseudorandom generator. Thus the main
computational overhead to modify/add one attribute in the ciphertext is just one modular
exponentiation operation.
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3.3.5 Deal with Break-Glass Access

For certain parts of the PHR data, medical staffs need to have temporary access when an
emergency happens to a patient, who may become unconscious and is unable to change her
access policies beforehand. The medical staffs will need some temporary authorization (e.g.,
emergency key) to decrypt those data. Under our framework, this can be naturally achieved
by letting each patient delegate her emergency key to an ED. Specifically, in the beginning,
each owner defines an “emergency” attribute and builds it into the PSD part of the ciphertext
of each PHR document that she allows break-glass access. She then generates an emergency
key skEM using the single-node key-policy “emergency”, and delegates it to the ED who
keeps it in a database of patient directory. Upon emergency, a medical staff authenticates
herself to the ED, requests and obtains the corresponding patient’s skEM , and then decrypts
the PHR documents using skEM . After the patient recovers from the emergency, she can
revoke the break-glass access by computing a re-key: rkEM , submit it to the ED and the
server to update her skEM and CT to their newest versions, respectively.

Remarks. We note that, although using ABE and MA-ABE enhances the system scalabil-
ity, there are some limitations in the practicality of using them in building PHR systems.
For example, in workflow-based access control scenarios, the data access right could be given
based on users’ identities rather than their attributes, while ABE does not handle that effi-
ciently. In those scenarios one may consider the use of attribute-based broadcast encryption
[7]. In addition, the expressibility of our encryptor’s access policy is somewhat limited by
that of MA-ABE’s, since it only supports conjunctive policy across multiple AAs. In prac-
tice, the credentials from different organizations may be considered equally effective, in that
case distributed ABE schemes [95] will be needed. We designate those issues as future works.

3.4 Security Analysis

In this section, we analyze the security of the proposed PHR sharing solution. First we show
it achieves data confidentiality (i.e., preventing unauthorized read accesses), by proving the
enhanced MA-ABE scheme (with efficient revocation) to be secure under the attribute-based
selective-set model [24], [28]. We have the following main theorem.

Theorem 2. The enhanced MA-ABE scheme guarantees data confidentiality of the PHR
data against unauthorized users and the curious cloud service provider, while maintaining
the collusion resistance against users and up to N − 2 AAs.

In addition, our framework achieves forward secrecy, and security of write access control.

We also compare the security of our scheme with several existing works, in terms of confi-
dentiality guarantee, access control granularity and supported revocation method etc. We
choose four representative state-of-the-art schemes to compare with: 1) the VFJPS scheme
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[33] based on access control list (ACL); 2) the BCHL scheme based on HIBE [11] where each
owner acts as a key distribution center; 3) the HN revocable CP-ABE scheme [67], where
we adapt it by assuming using one PUD with a single authority and multiple PSDs to fit
our setting; 4) the NGS scheme in [96] which is a privacy-preserving electronic healthcare
record (EHR) system that adopts attribute-based broadcast encryption (ABBE) to achieve
data access control; 5) The RNS scheme in [119] that enhances the Lewko-Waters MA-ABE
with revocation capability for data access control in the cloud.

The results are shown in Table 3.3. It can be seen that, our scheme achieves high privacy
guarantee and on-demand revocation. The conjunctive policy restriction only applies for
PUD, while in PSD a user’s access structure can still be arbitrary monotonic formula. In
comparison with the RNS scheme, in RNS the AAs are independent with each other, while
in our scheme the AAs issue user secret keys collectively and interactively. Also, the RNS
scheme supports arbitrary monotonic boolean formula as file access policy. However, our
user revocation method is more efficient in terms of communication overhead. In RNS,
upon each revocation event, the data owner needs to recompute and send new ciphertext
components corresponding to revoked attributes to all the remaining users. In our scheme,
such interaction is not needed. In addition, our proposed framework specifically addresses the
access requirements in cloud-based health record management systems by logically dividing
the system into PUD and PSDs, which considers both personal and professional PHR users.
Our revocation methods for ABE in both types of domains are consistent. The RNS scheme
only applies to the PUD.

Scheme Security User domains Access policy Revocation means

VFJPS [33]
Not against

user-server collusion
All ACL level

ACL level,
immediate

BCHL [11] No collusion risk All ACL level N/A

HN [67]
Not against user-server,

single TA
PUD

Any monotonic
formula

Attribute-level,
immediate

NGS [96] Single TA PUD
Attribute and

ID-based policy
ACL level,
immediate

RNS [119]
Against N − 1
AA collusion

PUD
Any monotonic
boolean formula

Attribute-level,
immediate

Our scheme
Against N − 2
AA collusion

All (PSD&PUD)
Conjunctive form

with wildcard
Attribute-level,

immediate

Table 3.3: Comparison of security.

3.5 Scalability and Efficiency

In this section, we evaluate the scalability and efficiency of our solution in terms of storage,
communication and computation costs. We compare with previous schemes in terms of
ciphertext size, user secret key size, public key/information size, and revocation (re-keying)
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Sk Bit size of a FEK
S1 Bit size of an element in G1/G2

ST Bit size of an element in GT

Sz Bit size of an element in Z∗p
SP Bit size of access policy and attribute set in CT
N (or Ni) Number of AAs in a PUD (or the i -th PUD)
No The number of owners in the system
Nu The number of data users in the system
Nr Number of revoked users for a file
Na Number of users in an attribute group
m Number of attribute types in the PUD
tc, tu Total number of attributes appeared in CT, sku
l Depth of file hierarchy of an owner’s PHR

Table 3.4: Notations for efficiency comparison.

message size.

3.5.1 Storage and Communication Costs

Our analysis is based on the worst case where each user may potentially access part of every
owners’ data. Table 3.4. is a list of notations, where in our scheme: |U| = |UD| + |UR|,
tc = |AC

PSD|+ |AC
PUD| (includes one emergency attribute),and tu = |Au

PSD|+ |Au
PUD| (a user

could be both in a PSD and PUD). Note that, since the HN, NGS and RNS schemes do not
separate PSD and PUD, their |U| = |UR|, tc = |AC

PUD| , and tu = |Au
PUD|. However, they

only apply to PHR access in the PUD. In addition, S ′P ∼ O(t2c) in the RNS scheme, while
S ′P ∼ O(tc log tc) for the rest.

Scheme Ciphertext size User secret key size Public key/info. size Revocation message
VFJPS [33] Sk No · Sk O(No ·Nu) O(Nu)
BCHL [11] l · S1 + Sk l ·No · S1 2S1 ·No N/A

HN [67]
(2tc + 1)S1+
ST + SP

(2tu + 1)S1+
2(logNu)Sk

2(S1 + ST )
(Nu −Na)·

(log Nu

Nu−Na
)Sz

NGS [96]
(tc + 2Nr)S1+

ST
(tu + 4)S1

(m̄+ l̄ + 6)S1+
ST

0

RNS [119]
tc(2S1 + ST )+

S′P
tu · S1 |U|(S1 + ST )

O((tu + 1)ST ·
(Nu −Nr))

Our scheme
(tc +m+N − 1)·
S1 + ST + SP

(tu +m+ 1)S1 (|U|+N − 1)S1 tu · Sz

Table 3.5: Comparison of efficiency.

The results are given in Table 3.5. The ciphertext size only accounts for the encryption of
FEK. In our scheme, for simplicity we assume there is only one PUD, thus the ciphertext
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includes m additional wildcard attributes and up to N − 1 dummy attributes. Our scheme
requires a secret key size that is linear with |Au|, the number of attributes of each user, while
in the VFJPS and BCHL schemes this is linear with No, since a user needs to obtain at least
one key from each owner whose PHR file the user wants to access. For public key size, we
count the size of the effective information that each user needs to obtain. The VFJPS scheme
requires each owner to publish a directed acyclic graph representing her ACL along with key
assignments, which essentially amounts to O(Nu) per owner. This puts a large burden either
in communication or storage cost on the system. For re-keying, we consider revocation of
one user by an owner in VFJPS and BCHL. In VFJPS, revoking one user from a file may
need over-encryption and issuing of new public tokens for all the rest of users in the worst
case. The NGS scheme achieves direct user revocation using ABBE, which eliminates the
need of re-keying and re-encryption; however, attribute revocation is not achieved; and for
the revocable ABBE in [7], either the ciphertext size is linear with the number of revoked
users, or the public key is linear with the total number of users in the system1. For the
RNS scheme, the main drawback is the large size of revocation messages to be transmitted
to non-revoked users.

In our scheme, revocation of one user u requires revoking a minimum set of data attributes
that makes her access structure unsatisfiable. From Table 3.5, it can be seen that our
scheme has much smaller secret key size compared with VFJPS and BCHL, smaller re-
keying message size than VFJPS, HN and RNS, the size of ciphertext is smaller than NGS
while being comparable with HN and RNS. The public key size is smaller than VFJPS and
BCHL, and is comparable with that of RNS; while it seems larger than those of HN and NGS,
note that we can use the large universe constructions [24] to dramatically reduce the public
key size. Overall, compared with non-ABE schemes, our scheme achieves higher scalability
in key management. Compared with existing revocable ABE schemes, the main advantage
of our solution is small re-keying message sizes. To revoke a user, the maximum re-keying
message size is linear with the number of attributes in that user’s secret key. These indicate
our scheme is more scalable than existing works.

3.5.2 Computation Costs

Next, we evaluate the computational cost of our scheme through combined implementation
and simulation. We provide the first implementation of the GPSW KP-ABE scheme [163]
(to the best of our knowledge), and also integrated the ABE algorithms into a prototype
PHR system, Indivo [70], [164]. The GPSW KP-ABE scheme is tested on a PC with 3.4 GHz
processor, using the pairing based cryptography (PBC) library [90]. The public parameters
are chosen to provide 80 bits security level, and we use a pairing-friendly type-A 160-bit
elliptic curve group [164]. This parameter setting has also been adopted in other related

1In Table 3.5, for NGS scheme we only listed the efficiency of one of the two constructions in [7]. m̄ and
l are the maximum number of attributes in a ciphertext policy and user’s secret key, respectively.
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Figure 3.6: Use our Indivo plugin to encrypt the diagnostic result with selected attributes.

works in ABE [13], [111]. We then use the ABE algorithms to encrypt randomly generated
XML-formatted files (since real PHR files are difficult to obtain), and implement the user-
interfaces for data input and output (see Figure 3.6).

Benchmark Results. First we present the benchmark timing results of several main prim-
itive operations, including pairing, exponentiations in G1 and GT , in Table 3.6.

Pairing (w/ preprocessing)
(TP)

Exp. in G1

(Exp1)
Exp. in GT

(ExpT )
Time (ms) 2.5 6.4 0.6

Table 3.6: Benchmark Timing Results.

In addition, we study the encryption and decryption costs from the owner’s and user’s points
of views, respectively. For GPSW KP-ABE, the encryption performs |AC

PSD| exponentiations
in G1 and 1 exponentiation in GT . For CC MA-ABE, it is |AC

PUD| + 1 exponentiations in
G1 and 1 exponentiation in GT . For decryption, a personal domain user needs to perform
|L(T | pairings in the worst case, which can be optimized for the general case [53]. A public
domain user needs to perform m + 1 pairings and approximately m + 1 multiplications in
GT if we assume CNF policies.

The timing results are reported in Figure 3.7. We present the time measurements of KP-ABE
(assuming AND policy for decryption which is worst case), and estimate those of MA-ABE’s
by adding the times of additional primitive operations w.r.t. KP-ABE. It can be seen that all
three algorithms are very efficient for both ABE schemes2. The time costs of key generation,
encryption and decryption processes are all linear with the number of attributes. For 50
attributes, they all take less than 0.5s.

2For MA-ABE, the key generation time is not presented since it involves an anonymous key issuing
process. If user anonymity is not needed, then the time is similar to that of KP-ABE.
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Note that, in our enhanced MA-ABE scheme, the decryption computation cost can be further
reduced by delegating most of the pairing operations to the server. A user can submit all
the Dk,is to the server and only computes one bilinear pairing: e(Du, E1). This is secure
because the server does not know Du. Similarly, for GPSW KP-ABE, we can also add a
dummy attribute to each user’s secret key which is ANDed with her original key policy, and
delegate the pairings corresponding to all the key components except the dummy one to the
server. In this way, the decryption time of a user is a constant.

Setup KeyGen. (per user) Enc. (per file) Dec. (per file) User revo.

Owner
Estimate (s)

|UD|Exp1 + ExpT
0.032

|L(T )|Exp1
0.064

(|AC
PSD|+

|AC
PUD|+

1)Exp1 + 2ExpT
0.264

/
/

|γ′|Exp1
0.032

PSD user
Estimate (s)

/
/

/
/

/
/

∼ |L(T )TP|
0.025

/
/

PUD user
Estimate (s)

/
/

/
/

/
/

∼ (|Au|+m+
1)TP
0.078

/
/

kth AA
Estimate (s)

(|UR|k + 1)Exp1+
ExpT
0.135

∼ |Au
k |Exp1

0.038
/
/

/
/

|γ′|Exp1
0.032

Table 3.7: Computation complexity for each party in the system, and numerical estimation
of time costs assuming following parameters: |UD| = 50, |UR| = 100, N = 5 (number of
AAs), |AC

PSD| = 5, |AC
PUD| = 35, |Au| = m = 15, |L(T )| = 10, γ′ = 5 (a minimal number of

attributes to revoke a user).

From the system aspect, each data owner (patient) uses the YWRL ABE scheme for setup,
key generation and revocation, uses both YWRL and enhanced MA-ABE for encryption.
Each PSD user adopts the YWRL scheme for decryption, while each PUD user adopts the
enhanced MA-ABE scheme for decryption. Each AA uses enhanced MA-ABE for setup, key
generation and revocation. Next we provide estimations of computation times of each party
in the system in Table 3.7. The values are calculated from the example parameters and
benchmark results.

Finally, we measure the server’s time cost related to user revocation via simulations. We
focus on the enhanced MA-ABE scheme. Upon revocation of a user u in the public domain,
the AAs find a minimal subset of attributes without which u’s key-policy will never be
satisfied, and those attributes should be updated to a newer version. The straightforward
way is to immediately re-encrypt all the affected documents (by the server) and to update
all the affected users’ keys (the AAs can multicast the re-keys to unrevoked users securely).
However, this method incurs too much overhead; in fact, our scheme uses lazy revocation,
where the server only updates the requested documents and u’s secret key upon u’s file
access.

We assume that both the user revocation and user file access events arrive according to
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Poisson processes with average rates λ and µ, respectively3. The worst case is assumed, where
all the attributes in a revoked user’s key need to be updated. We set the user revocation
rate to be λ = 0.1/s, user access rate as µ = 0.5/s; the total number of documents is 10000,
and each user access 100 documents each time; the total number of users is 1000, and the
number of attribute categories m = 10, number of attributes in each ciphertext is 100. The
attributes in each ciphertext and user secret key are all randomly chosen from the attribute
universe (containing 1000 attributes).

In Figure 3.8, we present the results comparing the overhead of revocation between the two
methods, in terms of accumulated number of exponentiations in G1 performed by the server,
which further breaks down to time costs for file re-encryption and key-updates. The concrete
time cost can be estimated by multiplying the above with benchmark time for each exponen-
tiation. It can be seen that the lazy revocation method incurs much lower computation/time
cost, which indicates our scheme will not overwhelm the server for revocation operations.
This is because the lazy revocation method amortizes these operations over multiple file
access operations in a long time period. Finally, we note that the server’s time share spent
in revocation is quite low. For our scheme, the time spent in file re-encryption operations
would be 2.5× 104 × 6.4× 10−3 = 16s, accounting for only 1.6% of the 1000s period.

3.6 Related Work

This chapter is mostly related to works in cryptographically enforced access control for out-
sourced data and attribute based encryption. To realize fine- grained access control, the
traditional public key encryption (PKE) based schemes [11], [38] either incur high key man-
agement overhead, or require encrypting multiple copies of a file using different users’ keys.
To improve upon the scalability of the above solutions, one-to-many encryption methods
such as ABE can be used. In Goyal et al.’s seminal paper on ABE [53], data is encrypted
under a set of attributes so that multiple users who possess proper keys can decrypt. This
potentially makes encryption and key management more efficient [80]. A fundamental prop-
erty of ABE is preventing against user collusion. In addition, the encryptor is not required
to know the ACL.

3.6.1 ABE for Fine-grained Data Access Control

A number of works used ABE to realize fine-grained access control for outsourced data [16],
[69], [159], [160]. Especially, there has been an increasing interest in applying ABE to secure
EHRs. Recently, Narayan et al. proposed an attribute-based infrastructure for EHR systems,
where each patient’s EHR files are encrypted using a broadcast variant of CP-ABE [96] that
allows direct revocation. However, the ciphertext length grows linearly with the number of

3This model has been adopted in previous works [67].
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unrevoked users. In [84], a variant of ABE that allows delegation of access rights is proposed
for encrypted EHRs. Ibraimi et al. s[68] applied ciphertext policy ABE (CP-ABE) [13] to
manage the sharing of PHR, and introduced the concept of social/professional domains. In
[104], Pagano et al. investigated using ABE to generate self-protecting electronic medical
records (EMRs), which can either be stored on cloud servers or cellphones so that EMR
could be accessed when the health provider is offline.

However, there are several common drawbacks of the above works. First, they usually
assume the use of a single trusted authority (TA) in the system. This not only may create
a load bottleneck, but also suffers from the key escrow problem since the TA can access
all the encrypted files, opening the door for potential privacy exposure. In addition, it is
not practical to delegate all attribute management tasks to one TA, including certifying all
users’ attributes or roles and generating secret keys. In fact, different organizations usually
form their own (sub)domains and become suitable authorities to define and certify different
sets of attributes belonging to their (sub)domains (i.e., divide and rule). For example,
a professional association would be responsible for certifying medical specialties, while a
regional health provider would certify the job ranks of its staffs. Second, there still lacks an
efficient and on-demand user revocation mechanism for ABE with the support for dynamic
policy updates/changes, which are essential parts of secure PHR sharing. Finally, most of
the existing works do not differentiate between the personal and public domains, which have
different attribute definitions, key management requirements and scalability issues. Our idea
of conceptually dividing the system into two types of domains is similar with that in [69],
however a key difference is in [69] a single TA is still assumed to govern the whole professional
domain.

Recently, Yu et al. (YWRL) applied key-policy ABE to secure outsourced data in the
cloud [159], [160], where a single data owner can encrypt her data and share with multiple
authorized users, by distributing keys to them that contain attribute-based access privileges.
They also propose a method for the data owner to revoke a user efficiently by delegating
the updates of affected ciphertexts and user secret keys to the cloud server. Since the
key update operations can be aggregated over time, their scheme achieves low amortized
overhead. However, in the YWRL scheme, the data owner is also a TA at the same time.
It would be inefficient to be applied to a PHR system with multiple data owners and users,
because then each user would receive many keys from multiple owners, even if the keys
contain the same sets of attributes. On the other hand, Chase and Chow [24] proposed a
MA-ABE (CC MA-ABE) solution in which multiple TAs, each governing a different subset
of the system’s users’ attributes, generate user secret keys collectively. A user needs to obtain
one part of her key from each TA. This scheme prevents against collusion among at most
N − 2 TA, in addition to user collusion resistance. However, it is not clear how to realize
efficient user revocation. In addition, since CC MA-ABE embeds the access policy in users’
keys rather than the ciphertext, a direct application of it to a PHR system is non-intuitive,
as it is not clear how to allow data owners to specify their file access policies.
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3.6.2 Revocable ABE

It is a well-known challenging problem to revoke users/attributes efficiently and on-demand
in ABE. Traditionally this is often done by the authority broadcasting periodic key updates
to unrevoked users frequently [16], [84], which does not achieve complete backward/forward
security and is less efficient. Recently, [67] and [71] proposed two CP-ABE schemes with
immediate attribute revocation capability, instead of periodical revocation. However, they
were not designed for MA-ABE.

In addition, Ruj et al. [119] proposed an alternative solution for the same problem using
Lewko and Waterss (LW) decentralized ABE scheme [78]. The main advantage of their
solution is, each user can obtain secret keys from any subset of the TA in the system, in
contrast to the CC MA-ABE. The LW ABE scheme enjoys better policy expressiveness, and
it is extended by [119] to support user revocation. On the downside, the communication
overhead of key revocation is still high, as it requires a data owner to transmit an updated
ciphertext component to every non-revoked user. They also do not differentiate personal
and public domains.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, we propose a novel framework of secure sharing of PHRs in cloud computing.
Considering partially trustworthy cloud servers, we argue that to fully realize the patient-
centric concept, patients shall have complete control of their own privacy through encrypting
their PHR files to allow fine-grained access. The framework addresses the unique challenges
brought by multiple PHR owners and users, in that we greatly reduce the complexity of key
management while enhance the privacy guarantees compared with previous works. We utilize
ABE to encrypt the PHR data, so that patients can allow access not only by personal users,
but also various users from public domains with different professional roles, qualifications and
affiliations. Furthermore, we enhance an existing MA-ABE scheme to handle efficient and
on-demand user revocation, and prove its security. Through implementation and simulation,
we show that our solution is both scalable and efficient.
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Figure 3.7: The timing results of ABE schemes. The ones for MA-ABE are estimated based
on those of KP-ABE.
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Chapter 4

Private Proximity Test via Location
Tags and Fuzzy Extractors

“I sense something. A presence
I’ve not felt since . . . ”

Darth Vader,
Star Wars: A New Hope

In this chapter we motivate and introduce key-less protection techniques to achieve individual
control. The application scenario is a special type of LBS, i.e., private proximity test.
The technique we explore makes use of the real-time and location-dependent environmental
signals to cloak and protect the confidential data against cloud-based service providers,
and use a lightweight encoding scheme, i.e., fuzzy extractor, to confine the sharing of users’
information within certain proximity. While this chapter focuses on the private proximity test
and subsequent private communication, key-less protection techniques as such are generally
applicable for context-specific sharing of personal data.

4.1 Location-Based Services and Proximity Test

The proliferation of smartphones has given rise to LBS, which has drawn considerable re-
search attention in recent years. The key enabler of LBS is the availability of users’ locations,
which can be easily measured and reported by smartphones today. With LBS, users report
their locations in real-time to a location server, which allows users to ubiquitously query
places of interest around them, or test if their friends are within certain physical proximity.
The latter is called “proximity test” [99] and has found numerous mobile applications, for
example, to locate nearby friends (e.g., in a mobile social network [82]), in an emergency

39
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situation to find nearby medical personnel (e.g., in mobile healthcare [79, 85]), or to search
for nearby Ubers, in mobile transportation services, only to name a few. The former is
representative of proximity test between friends, while the latter are examples of proximity
test between strangers, who may not share any secrets a priori.

Similar to many LBSs, there are many security and privacy concerns associated with prox-
imity test that may hinder its widespread adoption. One of the concerns is that the reported
locations could be easily forged by malicious users in order to exploit the benefits of proxim-
ity test services. There are many incentives for users to not report their locations truthfully.
For example, in [60] a location cheating attack has been discovered in which the attacker
reports false locations to gain revenue by acquiring shopping coupons. In addition, a curious
user may try to profile other users’ locations by setting hers to any desired place. Thus, it is
essential to provide an unforgeable location proof in proximity matching, so as to ensure the
social welfare of LBSs. On the other hand, the location privacy is also an important concern
for common users. The primary reason is that the location servers are often operated by
third-party service providers such as cloud platforms, which tend to not be fully trusted by
people [145]. Meanwhile, users may not want their friends or strangers in the system to
know about their exact locations and track them down.

To design a privacy-preserving proximity test scheme that is also cheat-proof involves sev-
eral challenges. First, given the mobile and distributed nature of LBS users, how can we
make sure that a user’s reported location is truthful without involving a trusted authority?
Some researchers suggest a distributed proof approach using presence evidence from peer
devices [166]. Although the idea is intriguing, the anonymization process involves using mul-
tiple public/private key pairs as pseudonyms, which would require significant modifications
to the existing public-key infrastructure (PKI). Second, shared keys are usually required
for preserving privacy during proximity test and securing communications between matched
users. However, the initial trust establishment among users in a large-scale mobile social
network remains a difficult task, simply because managing shared keys with everyone else
is not scalable without a trusted authority. Most existing solutions to date have relied on a
priori shared secrets between each pair of users [99, 129], which severely limits their appli-
cability and scalability. Finally, efficiency and usability need to be achieved simultaneously.
To achieve a strong privacy guarantee, previous protocols either rely on computationally
intensive cryptographic primitives, or do so at a cost of high communication overhead.

In this chapter, we propose a novel scheme that performs a location based handshake and
private proximity test. We focus on a general one-to-many proximity match setting, which
allows a user to find out from a group of users the one(s) that are within her vicinity region1

with the help of a semi-trusted server. In order to defeat location cheating, we propose a
novel form of location representation, the spatial-temporal location tag, which is constructed
from radio signals captured in a device’s surrounding environment, such as WiFi and LTE
signals. An attacker cannot forge a location tag if she is not at the corresponding location

1In proximity test, the vicinity region must contain the user’s current location [130].
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and time, due to the high freshness (entropy) and spatial variety of environmental signals.
We make use of the Bloom filter to efficiently represent users’ location tags and vicinity
region. We exploit the fuzzy extractor [35], a lightweight cryptographic primitive, to extract
secret keys automatically between users based on their location tags, while ensuring that
a user’s location is revealed to neither the server nor users who are outside of the vicinity
region.

The main contributions of this chapter are as follows. (1) We propose a novel form of user
location representation, i.e., spatial-temporal location tag, to defeat location cheating attacks
in LBSs. We demonstrate our concept using collected real-world WiFi and LTE signal traces
and employ entropy analysis to show the feasibility of generating unforgeable location tags
in practice. (2) We propose a novel location based handshake and private proximity test
protocol based on spatial-temporal location tags, which establishes security associations and
performs proximity test between one user and many others at the same time. We uniquely
combine the Bloom filter and the fuzzy extractor to meet the stringent privacy and efficiency
requirements. Our protocol avoids the complexity of key management among users as it does
not rely on pre-shared secrets. (3) We carry out both thorough analysis and performance
evaluation. We identify the security and privacy benefits for introducing the spatial-temporal
location tag into proximity test. Then we study the protocol’s functionality and efficiency
using simulations and real-world experiments. We show that our protocol supersedes existing
protocols for fine grained proximity test. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
that systematically studies an unforgeable location tag and its use in LBSs.

4.2 System Model, Threat Model, and Design Goals

Here we describe the system model, threat model, and design goals of our protocol. We
consider a general one-to-many proximity test setting, in which a user wishes to find out
from a group of candidates the one(s) that are within certain proximity with the help of a
centralized server. We refer to the user who initiates the proximity test as Alice, and an
arbitrary candidate as Bob. Additionally, we consider the scenario that Alice has never met
the candidates. Therefore, their devices do not have any prior associations to form secure
communication channels. Such a setting is common in LBSs. In one scenario, Alice, who is
in an emergency situation, may wish to test her proximity with nearby emergency medical
technicians (EMTs). In another scenario, Alice, who is at a shopping mall, may wish to
discover her proximity with nearby people to trade particular types of coupons. Since Alice
may have never met these people before, it is unlikely that her devices have any pre-shared
secret with them.

For the threat model, we assume that Alice and a strict majority of candidates are honest
about their location information. An adversary is a malicious candidate who tries to use
fraudulent location information to answer a proximity test and gain knowledge about Alices
location. For instance, stalking is an example of the threat from this type of adversary. We
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further assume an honest-but-curious server who follows the protocol faithfully but is curious
about users location information.

We consider four design goals in terms of functionality, security, privacy, and efficiency, as
listed below.

Location Based Handshake: The main motivation of our study is to address the situation
when Alice wishes to test her proximity with a group of users she has not met. Hence, a
handshake protocol shall be implemented first, which allows users to establish a secure chan-
nel for subsequent communication. The handshake protocol must be a one-way broadcast
since it can be a daunting task for Alice to identify the qualified users and establish security
association individually.

Security: The main security goal for proximity test is to design an unforgeable location
proof so that the protocol is robust against location cheating. Location cheating happens
when one party is able to deceive the other party with an untruthful location. In our case,
if Bob can trick Alice into believing that he is within her vicinity region while he actually
is not, he has successfully launched a location cheating attack. Unforgeable location proofs
are extremely important for location based services. To the best of our knowledge, we are
among the first to address location unforgeability in proximity test.

Privacy: The privacy goal of the protocol is to maintain each users’ location privacy. Specif-
ically, through the proximity test, the server can not learn any users’ locations. Alice should
only learn the identities of the candidates who are within her vicinity region but not the
exact locations of those candidate. Alice should not learn anything about the candidates
who are outside of her vicinity region. The candidates should not learn whether they pass
Alice’s proximity test or anything that reveals Alice’s location or the location of her vicinity
region.

Efficiency: Existing private proximity test protocols [99, 129] operate on pairs of users. If
Alice wants to test a group of N users, she has to run the protocol N times with every user in
the group. This results in a bandwidth complexity of O(N) and a computational complexity
of O(N) at Alice’s side. Our goal is to design an efficient protocol where Alice and each
participant only submit their information once to the server. This leads to a communication
complexity of O(1) at the user’s side. This represents a significant efficiency improvement
compared to the existing schemes.

4.3 Location Tags from Environmental Signals

Introduced in [56, 99, 148], a location tag can be regarded as a token of proof associated
with a point in space and time. It is collections of signals presented at a certain location at
a certain time. Formally, we can define a location tag as follows:

Definition 7. Let X be a set of environmental signals captured at a point in space and
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X A set of environmental signals
Y A location tag is a subset of X
y An observation of a location tag is a element of Y
Z Location features are disjoint subsets of Y
z An observation of a location feature is a element of Z
w A Bloom filter is a n-bit vector
c A Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codeword is a n-bit vector
s A fuzzy extractor helper string is the xor of c and w

Table 4.1: Frequently used notions

time. A location tag Y is a subset of X , selected by a filter function φ : X → Y ⊆ X . Each
element, y, of Y is an observation of the location tag.

From the functionality point of view, a good location tag should at least have the repro-
ducibility property. That is, if two measurements at the same space and time yield tags Y1

and Y2, then Y1 and Y2 match with high probability. On the other hand, from the security
point of view, in order to be cheat-proof, a good location tag must have the unpredictability
property. That is, an adversary not at a specific place and time is unable to produce a
tag that matches the tag constructed at that location at that time. We can quantitatively
measure a location tag’s unpredictability through its entropy.

4.3.1 Sources of Location Tags

In our study, we have explored two possible sources of location tags: (1) Using 802.11
MAC headers in WiFi network. MAC frame headers are a family of 34-bit vectors that
contain control, duration, address, and sequence control information of the frame. In our
assessment, we consider the most common 802.11 MAC headers as shown in Figure 4.1a. (2)
Using radio network temporary identifiers (RNTIs) in LTE networks. RNTIs are a family of
16-bit vectors that are used to differentiate a radio channel or a user from others. There are
various types of RNTIs being used in a LTE network. In Figure 4.1b, we list the ones that
can be captured by common mobile devices. Both 802.11 MAC headers and LTE RNTIs are
time-varying and location-specific, i.e., users who are observing similar sets of 802.11 MAC
headers or LTE RNTIs are likely within the same region at the same time.

There are two additional reasons for our choices. First, they are the result of a compromise
between unpredictability and reproducibility. In our early design, we experimented using
full frames as location tag sources. The resulting location tags contain abundant entropy
and are highly unpredictable. However, they are difficult to reproduce even for users at
the same location. Instead, using only the header or certain fields of a frame allows us to
generate reproducible location tags with sufficient entropy. Second, we use the two sources to
demonstrate that location tags can be used for proximity test on a different scale. The range
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(b) Entropy of LTE RNTIs.

Figure 4.1: (a) The length of a 802.11 MAC header is 34 bits. The maximum entropy
contained within each header is 14.9 bits. (b) The length of a LTE RNTI is 16 bits.The
maximum entropy contained within each RNTI is 12.4 bits.

of WiFi signal is limited to several hundred metres which allows small vicinity proximity
test. The LTE signal can cover an area with a radius of several kilometres which makes
them ideal for large vicinity proximity test.

For each location tag, we further divide its observations into multiple groups,

Y = {Z1,Z2, . . . ,Zk},

where each Z is defined as a location feature. For instance, in Figure 4.2, each location
feature represents a set of 802.11 or LTE frames of a particular type. The reason for the
categorization is to help estimate the amount of entropy contained in the location tag, which
we will discuss in detail in subsection 4.3.2.

4.3.2 Entropy and Unpredictability

A good location tag should be time-variant and have sufficiently high entropy in order
to satisfy the unpredictability requirement. To accurately measure the entropy contained
in each location tag, we calculate the entropy rate of the stochastic process [74, p. 269]
associated with each location feature. The calculation is done as follows. We consider each
location feature, Z, as a stochastic random process defined by a Markov chain. We collect
100,000 observations for each location feature and compute the empirical transition matrix
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Figure 4.2: A location tag is extracted
from a set of environmental signals and
categorized into different location features
for entropy analysis.

(a) Simplified grid
reference.

(b) Actual grid ref-
erence.

Figure 4.3: (a) On the simplified grid ref-
erence, it is possible for points in close
proximity, like the green dot and red
crosses,to fail the proximity test. (b) On
the actual grid reference, the former case
will pass the proximity test on at least one
tessellation.

P of the corresponding Markov chain. Let Z denote the random variables that represent the
observations of Z. The transition rate, pij, is defined as

pij = Pr (Zk+1 = zj | Zk = zi) .

To calculate the entropy, We keep running the Markov chain until it reaches equilibrium.
Let π denote the stationary distribution of the Markov chain. The entropy of the location
feature is

H(Y) =
∑
ij

πipij log pij.

We show the entropy of 802.11 MAC headers in Figure 4.1a. The headers of beacon frames
contain the least amount of entropy since they are transmitted at regular 1024 ms intervals
with similar content. The headers of probing request frames on the other hand, contain the
most entropy since the algorithm used to scan for access points is not explicitly defined in
the 802.11 standard. The interval and format of probing frames are different depending on
the device drivers and users’ access patterns [46]. In Figure 4.1b, we show the entropy of
LTE RNTIs. Among them, the Temporary C-RNTI contains the highest entropy since the
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eNodeB issues different Temporary C-RNTIs for the same user during each random access
session. Compared to that, the entropy in the C-RNTI is significantly lower due to limited
formats or timing variations. The chance that an adversary can predict a location tag with
n bits of entropy is 2−n. Therefore, the entropy contained in both 802.11 MAC headers and
LTE RNTIs are sufficient to construct location tags that are unpredictable to adversaries.

4.4 Location Based Handshake and Private Proximity

Test

Here we describe the location based handshake and private proximity test protocol. Our
protocol is a two-tier procedure designed for a one-to-many proximity test between users
who do not have any pre-shared secrets. During the secure handshake Alice initiates the
protocol by sending her selection criteria to the server. The server identifies the candidates
and coordinates with them to construct their location tags along with Alice. Alice then
embeds a temporary key in her location tag and broadcasts it to the candidates. The
candidates try to shake hands with Alice by extracting her key using their location tags.
During the proximity test, Alice carries out the test with the candidates through a secured
communication channel based on the temporary key. To describe our protocol, we first give a
brief introduction of the primitives used in the design, i.e. Bloom filter, fuzzy extractor, and
map grid reference. After clarifying the primitives, we explain the handshake and proximity
test protocol steps in chronological order.

4.4.1 Bloom Filter, Fuzzy Extractor, and Map Grid

Here we explain the primitives that are used in our protocol. We utilize the Bloom filter,
a space-efficient probabilistic data structure, to succinctly represent location tags. We can
formally define a Bloom filter as follows:

Definition 8. Let y be an element in some set. Let hi : y → {0, 1}n be a hash function. Let
h(y) = {h1(y), h2(y), . . . , hk(y)} be a tuple of mutually independent hash functions. A Bloom
filter is a n-bit vector, w ∈ {0, 1}n, equipped with two functions, Ins : (h(y), w) → {0, 1}n
and Que : (h(y), w) → {FALSE, TRUE}. Let wi be the ith bit of w. The insertion function,
Ins, sets whi(y) to 1, where 1 ≤ i ≤ k. The query function, Que, returns TRUE if whi(y) = 1,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and FALSE otherwise.

When using Que for a membership test, false positives are possible due to the collision
between hash functions, but false negatives are not. In our case, we represent a location tag
by inserting all the observations into an empty Bloom filter.

We construct a BCH code based fuzzy extractor [35] for the key embedding/extraction
operations. It allows users, whose location tags are similar but not identical to Alice’s
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location tag, to extract Alice’s temporary session key. Generally, a fuzzy extractor can be
defined as follows:

Definition 9. LetW be the input space equipped with a metric function dis : (w ∈ W , w′ ∈ W)→
R. A (W ,m, `, t, ε)-fuzzy extractor is a pair of randomized functions, Gen : w ∈ W →(
r ∈ {0, 1}`, s ∈ {0, 1}∗

)
and Rep : (w′ ∈ W , s) → r′ ∈ {0, 1}`, with the following two prop-

erties. (1) The reproduction, r′, equals the original, r, if dis(w,w′) ≤ t. (2) For any
distribution onW of min-entropy m [35], the distribution of r is ε-close [35] to uniform even
to those who observe s.

Intuitively, a fuzzy extractor allows one to extract some randomness r from w and then
successfully reproduces r from any w′ that is close to w. Most fuzzy extractors can be
constructed based on error-correcting codes. In our case, we use the BCH code based con-
struction, which can be decoded in polynomial time. In our scheme, the value r represents
Alice’s temporary session key; the value s represents the key embedding; the inputs w and
w′ represent the Bloom filter vectors that store the location tags.

Finally, in order to carry out the fine-grained proximity test, the system adopts a grid
reference beside location tags to represent users’ locations. As shown in Figure 4.3a, let g
be a grid or a hexagon tessellation of the Earth’s surface. A user’s position is represented by
a grid block gi. Note that we simplify the grid tessellation to ease the visual representation.
In practice, it is common to use multiple tessellations which are mutually offset, as shown
in Figure 4.3b, to circumvent the cases when two users are close but on different sides of a
partition as shown in Figure 4.3a.

4.4.2 Location Based Handshake

Figure 4.4 describes the first phase of our handshake and proximity test protocol. It starts
by Alice sending a request message

REQ = {ϕ(·), τ1, τ2, φ(·), h(·)}

to the server. The request contains a filtering function, ϕ(·), that specifies Alice’s selection
criteria of the candidates, two timestamps τ1 and τ2 that specify the starting and ending
times on which to synchronize the generation of the location tags, a filtering function, φ(·),
that specifies the filtering rules of the location tag, and a hash function tuple, h(·).

Upon receiving REQ, the server identifies the candidates based on ϕ(·) and broadcasts a
synchronization message

SYN = {τ1, τ2, φ(·), h(·)}
to all candidates.

After receiving SYN, each user collects a set of environmental signals X (τ1, τ2) falling between
the specified timestamps, and extracts a location tag Y(τ1, τ2) = φ(X (τ1, τ2)) by applying
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Alice's location tag

Nearby users' location tags 

Distant users' location tags

Alice
Bob

Successful key
exchange

Figure 4.4: Alice embeds her tempo-
rary public key into her location tag and
broadcasts the embedding messages to all
candidates. Only nearby users with loca-
tions tags similar to Alice’s location tag
can extract her public key.

Figure 4.5: Alice performs the private
proximity test by allowing users to query
the Bloom filter that represents her vicin-
ity region using her temporary public key.
Additionally, Alice requires users to sub-
mit the eids they collected as location
proof.

the filtering function φ(·). To store the location tag, each user initializes an empty Bloom
filter, w = {0}n, and inserts the observations, yi(τ1, τ2), into w through the insertion function
of the Bloom filter

w = Ins(h(yi(τ1, τ2)), w).

As shown in Figure 4.6a, we use the code-offset construction for fuzzy extractors [35] by
Dodis et al. to embed a key into Alice’s location tag. Let wA ∈ {0, 1}n be the Bloom filter
that represents Alice’s location tag. Alice computes a pair of RSA keys, rSK and rPK . Alice
encodes the public key, rPK ∈ {0, 1}`, using a BCH encoder over a Galois field,

c = Encode(n, `, rPK) ∈ GF (2n),

and the shift needed to get from c to wA

s = c− wA ∈ {0, 1}n.

Alice then sends the embedding message

EMB = {s}

to the server.
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The server broadcasts EMB to the candidates. Each candidate can try to extract rPK using
their location tag. Let wB be the Bloom filter that represents the location tag of a candidate,
Bob. To extract rPK , Bob computes

c′ = s− wB

and tries to decode the message using a BCH decoder,

r′PK = Decode(n, k, c′).

Based on the property of BCH codes, rPK = r′PK only if Ham(c, c′) ≤ t, where t is the
maximum number of bits that BCH coding can correct. Since wA = c−s and wB = c′−s, it
means the difference between wA and wB is at most t bits. Otherwise, Bob cannot retrieve
rPK . Note that Bob cannot verify whether he has retrieved rPK . The reason is that, when
the number of errors exceeds t, the BCH decoder may unknowingly produce an apparently
valid message that is not the one that was sent. Therefore, Bob cannot know whether he is
within the coverage of Alice’s location tag.

4.4.3 Private Proximity Test

Figure 4.5 describes the second phase of our handshake and proximity test protocol. Once
the handshake is completed, Alice can perform a private proximity test with the candidates.
Alice first defines her vicinity region on the grid map, g. Note that the shape of the vicinity
region can be arbitrary. For instance, Alice can define her vicinity region to be a disk with
radius δ, or the building that she is currently in. Let g(A) be the minimal set of grid blocks
that covers Alice’s vicinity region. As shown in Figure 4.6b, Alice initializes another empty
Bloom filter with a vector, ŵ = {0}n, and inserts each grid block index into ŵ by applying

ŵ = Ins(h(gi(A) ‖ rPK), ŵ),

where gi(A) ‖ rPK is the concatenation of a grid block index and Alice’s secret key. Alice
then sends a proximity test message ŵ to the server.

PRO = {ŵ},

To answer Alice’s proximity test. Bob first needs to exchange location proofs with other
users. Let idB be Bob’s ID which consists of his device’s MAC address signed by his private
key. To answer the query, Bob encrypts idB with Alice’s public key using RSA public key
encryption

eidB = Encrypt(idB, r
′
PK),

and broadcast eidB through WiFi or Bluetooth. The range of the broadcast signal must be
smaller than the coverages of location tags. For WiFi signal, Bob may rely on the nearby
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(a) Key embedding. (b) Vicinity representation.

Figure 4.6: (a) The key embedding is created by inserting a location tag’s observations into
a Bloom filter and taking the exclusive OR of the Bloom filter vector and the BCH codeword
of the key. (b) Alice’s vicinity region is represented by inserting each concatenation of a grid
block and the key into a Bloom filter.

access points to help broadcast his eid. Meanwhile, Bob collects the eids shared by other
users. Let Bob’s location proof, PB, be a set of eids collected by him. Bob then identifies a
grid block, g(B), that represents his current location and sends a response message

RSP = {h(g(B)‖r′PK), eidB,PB}

to the server.

The server can perform the first round filtering for Alice using the Bloom filter query function

Que(h(g(B)‖r′PK), ŵ).

There are two possibilities when the query returns FALSE, either Bob cannot extract rPK
correctly or his current location is beyond Alice’s vicinity region. If the query returns TRUE,
Bob must be within the coverage of Alice’s location tag. However, Bob can be dishonest
about g(B) since he can pick any grid block that is within the coverage of Alice’s location
tag. To rule out potential liars, the server constructs a directional graph G = (V ,A), in
which, each vertex, v, is the eid of a user who passes the first round filtering; each arc, a,
points from the user to one of the eids in his location proof. Let G be the adjacency matrix of
G. The server divides G into subgraphs by applying the eigenvector-based partition method
[101] to G with a maximum number of |g(A)| subgraphs. For each subgraph, the server
eliminates the vertices that have significantly fewer incoming arcs than outgoing arcs. Those
vertices represent the users who are not seen by the peers they claim to see in their location
proofs. Let RST be the set of remaining eids. The server sends RST to Alice. Alice decrypts
each eid in RST by applying

id = Decrypt(eid, rSK)

and obtains a set of identities who are within her vicinity region. To secure subsequent
communication with these these users, Alice can retrive their public keys from a CA base on
their identities.
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4.5 Analysis

Here we analyze the functionality, security, and privacy properties of our handshake and
proximity test protocol. We show that the protocol is applicable to different settings based
on the relation between the coverage of the location tags and the size of the grid blocks.
To demonstrate the protocol is robust against location cheating, we consider two scenarios:
(1) Bob is beyond the coverage of Alice’s location tag. (2) Bob is within the coverage of
Alice’s location tag but is outside of Alice’s vicinity region. In both cases, we show that Bob
cannot fabricate his location to trick Alice. We assess the privacy property of the protocol.
We show the three privacy guarantees of our protocol: (1) the server is oblivious of Alice’s
location and Bob’s location throughout the protocol. (2) Alice only learns whether Bob is
within her vicinity region and nothing else. (3) Bob does not know Alice’s location even if
he is within Alice’s vicinity region. Finally, we consider the efficiency of the protocol and
the possibility of denial-of-service (DoS) attack.

4.5.1 Functionality

One of the drawbacks of location tags is that the users cannot control the precise range of
the environmental signals. For instance, if Alice chooses to use WiFi signals to construct
her location tag, the signal range is no larger than a few hundred metres. If Alice chooses to
use LTE signals, her location tag could cover the area with a radius of several kilometres. If
Alice constructs her location tag using a combination of environmental signals, its coverage
is usually determined by the shortest range signals. Since the coverage of the location tag
correlates to the number of users who can handshake with Alice, location tags of different
coverages could affect the functionality of the protocol.

Let lT be the range of the environmental signals used to construct the location tags. Let lg
be the size of a grid block. Let lv ≥ lg be the size of Alice’s vicinity region. Ideally, Alice
should use a location tag such that lT ' lv. This way the location based handshake can
effectively filter out a larger number of users who are far away from Alice, which reduces
the number of potential liars in the second phase. The proximity test then, is only used for
fine-grained tuning based on the shape of Alice’s vicinity region. For instance, Alice can use
McDonald’s’ WiFi signals for the handshake, and uses the proximity test to identify users
who are in fact within the MacDonald’s rather than the adjacent Wendy’s.

In practice, however, it is usually the case that lT > lv. For instance, Alice considers the
users who are under the same LTE cell tower to have the same location tag as her whereas
her vicinity region is only the street block she is currently located. Our protocol is applicable
in such a scenario. The only difference is that the number of users who can get Alice’s public
key increases, which increases the chance of a collusion attack. We will address this problem
in subsection 4.5.2.
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Finally, there is the improbable case that lv > lT > lg. A example of such a case would be
Alice using femtocell signals as her location tag and considering the entire campus as her
vicinity region. Our protocol will return incomplete results that consist of only users that
are within the same femtocell as Alice. However, since Alice is in control of the size of the
vicinity region and the choice of the environmental signals, it is unlikely that Alice would
choose such an unreasonable setting.

4.5.2 Security

Here we analyze the security properties of our protocol. In particular, we show that our
protocol is robust against location cheating. Assume Bob wishes to lie about his location.
We consider Bob achieves location cheating if one of the following two scenarios holds: (1)
Bob has a location tag that is distinct from Alice’s location tag. but Bob successfully extracts
Alice’s public key, rPK . (2) Bob’s grid block, g(B) is outside of Alice’s vicinity region, g(A),
but Bob convinces Alice that g(B) is within g(A).

Let TA be Alice’s location tag. Let TB be Bob’s location tag. The first scenario implies that

|TA4TB| > tT ,

where the symbol 4 represents the symmetric difference between two sets and tT is the
difference threshold set by Alice. However, due to the false positives of Bloom filters, there
is a possibility that the Hamming distance of the corresponding Bloom filters is less than
t = ktT , i.e.,

Ham(wA, wB) ≤ t. (4.1)

In that case, Bob can extract rPK even though he is far away from Alice. However, the
probability of false positive can be controlled by Alice. Assuming |TA| ' |TB|, the probability
of a certain bit being 1 after inserting |TA| elements is

1−
(

1− 1

n

)k|TA|
.

Therefore, the probability that Equation 4.1 holds is approximately

k|TA4TB |∑
i=k|TA4TB |−t

(
1−

(
1− 1

n

)k|TA|)i

.

By increasing the size of the Bloom filter, Alice can reduce the probability that Bob acciden-
tally extracts her public key due to the collision of the the hash values. Assuming that the
attacker’s Bloom filter is constructed based on genuine environmental signals, the chance to
find a location such that the location tag’s hash values collide with the hash values of Alice’s
location tag is slim. On the other hand, if the attacker chooses to disregard the protocol
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and fabricates his Bloom filter directly, he will need to perform a dictionary attack and try
all 2n possibilities.

Additionally, the symmetric difference based matching strategy is robust against the attack
where Bob uses a high-gain antenna to extend the coverage of his location tag. Assuming all
honest users have devices with typical antenna gain. Bob can employ a high-gain antenna to
sense environmental signals at a remote distance and extend the coverage of his location tag.
However, since Bob’s location tag now contains all environmental signals within a larger
area, the symmetric difference between Bob’s location tag and Alice’s location tag does
not necessarily decrease [112]. Therefore, Bob still cannot extract Alice’s key. The same
argument holds if multiple adversaries try to extract Alice’s key by combining their location
tags.

In the second scenario, Bob is already within the coverage of Alice’s location tag. He can
obtain Alice’s public key legitimately using his true location tag. However, Bob is outside
of Alice’s vicinity region, i.e.,

g(B) /∈ g(A).

To trick Alice, Bob uses another grid block g′(B) ∈ g(A) and responds with h(g′(B)‖r′PK).
The Bloom filter query, Que(h(g(B)‖r′PK), ŵ) will return TRUE. However, since Bob fails to
provide a location proof, PB, that identifies other users present in g′(B), the server tends
to mark him for location cheating. Bob may attempt a Sybil attack by creating a large
number of pseudonymous identities to provide mutual proofs. However, for LBS, such attack
can be prevented by directly associating users’ identities with their social network accounts
[157], which raises the barrier to create Sybil identities. In that case, the social network
provider operate as a CA, and verifies Bob’s identity information, such as social security
number (SSN), before issuing his private key. This way, Alice can verify the identities of
the users who pass the proximity test by pulling their public keys from the CA. Since
social networking applications are commonly integrated into users’ smartphones, our Sybil
defense method can work seamlessly with our location proximity scheme. Note that it is
still possible for multiple adversaries who are within the coverage of Alice’s location tag to
collude, and use mutual proofs to trick the server. In that case, the server will see multiple
anonymous subgraphs for the same grid block. To identify the colluding group, the server
can use certified location information for the proximity test [124], which could potentially
violate users’ privacy. Finally, to further prevent impersonation and eavesdropping after the
proximity test, we require Alice to utilize users’ public keys on top of rPK to secure each
communication channel. This way, users who pass the proximity test cannot overhear each
other when communicating with Alice.

4.5.3 Privacy

Our protocol provides strong privacy assurances for both Alice and Bob. For Alice, her
location is represented by a fuzzy extractor helper string, s, and a Bloom filter, ŵ. Since the
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server is not physically present anywhere near Alice, it cannot obtain Alice’s public key, rPK ,
and use it to query ŵ. Therefore, the server remains oblivious of Alice’s location throughout
the protocol. Bob, on the other hand, cannot tell whether he has extracted rPK correctly,
due to the nature of the BCH decoder. Therefore, he cannot locate Alice based on whether
he is within the coverage of Alice’s location tag.

For Bob, his location is represented by k hash values, h(g′(B)‖r′PK). Based on the same
argument, the server cannot learn Bob’s location without Alice’s public key, rPK . Addition-
ally, since the server does not forward h(g′(B)‖r′PK) to Alice, if the proximity test returns
positive, Alice only learns Bob’s identity without knowing his exact location.

However, our protocol can still leak users’ privacy if users collude with the server. If Alice
colludes with the server, Alice might learn Bob’s exact location if Bob is within the coverage
of her location tag. If Bob colludes with the server, Bob might learn Alice’s vicinity region
if he is within the coverage of Alice’s location tag. But, when Alice and Bob are far apart,
i.e., the difference between their location tags is significant, the user-server collusion cannot
breach users’ location privacy.

4.5.4 Efficiency

Finally, we analyze the protocol efficiency. Our protocol is designed to minimize the effort
at the users’ side. Let N denote the number of candidates in the proximity test. For Alice,
the main computation is evaluating the hash values of her location tag and encoding the
BCH codeword. Therefore, the computation complexity for Alice is O(k |TA|+ n). The size
of the location tag, |TA|, depend on the signal traffic density at Alice’s location, whereas
the length of the BCH codeword, n, is controlled by Alice. In practice, we can assume that
|TA| and n are constant, which gives a O(1) computational complexity in respect to N at
Alice’s side. For Bob, the main computation is evaluating the hash values of his location tag
and decoding the BCH codeword. If we use the classic Berlekamp-Massey decoder [12], the
computational complexity for Bob is bounded by O(k |TB| + n2). If we again assume that
|TB| and n are constant, the computational complexity at Bob’s side is also O(1) in respect
to N .

The computational cost at the server’s side is dominated by the number of candidates, N ,
assuming all candidates are willing to participate in the test. Since Bob cannot tell whether
he can extract Alice’s public key, he always sends a RSP message to the server even if he
does not have the correct key. The server, therefore, always has N RSP messages to process.
For each RSP message, the server needs to perform a Bloom filter membership query which
costs O(1) in respect to N . Finally, let N ′ � N be the number of remaining candidates who
pass the first round filtering. The server needs to perform an eigenvalue decomposition of
the adjacency matrix G ∈ {0, 1}N ′×N ′ , which costs O(N ′3) if G is dense, or O(N ′) if G is
sparse.
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From the analysis, we see that Alice may launch a DoS attack by querying a large number
of candidates using a broader filtering criteria. To mitigate such problem, we can employ a
common technique in database management, and let Alice select ϕ(·) from a set of predefined
filter functions to limit the size of N . Additionally, the location based handshake further
reduces the chance of DoS attack from Alice. Otherwise, the server needs to compute an
eigenvalue decomposition of an adjacency matrix of size N ×N , which could cost up to
O(N3).

4.6 Evaluation

We have carried out both simulation and real-word experiments to assess the feasibility and
performance of our protocol. To assess its feasibility, we implemented the handshake and
proximity test protocol and created two hypothetical scenarios simulating WiFi network and
LTE network planning. We evaluated the spatial-temporal properties of location tags and
the possibility of location cheating using the two scenarios. To test its performance, we
used wireless protocol sniffers to collect real-world WiFi and LTE traces, based on which we
estimated the size and construction time of location tags as well as the impacts of synchro-
nization and mobility to the handshake.

4.6.1 Tools

Here we briefly introduce the software and hardware we used for our evaluation. We used
Wireless InSite [116] to estimate the radio coverage of WiFi and LTE networks. Wireless
InSite is a a suite of ray-tracing models and EM solvers for the analysis of site-specific
radio propagation. It allows us to simulate the coverage of a given wireless network. We
used ns-3 [61] to simulate the packet delivery of WiFi and LTE networks. ns-3 is a a
discrete-event network simulation platform. It contains various models which allow us to
examine the connectivity of a given wireless network. We used Riverbed AirPcap [117] and
IntelliJudge [123] to capture real-world WiFi and LTE traces. Riverbed AirPcap is a
WiFi packets sniffer which allows us to record packets from WiFi network. IntelliJudge

is a LTE sniffing tools which allows us to record and decode messages from all LTE layers.

4.6.2 Simulation Setup

As shown in Figure 4.7, we created two wireless network planning scenarios. The WiFi
network is based on the access points deployed in a typical office building; the LTE network
is based on the LTE macrocells deployed in an urban area. For the WiFi scenario, we
considered an area of 5000 m2 with a vicinity region of 400 m2 (the radius is approximately
14 m) and a grid block of 100 m2. For the LTE scenario, we considered an area of 12.5 km2
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(a) WiFi scenario. (b) LTE scenario.

Figure 4.7: (a) The floor plan we used for the WiFi scenario. The study area is 50 m by
100 m. For each Monte Carlo simulation, we randomly placed 10 access points within the
study area. (b) The building data we used for the LTE scenario. It is based on the example
provided by Wireless Insite [116]. The study area is 5 km by 2.5 km. For each Monte
Carlo simulation, we randomly placed 3 LTE cell towers within the study area.

with a vicinity region of 1 km2 (the radius is approximately 700 m) and a grid block of
40,000 m2. We set the free space signal range of LTE, WiFi, and Bluetooth to 1 km, 100 m,
and 5 m respectively. We tested each scenario with different population densities. For each
setting, we ran 100 Monte Carlo simulations and took the average.

4.6.3 Simulation Results

Here we show the simulation results. We used the BCH(511,202) code to construct our fuzzy
extractor, which can tolerate up to 42 symmetric differences between two 202 bit vectors.
Since the size of the RSA public key is larger than the message length, `, we padded the key
with 0s and divided it into multiple blocks of 202 bits before encoding. Figure 4.8 shows the
symmetric similarities of simulated location tags. The gray lines mark the thresholds where
the BCH code cannot help recover Alice’s public key. The range of LTE location tag agrees
with the free space propagation model of LTE signals since the LTE scenario is based on an
outdoor environment with line-of-sight (LOS) transmission paths. The range of the WiFi
location tag, on the other hand, is significantly shorter than the corresponding free space
model due to the obstructions of an indoor environment. For both WiFi and LTE signals,
the similarities decrease as the candidates become further away from Alice, which shows that
it is viable to achieve location based handshaking with ambient radio signals.
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(a) WiFi location tag.
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(b) LTE location tag.

Figure 4.8: (a) The WiFi location tags can help candidates within an 18 m radius to recover
Alice’s public key. (b) The LTE location tags can help candidates within a 781 m radius to
recover Alice’s public key.

We evaluated the possibility of location cheating through a simulated adversary who tries to
convince Alice that they are within the same grid block. We varied the population densities
of the simulated scenarios to verify the robustness of the ad hoc location proof exchanges
against location cheating. We used WiFi and Bluetooth signals to exchange location proofs
in the LTE and WiFi scenario respectively. As shown in Figure 4.9, the adversary cannot
conduct location cheating when he is beyond the coverage of Alice’s location tag. When
the adversary passes the location based handshake, the degree of security against location
cheating varies by the population density. When there are multiple people within the range of
the eid broadcasting signals, the server can identify the liar with high confidence. However,
when the population density decreases, the maximum size of the clique on the eid graph
decreases. As a result, it lowers the server’s capability to discern location cheaters within
the coverage of Alice’s location tag. However, the server can report truthfully that it cannot
determine the authenticity of claimed locations when the connectivity of the eid graph is
less than a predefined threshold. In that case, Alice may require users to submit certified
location information [124] for the proximity test.

4.6.4 Experiment Setup

We performed two experiments to evaluate the location based handshake using location tags
in the real-world. The experiment on WiFi location tags was conducted within our depart-
ment building. The experiment on LTE location tags was conducted within our university’s
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(a) WiFi location tag.
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Figure 4.9: (a) The possibility of location cheating versus population densities in the WiFi
scenario. (b) The possibility of location cheating versus population densities in the LTE
scenario.

campus area. We set up three laptops to capture the WiFi or LTE traffic. We estimated
the ranges of WiFi and LTE location tags to be 20 m and 1 km respectively. For each cap-
ture, we randomly placed one laptop within the estimated ranges (approximately 15 m for
WiFi location tag; approximately 500 m for LTE location tag) and one beyond the estimated
ranges (approximately 30 m for WiFi location tag; approximately 1.5 km for LTE location
tag). We used synchronized clocks to coordinate traffic capture. We considered it a false
positive when the distant laptop could extract Alice’s key. We considered it a false negative
when the nearby laptop failed to extract Alice’s key. We ran each experiments 30 times to
calculate the false positive rate and false negative rate.

If we fix the traffic capture durations, the size of the Bloom filter vector can vary in order to
minimize the number of false positive cases during the handshake. Figure 4.10a shows the
optimal size of the Bloom filter that yields a false positive rate2 of FPR = 1−10. The size of
the Bloom filter, |w|, is computed as [15]

|w| = d|Y| log 1/FPR

log2 2
e.

Additionally, we evaluated the CPU time required to generate a location tag. Figure 4.10b
shows location tag generation time on a Google Nexus 7 with 1.5 GHz quad-core Snapdragon

2Note that the false positive rate of the Bloom filter is associated with but not equal to the false positive
rate of the handshake.
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S4 Pro processor. The hash functions we used are based on SHA-256 hash functions that
benchmark 3.5 ns on the device. The number of hash functions, k, is computed as [15]

k = d|w| log 2

|Y|
e.

The majority of CPU time is used to insert observations into the Bloom filter and encode the
Bloom filter through the BCH encoder. The compuational complexity to generate a location
tag grows linearly to the number of observations.
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Figure 4.10: (a) The size of location tags grows linearly to the capture time to reduce the
case of false positive during the handshake. (b) The generation time of location tags grows
linearly to the size of location tags

In practice, it is easier to fix the size of the Bloom filter and vary the capture durations to
minimize the number of false positive cases during the handshake. We identified the optimal
duration that yields the minimal false positive rate for the BCH(511,202) based location
tags. As shown in Figure 4.11, the optimal durations to capture WiFi traffic and LTE traffic
are about 10 s and 20 s respectively. If the capture durations are shorter, the Bloom filter
becomes emptier, which reduces the symmetric difference and increases the false positive rate
of the handshake. If the capture durations are longer, the Bloom filter becomes fuller, which
also reduces the symmetric difference and increases the false positive rate of the handshake.
Within the optimal durations, we captured an average of 8432 WiFi MAC headers and 1375
LTE RNTIs. Half of the WiFi MAC headers belong to Beacon packets. The rest of the
packets are ACKs, Probe responses, Probe requests, etc. The majority of LTE RNTIs are
from the C-RNTI family.
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(a) WiFi location tag.
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Figure 4.11: (a) The WiFi MAC headers can rapidly fill up the Bloom filter, which leads to
a high false positive rate during the handshake. (b) The LTE RNTIs contain less entropy
and fill up the Bloom filter more gradually, which increases the optimal capture duration.

4.6.5 Experiment Results

Here we show our experimental results from the real-world location tags. The metrics we
use to evaluate the protocol’s performance are the areas under the curve (AUC) of the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. We generate the ROC curves by varying the
parameters of the BCH code. The most tolerable BCH code we used is the BCH(512, 10)
code which can correct up to 121 errors within a 10 bit message. The least tolerable BCH
code we used is the BCH(512, 502) code which can correct up to 1 error within a 502 bit
message.

Figure 4.12 shows the ROC curves of WiFi and LTE location tags. The ROC AUC of WiFi
location tags is approximately 0.993 whereas ROC AUC of LTE location tags is approx-
imately 0.992. It shows that location based handshake with location tags is an effective
method to filter out candidates who are far away from Alice. The ROC AUC of LTE lo-
cation tags are slightly lower than WiFi since LTE RNTIs contains less entropy than WiFi
MAC headers. Therefore, LTE location tags are more prone to hash collisions.

Clock Synchronization Error and Reproducibility. We tested the protocol’s per-
formance against clock synchronization errors. We purposely configured a time delay, δt,
between Alice and the other two laptops during each capture. As shown in Figure 4.13,
when users do not start the traffic capture process simultaneously, the average difference
between location tags increases, which decreases the ROC AUCs. However, the decrease is
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Figure 4.12: The high AUC/ROCs of both WiFi and LTE location tags suggest that location
tags are ideal for location based handshakes.

minimal compared to the ratio between the time delay and capture duration. Under our
experimental setup, when δt is half the length of the capture duration, the ROC AUCs
decrease by 10.5 % and 7.6 % for the WiFi and LTE location tags respectively. Compared
to LTE location tags, the ROC AUC of WiFi location tags decrease more drastically. It is
partly due to the shorter duration we used to capture WiFi traffic and the fact that WiFi
traffic contains more entropy which is harder to reproduce at a different time. Therefore,
by increasing the BCH codeword length, we can increase the optimal capture duration and
protocol’s tolerance to synchronization error.

Mobility and Reproducibility. We evaluated how mobility affects the performance of
the protocol. In the experiment, we allowed each candidate laptop to move at an average
pedestrian velocity. As shown in Figure 4.14, compared with the stationary case, the ROC
AUCs for both WiFi and LTE location tags witness a slight bump. The reason is that a
moving candidate is able to capture more traffic than a stationary candidate, which increases
the chance of handshake. The mobility effect is more drastic on WiFi location tags than
LTE location tags. It is because the range of WiFi signal is much smaller than the range
of LTE signal. However, the advantage a candidate gains by moving is minimal since each
capture window is short.

4.7 Discussion

Here we discuss the difference between the ad hoc proximity test and the infrastructural
proximity test. In this work, we considered a one-to-many location based handshake and
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(a) WiFi location tag.
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Figure 4.13: The AUC/ROCs of both WiFi and LTE location tags decrease when synchro-
nization errors occur.

private proximity test protocol. Although our design involved an oblivious server to ease the
computational burden at the users’ side, there is no need for other dedicated infrastructural
support in our protocol. Most information exchanged was extracted and shared in an ad hoc,
peer-to-peer fashion. The protocol can function without any certified location information.
The result is that the protocol is very effective in preserving users’ privacy against the
service provider and other users. However, compared to other infrastructural proximity test
protocols that rely on certified location information, there are several drawbacks inherent to
an ad hoc proximity test.

The first one is that it is difficult to control the granularity of the location information.
The granularity of our location tags is simply equal to the range of the ambient signals. We
circumvent this problem by differentiating the granularity of location tags and the granularity
of the proximity test. Within the coverage of location tags, we embedded a grid reference
system along with an ad hoc location proof from peer users. This way, we allow the proximity
test to have finer granularity than location tags. However, since both the location tags
and location proofs are extracted in an ad hoc fashion, they can be unreliable under some
circumstances. For instance, like we show in Figure 4.9, the location proofs cannot fulfill
their purpose when the population density is extremely low. The reliability of location tags
also vary based the environmental factors such as spectral density etc.

The second drawback is due to the additional communication required by the protocol. As
shown in Figure 4.11, the optimal capture duration, size of the Bloom filter, etc. cannot be
determined a priori. Therefore, Alice must share such information with the test candidates.
If we wish to integrate other features into our protocol, such as negotiable grid block size,
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Figure 4.14: The AUC/ROCs of both WiFi and LTE location tags increase slightly when
users are mobile.

this information must also be exchanged during the protocol. To cope with such a drawback,
we used mostly information broadcasting and included an oblivious server to share the
computational and communication burden.

4.8 Related Work

For privacy in LBSs, most previous works have been focusing on privacy in location queries,
i.e., a model in which users report their “encrypted” location data to a central database
server to perform range or k-nearest-neighbor (kNN) queries [23, 93]. Note that in this
model the database stored in the server is assumed to be public. In contrast, the recently
emerged proximity test is a different model where location-based matching is done only
between users, while the users’ locations are private information. Here we briefly describe
the concepts of proximity test and private matching.

Proximity Test: Proximity test is a special form of location sharing [145], where the in-
formation being shared is whether or not two users are within a certain range or in the
same geographic region. The main privacy concern in proximity test is that user’s actual
location may be involuntarily revealed to either the server or other users. To this end, a
privacy-preserving proximity test solution is proposed in [129], using a grid-based encryp-
tion algorithm. In [114], Rasmussen et al. devised a privacy-preserving distance bounding
protocol, using stream cipher. However, their protocol relies on a pre-shared secret key to ini-
tialize, and is subject to dictionary attack [8, 94]. In [92], Mascetti et al. proposed proximity
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detection schemes based on service provider filtering, in which privacy protection is achieved
by user-chosen location representation that controls its granularity. However, their protocol
leaks coarse-grained location information to the server. In [99], Narayanan et al. proposed a
suite of private proximity test protocols. The possibility of constructing location tags from
environmental signals was noted; however, their protocols either require a pre-shared secret
key between users, or is not scalable and efficient enough to handle one-to-many proximity
test as studied in this work. Another proximity test scheme was proposed in [130], where
users can also control their privacy levels via leveled publishing. The protocol is based on
keyed hashing which suffers from dictionary attacks. In [86], Lin et al. proposed a proximity
test scheme by applying shingling technique [20] to GSM cellular messages. However, they
did not thoroughly analyze its security. In our preliminary work [165], we designed a two-
step private proximity test protocol using unforgeable location tags. However, the original
protocol cannot detect fine-grained location cheating in the second step. In this work, we
provide an improved protocol that can be robust against fine-grained location cheating us-
ing an additional peer-to-peer location proof mechanism. We carry out a systematic study
of unforgeable location tags, and their usage in proximity test based on a more thorough
analysis, realistic simulations, and more comprehensive real-world experiments.

Private Matching: Our proposed scheme constructs location tags and takes the location
tags as the inputs to a private matching scheme to realize proximity test. Different location
tag construction methods will yield different types of location tags with different data struc-
ture representation, which in turn demands different secure matching algorithms. Secure
inner product computation has been proposed to compute the number of matching key-
words between two binary-valued vector inputs, where each bit in the vector represents the
presence or absence of a keyword [152]. Secure multi-party computation (SMC) techniques
have also been used in private matching. For example, in [47], Freeman et al. proposed
a private set intersection protocol using homomorphic encryption, where the inputs to be
matched are two sets of elements. In this work, we are matching two location tags, which
are environmental signals represented using bloom filter and further coded using BCH cod-
ing. The method used to realize the private matching is also very different from previously
known private matching methods. Essentially, our matching method is based on polynomial
reconstruction, which is more efficient compared to previous private matching algorithms.

4.9 Summary

In this chapter, we address the privacy and security issues of proximity test in LBSs. We
aim at letting users find others who are within a certain geographical region or range with
the help of an oblivious server, without pre-established secret keys while hiding user location
information from the server. In order to prevent location cheating, we propose using multiple
types of real-time and location-dependent environmental signals to construct location tags.
The location tag is the key to proximity matching, where the fuzzy extractor is exploited
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to extract a secret key from two matching users. In addition, the location tag is organized
in a Bloom filter, such that users can choose their own matching sensitivity with ease via
tuning the parameter of the Bloom filter and BCH encoder. Furthermore, we also improve
the accuracy and granularity of the proximity test using a geographical grid reference and
keyed hashing. Through both theoretical analysis and experimental evaluation, we show
that our location tag has enough freshness and entropy to defend against location cheating.
Our scheme is mostly non-interactive, does not require strict synchronization, and enjoys
high scalability and efficiency.



Chapter 5

Private Link Recommendation via
Distributed Collaboration

“I have been . . . and always
shall be . . . your friend.”

Spock,
Star Trek: The Wrath of Khan

Up until this chapter all methods we studied are under the individual control framework.
Start from this chapter, we explore other techniques under the use limitation framework. In
particular, we focus on preserving user anonymity in data analytics. The goal is to allow
multiple cloud-based service providers to collaborate and analyze the union of their datasets
without compromising the privacy of individual ones. Traditionally, such collaboration is
done by cloud-based service providers sanitizing and publishing their entire datasets. How-
ever, this method is subject to re-identification attacks as demonstrated in [98, 113]. To
combat this, we advocate the usage of distributed algorithms for data analytic tasks, which
allows cloud-based service providers to share only computation results in compliance with
the privacy policies. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach in the context of
private link recommendation in social networks.

5.1 Social Networks and Link Recommendation

The last decade has witnessed the rise of online social networks (OSNs). Starting from the
late 2000s, OSNs have seen a rapid growth in their popularity. In 2014, two most profitable
OSNs, Facebook ($140 billion) and Twitter ($35 billion) [51], jointly hold 1.3 billion active
users worldwide [134]. These people conduct their personal lives and house their personal

66
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Figure 5.1: Illustrations of social networks and link recommendation services.

data via OSNs. They sync valuable information such as profiles, microblogs and photos
with OSN websites every day. This situation raises serious privacy concerns among general
public. The privacy control mechanisms provided by OSNs are cumbersome and ineffective
[162]. It does not stop unauthorized parties from peeking into users’ private data. More
important, the OSNs privacy agreements state that the OSNs own the content that users
upload. This allows OSNs to monetize users’ personal information for commercial purposes
such as advertising [44]. Such invasive act exacerbates the public distrust.

In order to address such concerns, a decentralized architecture for OSNs was recently pro-
posed [34, 36, 102]. Instead of storing users’ data in the OSNs’ centralized database, the new
architecture advocates decentralized data storage to avoid personal data monetization. In a
decentralized OSN, users’ data exists as a collection of private files stored on their personal
cloud storage service. Any action upon these files must be directed to the private repositories
and consented by the users. This way, users retain full control of their personal data.

However, decentralized data storing precludes useful functionalities commonly seen in cen-
tralized OSNs. For instance, link prediction [3, ch. 1] is a common OSN analysis problem
that helps to discover entities with whom a user might wish to connect. It operates by
mining users’ friendship and affiliation preferences from their personal data. The mining is
usually done on powerful OSN servers. In decentralized OSNs, the mining functionality is
difficult to provide due to the users’ dilemma between privacy and usability. On the one
hand, they wish to limit the personal data exposure. On the other hand, they lack the
computing resources to analyze their personal data locally.

In this work, we study the link prediction problem in decentralized OSNs. We assume users’
personal data can be split into two parts, private and public. The public part can be accessed
directly whereas the private part must remain secret. For instance, consider a user who owns
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two twitter accounts, one is open for public and the other one has access restriction. The user
wishes to determine how likely he will follow another user’s tweets by correlating the target
user’s tweets with the textual materials in both of his accounts. Due to limited computing
resources, the user can only process the materials in his private account and authorizes his
online service provider to process the materials reside in the public account. Such split pose
a challenge for training. On the one hand, the prediction accuracy will be poor if the user
and his online service provider train their prediction models separately and try to merge the
result together by voting. On the other hand, naive collaborative trainings reveal private
information to online service providers.

We propose a novel privacy-preserving training method to solve the dilemma. The method
allows users and their online service providers to collaboratively train link prediction models
without revealing users’ private data. We grant users fine-grained privacy control by sup-
porting arbitrary public/private data split. We prove that the workload is properly balanced
between users and their online service providers according to their computation capabilities.
We apply our method to a real-world social network dataset to prove its validity. Addi-
tionally, we study the security risk of our method. We evaluate the possibility of the link
re-identification attack when adversaries can access users’ public data.

5.2 Problem Formulation

Here we describe the link prediction problem. The set-up for this problem is a variation
of Guha’s framework [55]: We consider a decentralized OSN involving both positive and
negative links. The positive links are formed due to friendship, support, or approval whereas
the negative links are formed due to disapproval, disagreement, or distrust. We consider a
privacy conscious user, Alice, who is unwilling to reveal part of her personal data. We are
interested in predicting the link of Alice’s personal social network. We consider an honest-
but-curious system, Sara, that can only access Alice’s public data. We allow Alice and Sara
to jointly learn a prediction model. Alice’s privacy is violated if Sara learns her private data
or part of the prediction model that is associated with the private data.

5.2.1 Network Abstraction

Here we show how we model Alice’s social network. We take an egocentric approach [45]
and examine only Alice’s immediate neighbors and associated interconnections that are com-
monly stored as part of Alice’s personal data. We interpret this network as a directed graph
G = (V,E). The ith link is associated with two node vectors ti ∈ Rn and hi ∈ Rn that char-
acterize the tail and head node of the link. These features are extracted from the materials
shared through the group sharing services supported by decentralized OSNs [36]. The ith
link is also associated with a label qi ∈ {−1, 1}. We define the sign of qi to be positive or
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negative depending on whether the tail node expresses a positive or negative attitude toward
the head node.

To facilitate the problem formulation, we use K − 1 scoring functions fk : Rn ×Rn → R to
construct the link vector. Let pi,k = fk(ti, hi) be the score between the tail node ti and the
head node hi calculated by the kth scoring function. Let pi = (pi,1, pi,2, . . . , pi,K−1) be the
link scores. We can represent each visible links in Alice’s network with a vector (pi, qi). For
reasons we will show later, we define the link vector to be ai = (qipi, qi). We use a matrix
A ∈ R|E|×K to represent all the link vectors in Alice’s network.

Alice can define her privacy preferences by veiling part of A. For instance, Alice may regard
certain scores or the link sign as private, which corresponds to cloaking a particular column
of A. Alice may also choose to hide certain link entirely, which corresponds to cloaking a
particular row of A. Without loss of generality, we divide A into three parts1

A = A
←

A
→

A↓

,

where the public features are within A
← ∈ R|E|↑×K

←

, the private features are within A
→ ∈

R|E|↑×K
→

and the private links are within A↓ ∈ R|E|↓×K . Note that |E|↑ + |E|↓ = |E| and
K
←

+ K
→

= K. In practice, an implicit condition is |E|↑ � |E|↓ and K
← � K

→
, though our

method can be applied to A
←

, A
→

and A↓ with arbitrary sizes.

5.2.2 Training Goal

Here we describe our training goal. We consider two learning modules, A and S, owned by
Alice and Sara. Assume that A only processes A

→
and A↓ due to limited resources whereas

S is powerful but is only allowed to access A
←

. Using A and S, Alice and Sara jointly fit a
sparse logistic regression model

minimize 1
|E|

|E|∑
i=1

log
(
1 + exp

(
−qi(pTi w + v)

))
+ λ‖w‖1, (5.1)

where w ∈ RK−1 is the weights for the link scores and v ∈ R is the intercept. Let x ∈ RK

equals (w, v). The problem is equivalent to

minimize 1
|E|

|E|∑
i=1

log (1 + exp (−Ax)) + λr(x) , (5.2)

1We can rearrange the columns and rows of any A to separate the public features from the private features
and the private links.
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where r(x) = ‖w‖1. Let x equals (x←, x→) where x← is the weights of the public features and x→ is
the weights of the private features. The method preserves Alice’s privacy if Sara is oblivious
of A
→

, A↓ and x→.

There exists a plethora of network link prediction models. The learning architectures range
from shallow ones such as support vector machine [5] and statistical regressions [75] to deep
ones such as graphical models [72] and deep neural networks [121]. The reason we choose a
sparse logistic regression model is threefold: (1) The performances of all models are compa-
rable given the appropriate feature set [3, ch. 1]. There is no clear and convincing evidence
indicating that one model supersedes the others. (2) A sparse logistic regression model is
representative of the types of shallow learning architectures that produce reliable and repro-
ducible results [59, sec. 4.4]. (3) More important, a sparse logistic regression model can be
viewed as a regularized logistic neuron, which is the building block of deep learning archi-
tectures such as deep belief nets [63] and restricted Boltzmann machines [62]. Designing a
privacy-preserving learning method for it opens the possibility of assembling more compli-
cated privacy-preserving learning models.

5.2.3 Prediction Goal

Here we summarize our prediction goal. Once the model is jointly trained, we use it to predict
the sign of any unknown link in which Alice is interested. Specifically, let x? = (w←?, w→?, v?)
where w←? and w→? are the optimal weights of the public and private link scores; v? is the
optimal intercept. Let pu = (p←u, p

→
u) be the link scores of the unknown link where p←u and p→u

are the public and private scores. Let q̂u be the predicted link sign. Alice and Sara should
be able to assemble the logistic function

Prob(q̂u = 1 | x?) =
1

1 + exp (−(p←Tuw
←? + p→Tuw

→? + v?))
, (5.3)

without Sara knowing p→u, x
→? and q̂u. To constitute a good prediction model, we also require

q̂u to equal the true link sign qu with high probability.

5.3 Private Link Recommendation via ADMM

Here we present our method for the link prediction problem. We first give a short introduc-
tion of the core algorithm we use, i.e., alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM).
Following that, we describe a two-tier training method. Specially, we show how we sep-
arate A

→
and A↓ from A

←
to protect Alice’s privacy. We give a complexity analysis of the

training method to show that the workload is properly divided base on the computation
resources available for Alice and Sara. Finally, we show that our training method is capable
of protecting Alice’s prior knowledge about x?.
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5.3.1 ADMM

ADMM, also known as the Douglas-Rachford splitting, is a decomposition procedure, in
which the solutions to small local subproblems are coordinated to find a solution to a large
global problem. It was first introduced in the mid-1970s by Glowinski and Marrocco [49]
and Gabay and Mercier [48]. Originally, ADMM was designed to decouple the objective
functionals to achieve better convergence. Later analyses [18] show that it is also well suited
for large-scale distributed computing and massive optimization problems.

Let f : Rn → R and g : Rm → R be two functionals that are convex. The basic ADMM is
an iterative method that solves problems in the form

minimize f(x) + g(z)
subject to Ax+Bz = c,

with variable x ∈ Rn and z ∈ Rm, where A ∈ Rp×n, B ∈ Rp×m and c ∈ Rp. The augmented
Lagrangian for the problem is

Lρ(x, z, y) = f(x) + g(z) + yT (Ax+Bz − c) + (ρ/2)‖Ax+Bz − c‖22

where y is the dual variable or Lagrange Multiplier, ρ is the penalty parameter. Let u =
(1/ρ)y be the scaled dual variable. We can express each ADMM iteration as a full Gauss-
Seidel iteration between x, z and u

xk+1 := argmin
x

(
f(x) + (ρ/2)‖Ax+Bzk − c+ uk‖22

)
zk+1 := argmin

z

(
g(z) + (ρ/2)‖Axk+1 +Bz − c+ uk‖22

)
uk+1 := uk + Axk+1 +Bzk+1 − c.

The algorithm fully splits the objective into two terms, i.e., the x-update and z-update,
which involve evaluating the proximal operators [106] with respect to f and g. If at least one
of them is separable, we can run the algorithm in parallel fashion. Generally, evaluating such
operators requires solving a convex optimization problem. But, depending on the nature of
f and g, simpler or faster specialized methods usually exist. Due to the smoothing of the
proximal operators, ADMM can deal with the case when f and g are not differentiable. For
a more detailed discussion on ADMM, we refer the readers to Boyd’s work [18].

5.3.2 Two-tier Training

Here we describe the two-tier training method for the link prediction problem. To protect
Alice’s privacy, we formulate problems into two specific canonical forms, i.e., consensus and
sharing, and solve them using ADMM. At the first tier, we split A↓ from A

←
and A

→
to protect

the private links. At the second tier, we split A
→

from A
←

to protect the private features.
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Figure 5.2: Illustrations of distributed, private link recommendation services via ADMM.

5.3.2.1 Link Split

At the first tier, we split A by rows in order to protect the private links within A↓. Let
A↑ ∈ R|E|↑×K represents both A

←
and A

→
. We first split A into A↑ and A↓

A =
A↑

A↓

.

Define

l↑(A↑x↑) =
1

|E|↑

|E|↑∑
i=1

log (1 + exp(−A↑x↑)),

l↓(A↓x↓) =
1

|E|↓

|E|↓∑
i=1

log (1 + exp(−A↓x↓)).

We can explicitly convert the sparse logistic regression problem (Equation 5.2) into consensus
form [18]

minimize l↑(A↑x↑) + l↓(A↓x↓) + λr(zl)
subject to x↑ − zl = x↓ − zl = 0,

with local variable x↑, x↓ ∈ RK and global variable zl ∈ RK .
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The problem can be solved using the following ADMM algorithm

xk+1
↑ := argmin

x↑

(
l↑(A↑x↑) + (ρ/2)‖x↑ − zkl + uk↑‖22

)
(5.4)

xk+1
↓ := argmin

x↓

(
l↓(A↓x↓) + (ρ/2)‖x↓ − zkl + uk↓‖22

)
(5.5)

zk+1
l := argmin

zl

(
r(zl) + (ρ/λ)‖zl − xk+1

l − ukl‖22
)

(5.6)

uk+1
↑ := uk↑ + xk+1

↑ − zk+1
l (5.7)

uk+1
↓ := uk↓ + xk+1

↓ − zk+1
l , (5.8)

where u↑ and u↓ are the scaled local dual variables correspond to x↑ and x↓; xl = (1/2)(x↑+x↓)
and ul = (1/2)(u↑ + u↓) are the averages of the local primal variables and scaled local dual
variables. The termination criterion is that the primal and dual residuals must be small,
i.e., √

‖xk↑ − xkl‖22 + ‖xk↓ − xkl‖22 < εpril

and
2ρ‖xkl − xk−1l ‖2 < εduall ,

where εpril > 0 and εduall > 0 are feasibility tolerances for the primal and dual feasibility
conditions [18].

The algorithm is very intuitive. The local primal variables, x↑ and x↓, and dual variables,
u↑ and u↓, are separately updated through Equation 5.4 and Equation 5.5, and Equation 5.7
and Equation 5.8. The local results are collected and brought into consensus through Equa-
tion 5.6. When the algorithm terminates, x↑ and x↓ should both agree with zl.

Let x↑ equals (x←↑, x→↑); x↓ equals (x←↓, x→↓); u↑ equals (u←↑, u→↑); u↓ equals (u←↓, u→↓); zl equals
(z←l, z→l). The variables that should be private to Alice are x→↑, x→↓, u→↑, u→↓ and z→l. To protect
A↓, x→↓ and u→↓, we assign Equation 5.5 and Equation 5.8 to A such that Alice can handle
A↓, x↓ and u↓ exclusively. Equation 5.5 involves a `2 regularized logistic regression problem
that can be efficiently solved by Quasi-Newton methods like L-BFGS [21]. To further reduce
her efforts, Alice can mandate the maximum L-BFGS iterations to be small and rely on the
second tier for accuracy.

To protect z→l, we split Equation 5.6. Since r(zl) is essentially the proximal operator of a `1
norm, we can calculate it using the soft thresholding operator [39]

Sκ(x) = (x− κ)+ − (−x− κ)−,

which is separable at the component level. We can split Equation 5.6 into

z←k+1
l := (1/2)Sλ/ρ(x

←k+1
↑ + x←k+1

↓ + u←k↑ + u←k↓) (5.9)

z→k+1
l := (1/2)Sλ/ρ(x

→k+1
↑ + x→k+1

↓ + u→k↑ + u→k↓), (5.10)
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We assign Equation 5.9 to S but reserve and Equation 5.10 to A2. We allow Sara to send z←l
back to Alice since She need it to compute x↓ and u↓. To protect u→↑, we split Equation 5.7
into

u←k+1
↑ := u←k↑ + x←k+1

↑ − z←k+1
l (5.11)

u→k+1
↑ := u→k↑ + x→k+1

↑ − z→k+1
l . (5.12)

We assign Equation 5.11 to S but reserve and Equation 5.12 to A.

Finally, Equation 5.4 contains data and variable that should be private to Alice, i.e., A
→

and
x→↑, which we will handle at the second tier.

5.3.2.2 Feature Split

At the second tier, we split A↑ by columns in order to protect the private features within A
→

and the corresponding weight x→↑. Recall that

A↑ = A
←

A
→ .

Define

r←(x←↑) = (ρ/2)‖x←↑ − z←kl + u←k↑‖22,
r←(x→↑) = (ρ/2)‖x→↑ − z→kl + u→k↑‖22.

we can explicitly convert Equation 5.4 into sharing form [18]

minimize l↑(z↔
←

+ z↔
→

) + r←(x←↑) + r←(x→↑)
subject to A

←
x←↑ − z↔

←
= A
→
x→↑ − z↔

→
= 0,

with partial predictors z↔
←
, z↔
→ ∈ R

|E|
↑ .

Let u↔ ∈ R
|E|
↑ be the single dual variable. The problem can be solved using the following

ADMM algorithm

x←k
′+1
↑ := argmin

x←↑

(
r←(x←↑) + (ρ′/2)‖A←x←↑ − A←x←k′↑ − z↔

−k′ + A↑x↑
k′

+ u↔k
′‖22
)

(5.13)

x→k
′+1
↑ := argmin

x→↑

(
r←(x→↑) + (ρ′/2)‖A→x→↑ − A→x→k′↑ − z↔

−k′ + A↑x↑
k′

+ u↔k
′‖22
)

(5.14)

z↔
−k′+1 := argmin

z↔
−

(
l↑(2z↔

−
) + ρ′‖z↔

−
− A↑x↑k

′+1 − u↔k′‖22
)

(5.15)

u↔k
′+1 := u↔k

′
+ A↑x↑

k′+1 − z↔
−k′+1, (5.16)

2Note that the intercept v is not regularized. Equation 5.9 and Equation 5.10 can be modified to incor-
porate the intercept by dropping the soft thresholding operator on the corresponding element in zl.
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where A↑x↑ = (1/2)(A
←
x←↑ + A

→
x→↑) and z↔

−
= (1/2)(z↔

←
+ z↔
→

) are the averages of the partial
predictors. The termination criterion is that the primal and dual residuals must be small,
i.e.,

2‖A↑x↑k
′

− z↔
−k′‖2 < ε↔pri

and

ρ′
√
‖A←T (z↔

←k′ − z↔
←k′−1

)‖22 + ‖A→T (z↔
→k′ − z↔

→k′−1
)‖22 < ε↔dual

where ε↔pri > 0 and ε↔dual > 0 are feasibility tolerances for the primal and dual feasibility
conditions [18].

The algorithm is also intuitive. The local primal variables x←↑, and x→↑ and dual variable u↔ are
separately updated through Equation 5.13, Equation 5.14 and Equation 5.16. The partial
predictors are collected, averaged then updated through a `2 regularized logistic regression
problem (Equation 5.15).

To protect A
→

and x→↑, we can assign all but Equation 5.14 to S. The reason is that only
z↔
←

= A
←
x←↑ and z↔

→
= A
→
x→↑ are shared throughout the algorithm. From Equation 5.1, we see that

these partial predictors are in fact the margin of the training data, which is a monotonically
decreasing function of the sub-optimality. Assuming the label q is within A

→
, sharing these

partial predictors reveals neither A
→

nor x→↑.

Using this two-tier training method, Alice, who processes A↓ and A
→

, learns the entire model
coefficient x?. Sara, who processes A

←
, only learns x←? while remains oblivious about A↓, A

→

and x→?. When predicting a link with unknown sign, Alice can either assemble Equation 5.3
by herself, or outsource p←Tuw

←? to Sara without jeopardizing her privacy.

5.3.3 Protecting Prior knowledge

Here we present two variations of the original learning model to incorporate Alice’s prior
knowledge. We assume that Alice knows a priori certain private features have higher influ-
ence on the link signs than the others within her network. To compensate that, we adjust
the learning model by changing the regularization function. We show we can properly train
the new model and protect Alice’s prior knowledge using the same two-tier training method.

In practice, it is common to assume Alice vaguely knows the underlying reason of her link
sign decisions. Although not wishing to reveal such reason, Alice would prefer a model that
take her prior knowledge into account. Such preference can be expressed by swapping the
`1 regularization function for a generalized `1 regularization function in Equation 5.2,

minimize 1
|E|

|E|∑
i=1

log (1 + exp (−Ax)) + λ‖Fx‖1 , (5.17)

where F ∈ R|E|×|E| is an arbitrary linear transformation matrix. Alice can define different
regularization strengths for different feature combinations through F . If F is a diagonal
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matrix or a block diagonal matrix, i.e.,

F = or F = ,

Equation 5.6, Equation 5.13 and Equation 5.14 are separable. Therefore, we can still split
the links and features through ADMM.

Another interesting variation is when Alice knows a priori that most private features affect
her link sign decisions, i.e., w← is sparse but w→ is dense. Instead of `1 regularization, Alice
can apply `2 regularization to w→. The problem becomes

minimize 1
|E|

|E|∑
i=1

log (1 + exp (−Ax)) + λ‖w→‖22 + ‖w←‖1 , (5.18)

where the `2 regularization ensures that w→ is a dense vector. Since the regularizations
are separable by w→ and w←, The `2 regularization is not revealed to Sara during training.
Therefore, Alice’s prior knowledge privacy is still protected.

5.4 Analysis

Here we analyze the complexities of the tasks assigned to A and S. We show that the
workload is properly divided between A and S such that Sara handles a majority of work.

For each training iteration, the dominate tasks for A are Equation 5.5 and Equation 5.14.
Equation 5.5 is a `2 regularized logistic regression with a wide matrix A↓. Assuming we solve
it with L-BFGS, the most expensive operations for each L-BFGS iteration are evaluating the
function value, the gradient and approximating the Hessian matrix with a limited memory
BFGS matrix [21]. The complexities for the first two are both O(|E|↓K). The complexity
for the last one is m2|E|↓, where m is the number of BGFS corrections3 [21]. Equation 5.5 is
a `2 regularized least squares problem with a tall matrix A

→
. The most expensive operations

for that are forming and factoring the Gramian matrix A
→T
A
→

. If we cache the factorization
result, the total complexity for that is O(K

→ |E|↑) [50, sec. 4.2].

For each training iteration, the dominate tasks for S are Equation 5.15 and Equation 5.13.
Equation 5.15 is essentially |E|↑s scalar `2 regularized logistic regressions, which can be solved
using a lookup table for the approximate value, followed by one or two Newton steps [18].
The overall complexity for that is O(|E|↑). Equation 5.13 is a `2 least squares problem with
a large matrix A

←
. If we cache the factorization result, the total complexity to solve that is

O(K
← |E|↑).
3In practice, we assume m to be small.
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Assume the implicit condition that |E|↑ � |E|↓ and K
← � K

→
holds, the workload ratio

between A and S is approximately c|E|↓/|E|↑, where c is the maximums L-BFGS iterations
controlled by Alice.

5.5 Experiments

Here we evaluate the performance of our method with real-word OSN data. Our experiments
is conducted on the Wikipedia Request for Adminiship (RfA) dataset [75, 150], which con-
tains a directed, signed network with rich textual features. We use it to assess the prediction
accuracy, the privacy-preserving property, and the efficiency of our method.

5.5.1 Wikipedia RfA Dataset

Leskovec et al.[75] created the Wikipedia RfA dataset by crawling and parsing the Wikipedia
RfA process webpages from 2003 to 2013. The dataset contains votes casted by Wikipedia
members for promoting individual editors to the role of administrator. To apply for ad-
minship, a request for adminship must be submitted either by the candidate or another
community member [75]. Any Wikipedia member can cast a supporting, neutral, or oppos-
ing vote along with a short comment for the RfA. The comment explains the reason of the
vote. For instance, A comment for a supporting vote may read, ‘I have seen him around, a
trustworthy editor with a good knowledge of policy ’, whereas a comment for an opposing vote
may read, ‘This candidate’s lack of experience in the en:Wikipedia administrative arena’.

This induces a directed, signed network in which nodes represent Wikipedia members and
links represent votes. The vote comments provide rich textual features, which makes the
dataset well-suited for our experiments. West et al.[150] post-processed the dataset to ex-
clude all neutral votes. The current dataset contains 10,835 nodes, 159,388 links (76 %
positive). The average length of vote comments is 34 characters.

5.5.2 Experimental Setup

We follow the same training and testing paradigm in [150]. We randomly select 10 focal
nodes. For each focal node, we carry out a breadth-first search (following both in-link and
out-link) until we have visited 350 nodes. This gives us 10 subgraphs, each has 350 nodes.
For each subgraph, we randomly select 10 % links and mark them as unknown. We use the
rest 90 % links to train a sparse logistic model and test its performance using the unknown
links. Just to make a fair comparison about prediction accuracy, we also train a model for
each subgraph i and test it using subgraph i + 1 without any link masking, which follows
the same setting in [150].
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We use the term frequencies of the 10,000 most frequent words as link features, We excludes
words that paraphrase link labels, i.e., support or oppose, or words whose prefixes paraphrase
link labels, i.e., support or oppos. For feature split, we pre-train a regular sparse logistic
model using a random sample of 10,000 comments without testing. We choose the 100 words
that have highest weights and 900 random samples of the from the rest of the words as private
features and the remaining 9000 words as public features. For link split, we choose half the
opposing links as private links and the other half along with all supporting links as public
links.

We train the model by solving a sparse logistic regression with different regularization pa-
rameters for w← and w→, i.e.,

r(x) = λ1‖w←‖1 + λ2‖w→‖1,

where λ1 = 0.1 and λ1 = 0.01. We use a Python implementation to perform the two-tier
training in parallel. The parallelism is provided by the IPython parallel engine. We use the
fmin l bfgs b in SciPy to update Equation 5.4, Equation 5.5, and Equation 5.15, which
is essentially Nocedal’s Fortran 77 implementation of L-BFGS [21]. We set the maximum
L-BFGS iterations to 10 to limit Alice’s effort. To verify the result, we also train the model
without ADMM using a MATLAB implementation with CVX [54] and Gurobi [57]. All
experiments are conducted on a Cray CS-300 cluster with 2.60 GHz octa-core Intel Sandy
Bridge CPUs.

5.5.3 Evaluation Metrics

The metrics we use to evaluate the prediction accuracy are the AUC of the ROC curves as
well as the precision-recall (PR) curves. We only report the PR curve of the opposing links
because it better describes the prediction accuracy [150]. The reason is because the class
imbalance of 76 % supporting links. Even random guessing can achieve an AUC of 0.76 for
supporting links comparing to an AUC of 0.24 for opposing links.

We show the privacy-preserving property by reporting the AUC/PR curves and the clas-
sification margins for the joint model, a model solely uses private features and a model
solely uses public features. The last one represents the model Sara attains after the two-tier
training. The differences between the three models signifies the information leakage due to
exposing the public features.

The metrics we use to evaluate the algorithm efficiency and the communication overhead
are the iteration versus suboptimality (IVS) curve and the cumulative runtime versus sub-
optimality (CRVS) curve. We consider one iteration as a complete cycle of both tiers. Due
to parallelism, we report the cumulative runtime for both A and S. The optimal value was
verified using CVX [54] and Gurobi [57].
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5.5.4 Results

We first verify that our training objective can produce high quality prediction model. In
Figure 5.3, we compare our model with the sentiment model used in [150], which is trained
through a `2 regularized logistic regression. We randomly mask a set of links and train
both models using the comments of the remaining links. Even with data rearrangement and
splitting, the performance of our model is comparable to the sentiment model in terms of
AUC/ROC curve and AUC/PR curve. The sentiment model slightly edges ours at the fourth
decimal point, due to the sparsity constrain in our objective. The two models agree on 95 %
of the signs among the top 100 weights. Interestingly, the improvement through increasing
the visible link ratio is not significant for both models. This suggests that the kurtosis of
the feature weights distributions is high. Most weights have small correlation with the link
sign.
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Figure 5.3: Assess the model quality by comparing our model with the `2 regularized logistic
regression model used in [150]. (a) The AUC/ROC curves are comparable between the two
models. (b) The AUC/PR curves are comparable between the two models.

Our second experiment examines the privacy-preserving property of the two-tier training
method. We compare the prediction accuracies of three models, the joint model that uses
both public and private features, a private model that solely uses private features and a
public model that solely uses public features. Figure 5.4a shows the AUC/ROC curves of
the three. Consider a baseline model that predicts link signs through random guess. The
AUC/ROC for the baseline model is exactly 0.5. The public model’s performance is 10 %
better than the baseline model whereas the other two are 76 % and 50 % better than the
baseline model. Since Sara only learns x←?, her prediction accuracy is 86.8 % lower than Alice.

The public model does enjoy a slight performance bump when increasing the visible link
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Figure 5.4: Observe the private preserving property by comparing the prediction accuracies
and the classification margins. (a) Using only public features, Sara’s prediction accuracy
is 86.8 % lower than Alice. (b) Using only public features, Sara’s classification margins
(prediction confident) is 71.0 % lower than Alice.

ratio. That is because the corresponding increases of nonzero entities in A
←

, which enlarge the
classification margin. But, such improvement is limited. Figure 5.4b shows the classification
margin of the three models. We normalized the margins according to the largest one, i.e.,
the margin of the joint model. The classification margin of the public model is the lowest
among all three. It indicates that most predictions the public model makes are borderline
cases with low confidence.

Finally, we report the training efficiency and workload for Alice and Sara. Using the experi-
mental setup described earlier, the average number of links for each subgraph is 5000, among
which 1000 are negative and 4000 are positive. This produces a matrix A of size 5000 by
10,000, which divides into three parts, a matrix A↓ of size 500 by 10,000, a matrix A

←
of size

4500 by 9900 and a matrix A
→

of size 4500 by 100.

We measure the training process using the objective suboptimality. Let õk be the objective
value at the kth iteration

õk =
1

|E|

|E|∑
i=1

log
(
1 + exp

(
−Azkl

))
+ r(zkl ).

Let o? be the optimal objective value

o? =
1

|E|

|E|∑
i=1

log (1 + exp (−Ax?)) + r(x?).
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The objective suboptimality is the difference between õk and o?, i.e., õk − o?. The optimal
value o? = 0.9752 × 105 is verified by our MATLAB implementation. Figure 5.5a shows
the training progress by iteration. The dashed line marks the iteration when the stopping
criterion is satisfied. The algorithm only takes 24 iterations to reach the optimal, which
greatly reduces the communication overhead between Alice and Sara.
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Figure 5.5: Convergence analysis of the two-tier training method. The stopping criterion is
satisfied at iteration 24, marked by the dashed lines. (a) X axis is the number of iterations, Y
axis it the suboptimality measured by õk−o?. (b) X axis is the cumulative runtime measured
in seconds. The total runtime for Alice is 90.4 % lower than Sara.

Figure 5.5b shows the CRVS curves for Alice and Sara. The dashed line marks convergence.
The main task for Alice is to compute Equation 5.5 using L-BFGS. We use L-BFGS with
warm starting to reduce Alice’s workload. This approach is effective in later iteration when
the iterates approach consensus. The main task for Sara is to compute Equation 5.13,
Equation 5.15 and various matrix-vector multiplications. We cache the matrix factorization
to reduce Sara’s workload. However, Sara still need to compute large back-solves to produce
the result. For both Alice and Sara, the runtime of early iterations is significantly longer
than the latter ones. Overall, Sara’s workload is approximately 10 times larger than Alice’s
workload.

To summarize, the experiments show three points: (1) Our decentralized method achieves
equally high predication accuracy as the sentiment model used in [150]. Using data splitting
to protect private data does not affect the modal quality. (2) Sara is oblivious of Alice’s pri-
vate data and their corresponding weights. Without Alice’s help, Sara’s prediction accuracy
is fairly poor. Alice, on the other hand, enjoys the full benefit of the collaboration and is
able to acquire high prediction accuracy with minimal efforts. (3) The data splitting assigns
appropriate workload for Alice and Sara to fully utilize their computation resources.
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5.6 Link Re-identification Attack

Here we assess the possibility of link re-identification attack. In a link re-identification attack,
we consider a passive adversary, Eve, tries to predict the link signs of Alice’s network. Just
like Sara, Eve can access the public data matrix A

←
. But, unlike Sara, Eve cannot collaborate

with Alice. We assume Eve knows the training method Alice and Sara use. The goal for
Eve is to build a model that has the same prediction power as the joint model. We evaluate
the attack possibility by measuring Eve’s prediction accuracy.

5.6.1 Experimental Setup

Our previous experiments assume that Alice makes rational decision and protects features
that have high correlations with the link sign. Although unlikely, Alice can split the data
in such a way that all private features are irrelevant to the link sign. To consider different
public/private splits, we shuffle the features of the matrix A used in previous experiments.

The shuffle is done by rearranging features that have nonzero weights. We use a Monte
Carlo random walk algorithm to shuffle matrix A. For each iteration, the algorithm moves
the features that have nonzero weights randomly to the left or to the right. The resulting
‘true’ weight vectors are shown in Figure 5.6. The initial weight vector represents the split
that assigns top weighted features to the private data matrix A

→
. The random walk mixes

the features in A
→

with the features in A
←

. As the walking time increases, the ‘true’ weights
approaches a steady state uniform distribution.

We use the total variation mixing time [77], i.e., t = n log n, where n equals 10,000, as the
maximum mixing iterations. For each 0.1t, we record the shuffled matrix. This gives us
10 matrices whose ‘true’ weights gradually change from unevenly distributed to uniformly
distributed. We split these matrices at a fixed index position. For each matrix, We train a
prediction model for Eve solely using A

←
. We compare Eve’s model with the private model

and the joint model trained by Alice and Sara.

5.6.2 Results

Figure 5.7 shows the prediction accuracy of Eve’s model versus shuffling iteration. The
results are distinct for two different scenarios. If the link sign column q is within A

→
, shown

in Figure 5.7a, Eve is forced to train her model with random guesses. In that case, moving
high weighted features into A

←
does not improve Eve’s model. Eve’s prediction accuracy is

exactly 0.5 regardless the features she uses.

If the link sign column q is within A
←

, shown in Figure 5.7b, Eve can properly train her
model using the same sparse logistic regression. In that case, Eve’s model can be improved
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if more high weighted features are within A
←

. In our experiment, Eve is able to increase her
prediction accuracy by over 50 % when the weights are uniformly distributed.

Although the security properties are different, the impacts on Sara’s prediction accuracy
are the same. When the high weighted features are moved from A

→
to A

←
, the predication

accuracy of the private model decreases; the prediction accuracy of the public model in-
creases; the prediction accuracy of the joint model remains the same. Sara, who benefits
from collaborating with Alice, is able to make more accurate prediction using the public
model.

To summarize, the experiments show: (1) that Alice can prevent the link re-identification
attack by marking the link sign ground truth as private. (2) Although not violating Alice’s
privacy, inappropriate data split could accidentally increase Sara’s prediction power.

5.7 Discussion

Here we discuss the new privacy model emerged when users move from a centralized to a
decentralized OSN and how our method is in congruent with the new privacy objective. We
reckon that the main privacy difference between a centralized and a decentralized OSN is
the distribution of privacy responsibility. In a centralized OSN, the provider is responsible
for protecting users’ information. For instance, the provider is obligated to anonymize the
network before using it for analysis or research. As a “charge” of the service, the provider
demands certain information, such as name, gender and especially network [44], to always be
publicly available. Such additional terms are the price users must pay when they outsource
their data to the provider.

In a decentralized OSN, the privacy responsibility resides in each user. The problem is that
users lack the computational resource to handle their data. As a service, a third party may
provide the computing time required in exchange for users’ data. Although users still use
their data to exchange for services, they should have finer control over their data and can
choose which portion of the data to expose. For instance, in the extreme case, a user may
conceal his entire network and profile. As a consequence, he gain unconditional privacy over
his data by relinquishing any OSN services he may have.

By providing users the capability to selectively disclose their personal information, our
method aligns well with the new privacy objective in decentralized OSNs. In our method,
the joint prediction model always enjoys the benefit of using both the private and the pub-
lic part of users’ data, which means users always get the full link recommendation service.
However, it is the users who decide which part of their network and personal data they want
to expose to the third party. Our method guarantees that the third party learns nothing
about the private part of the data that users choose to conceal. But, if the public part of
the data contains essential network links and essential features, the third party will learn
more information about the users’ link prediction models. The third party’s knowledge of
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the prediction model can be considered as the “charge” of the computation service. By
appropriately dividing their data, users can lower the “charge” of the service. Since the
prediction models need to be retrained over time, developing the optimal division strategy
that reduces the “charge” for retraining without wasting the computing resources can be a
interesting future direction.

5.8 Related Work

Our work is targeted on decentralized OSNs that allow users to maintain their data on their
personal cloud server [32]. A typical decentralized OSN consists of independent servers that
communicate with each other. Users can either register on an existing server or create their
own. In the latter case, users stay in control of their data because they are the adminis-
trators of their servers. The personal data initially resides on users’ own servers. If friends
from other servers request this information, it will be transferred to their servers through
a server-to-server protocol. Ideally, a decentralized OSN can completely eliminate personal
data monetization if different servers reside on different cloud platforms. In practice, a de-
centralized OSN may rely on additional cryptographic mechanisms to protect users’ data
since multiple servers may belong to the same cloud service provider.

There has been a substantial amount of work to enhance decentralized OSNs. The early
researches use advanced cryptographic mechanisms to protect users’ privacy. Two examples
are Persona [10] and Safebook [31]. Persona combines attribute-based encryption (ABE)
with traditional public key cryptography to offer flexible and fine-grained access control
to data. Safebook combines a peer-to-peer architecture with a certification distribution
system based on distributed hash table to avoid unauthorized access to users’ data. These
methods usually work at the cost of limiting OSN functionalities. Later works shift focus in
adding new services to decentralized OSNs. Musubi [36], for instance, provides a toolkit for
decentralized OSNs to support application development for multi-party interaction. Omlet
[102] is a commercial decentralized OSN based on Musubi. Despite of their efforts, most
functionalities that rely on data analysis are still not supported in decentralized OSNs.

Link prediction is a common OSN analysis problem that forms the basis of numerous OSN
functional features. In [3, ch. 1], Aggarwal gives a comprehensive survey on the methods
used for link prediction. These methods can be divided into two categories, i.e., structured-
based prediction methods and attributes-based prediction methods. The former is applicable
to large scale networks consist millions of nodes [9]. The latter analyzes median, personal
networks with detailed node descriptions [76]. Most of these methods must be redesigned
to fit into the decentralized architecture. In this work, we mainly focus on users’ personal
social networks, a method commonly known as egocentric [45]. We use an attributes-based
prediction method due to the nature of decentralization.

The method we use falls into the categories of privacy-preserving machine learning and
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distributed optimization. The most noteworthy idea for privacy-preserving machine learning
is the ε-differential privacy proposed by Dwork [41], in which carefully calibrated noise is
injected into the dataset to achieve indistinguishability. However, ε-differential privacy is
unnecessary when data is owned by a single user. Perhaps the closest to our work is done
by Yu et al.[158]. They use a distributed algorithm to train a support vector machine such
that it preserves the privacy of different data blocks. But their method cannot protect the
feature privacy within the same data block, which we address in section 5.3.

5.9 Summary

In this chapter, we study the privacy-preserving link prediction problem in decentralized
OSNs. We propose a novel decentralized two-tier method that allows end users to collaborate
with their online service providers without revealing their private data. Using a real-world
social network dataset, we show that our method produces high quality prediction model
while eases users’ computing burden. Additionally, we show that our method can be secure
against the link re-identification attack. In the era of “Big Data”, our method bridges the
gap between the increasing volume of personal data and the insufficient analyzing resources
of privacy conscious users in decentralized OSNs.
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Figure 5.6: Weight vectors generated by random walking the nonzero entries in the initial
weight vector. The dashed line marks the feature split point. (a) The initial weight vector
is the same as the optimal weight vector w? learned from the Wikipedia RfA dataset. (b)
Private features and public features are partially mixed. (c) Private features and public
features are uniformly distributed.
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Figure 5.7: AUC/ROCs of the public and private models versus shuffling iteration. The
shuffling iterations is represented as the percentage of the maximum iterations. (a) Eve can
not improve her prediction accuracy if Alice protect q. (b) Eve can improve her prediction
accuracy if Alice reveal q. The dashed line marks the tipping point where Eve’s model
surpasses the private model.



Chapter 6

Private Face Tagging via Deep
Learning and Query Regulation

“Doctor Song, you’ve got that
face on again.”

Eleventh Doctor,
Doctor Who

In this chapter we motivate and introduce query regulation, another set of privacy protection
techniques under the use limitation framework. Query regulation aims at providing accu-
rate and reliable statistics while preventing the disclosure of sensitive information that links
back to individuals. It can be broadly divided into two categories: request restriction (filter-
ing/logging/monitoring/auditing) and response perturbation (generalization/suppression/
swapping/sampling/addition-of-noise). We study query regulation under the differential pri-
vacy framework, which aims to ensure the behavior of query responses does not change
dramatically when a single user’s data join or leave the data collection. Query regulation
that enforces differential privacy can protect individual-level information privacy, because,
by looking at the query responses, one cannot identify whether a user’s data were included
in the data collection or not. Here we combine query regulation with the distributed deep
learning framework to solve the privacy-preserving face tagging problem.

6.1 Face Tagging

Face tagging is a photo organizing tool that utilizes facial recognition technology to suggest
“tags” of individuals found in photos. It has emerged in recent years as an integrated feature
in a majority of photo editing and management software. For instance, Adobe Systems,

88
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Google, Apple, and Facebook all incorporated the face tagging feature in their products,
helping users organize and share photos according to the individuals they depict [2]. From
the technological perspective, use of face tagging in commercial software is mostly stimulated
by the advancements in artificial intelligence, in particular, the breakthroughs in deep neural
networks. Back in 1997, the accuracy of state-of-the-art face recognizer developed by the US
Department of Defense’s Face Recognition Technology program was merely 46%. [110]. In
comparison, the most recent face recognizer based on deep neural networks has achieved an
accuracy rate of 99.63% in identifying matched faces, a score 2.1% higher than human-level
performance [125, 140].

While it is exciting to have this useful, time-saving feature, integrating face tagging into con-
sumer software has created a contentious area in terms of privacy. With the breakthroughs
in deep neural networks, the facial recognition technology is mature enough to matching
real-life, low quality face images of uncooperative subjects [142]. Meanwhile, as digital cam-
eras are cheaply deployed in a majority of mobile devices, it is incredibly easy to obtain
individual’s facial images. Finally, providers of face tagging services are unwilling to limit
the scope and features of their systems. For instance, members of Facebook have the tag
suggestion feature turned on by default, which allows Facebook to link their names to any
photos that might contain their faces. The convergence of these three trends raises great
privacy concerns, as people may exploit the face tagging feature to re-identify persons they
encounter, independent of their knowledge or consent.

Another privacy issue related to face tagging is whether the hosting companies should be
allowed to collect and store users’ faceprints without their consent. In order to identify
a random person within certain population, the facial image need to be matched against
an identified faceprint database of corresponding proportion. A faceprint database contains
limited people is of limited use. Hence, the value of large scale faceprint databases tempts the
hosting companies, such as Facebook and Google, to profile their users’ faceprints and enroll
them into a centralized database. As of today, the legitimacy of these databases remains
controversial due to the loopholes in biometric privacy laws. More importantly, the existence
of these large scale faceprint databases, owned by private companies, grants these companies
unlimited power to track individuals throughout the Internet. Problematic uses of these
databases can lead to stalking, harassment, and other forms of extra-judicial surveillance.

Sadly, the success of current facial recognition technology highly depends on the existence
of these large scale faceprint databases. Specifically, many providers of face tagging services
rely on advanced deep neural network models. Training of these models often requires a
large collection of faceprint data. For instance, the FaceNet [125] model from Google was
trained using 200 million facial images of 8 million identities, whereas the model maintained
by Facebook, Deepface [140], was trained over 4 million facial images of 4 thousand identities.
It is undeniable that large and diverse faceprint collections have consistently improved the
accuracy of these recognizers, and will continue to do so in the future. It also means owners
of these faceprint databases not only harness most of the value from users’ data but also
control the chokepoint of technological innovations, a form of data monopoly that benefits
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Figure 6.1: Face tagging may allow users to re-identify persons they encounter, independent
of their knowledge or consent.

only the companies who own the data.

Granted, there has been great efforts to address the privacy issues in automatic face tagging.
For instance, Apple’s photo management software, Photo, has a built-in face tagging feature
that limits tagging identities to users’ local data instead of using a centralized faceprint
database [19]. However, due to lack of transparency, it is unclear whether the factory-
shipped face recognizer was trained with a third-party faceprint database, and whether the
data were collected with consent. Hence, to the best of our knowledge, the possibility to
design privacy-preserving face tagging systems independent of centralized faceprint databases
remains an open problem.

Our contributions. To address the aforementioned privacy issues, we design and imple-
ment an end-to-end, privacy-preserving face tagging framework, through which the hosting
company can bootstrap, train, and continually improve a deep neural network model for face
tagging, without aggregating the photos and face tags from its users. To maximize privacy
protection, the framework uses user-specific faceprint encoding by further tweaking a subset
of parameters based on each user’s local data. As a result, it has the following utility and
privacy benefits: (1) The hosting company can obtain a high quality deep neural network
model by exploring the diverse inputs of multiple users. (2) Each user uses a unique deep
neural network model to encode her faceprint templates, which limits the faceprint matching
within the user’s local data. (3) Users do not need to reveal their facial data and face tags
to the hosting company or each other throughout the process.

Our design and implementation go beyond proof-of-concept deep neural network training
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ψ,φ,ϕ The components of the deep learning model.
U ,b,V Parameters of the deep learning model.
x The flattened vector of all parameters.
g(x) gradient vector.
τ , t Tags and their one-hot vector representations.
` A faceprint.
T The set of tagged faceprints.
W Mahalanobis metric.
dW (·, ·) Mahalanobis distance function parameterized by W .

Table 6.1: Frequently used notions

for face tagging, and integrate various privacy-preserving features into the deep learning
system. On the architecture level, we make novel use of the random dropout method and
elastic averaging stochastic gradient descent (EASGD) to design a distributed, collaborative
learning architecture to prevent centralized aggregation of users’ data. On the model level, we
construct a multi-task deep learning model to allow users to generate user-specific faceprint
encodings while collaborating on a shared deep feature extractor. On the learning algorithm
level, we make novel use of noise-robust learning to allow users to jointly bootstrap the deep
neural network without revealing their face tags. We employ multi-task large margin nearest
neighbor (MT-LMNN) to allow users to jointly fine-tune the feature extractor with different
faceprint encodings. Finally, we apply the addictive noise and the sparse vector perturbation
techniques during bootstrapping and tuning stages, to allow users to update the deep neural
network parameters with differential privacy guarantee.

We evaluate our system on two real world face verification datasets, the Labeled Faces in
the Wild (LFW) dataset [66] (for benchmarking), and the CASIA-WebFace dataset [156]
(for training). The accuracy of the model produced by our privacy-preserving face tagging
framework is on par with the privacy-violating systems [103]. Our evaluations show that
our framework can achieve a state-of-the-art tagging accuracy (92.1%) with all the privacy-
preserving features enabled. This score is comparable to the highest accuracy achieved by
OpenFace models trained with similar datasets.

6.2 Framework for Privacy-Preserving Face Tagging

In this section, we describe, Irene, our privacy-preserving face tagging framework. The
frequently used notations are summarized in Table 6.1. We use lower case letters for scalars,
lower case bold letters for vectors, upper case letter for matrices, and upper calligraphic
letters and blackboard bold letters for sets.
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6.2.1 Problem Definition

We consider a photo editing and management application, through which each user maintains
a collection of photos. Without loss of generality, the application may have cloud integration,
i.e., there is a central cloud server keeping photos in sync with various devices designated
by the user. However, due to privacy consideration, the application provides client-side
encryption, i.e., the photos are first encrypted by the user and then synced through the
cloud server. The hosting company cannot decrypt the photos stored on the server. The
main functionalities of the application are viewing, editing, and managing the user’s photo
collections.

In our scenario, the hosting company wish to integrate a face tagging feature into the ap-
plication. In particular, the company is interested in using a deep neural network for face
tagging due to its superior performance, but lacks sufficient data to properly train the model.
Instead, the company wishes to train the model by crowdsourcing knowledge from its users.
Our goal is for the company to train the deep neural network without spawning privacy risks,
such as aggregating users’ photos, creating a centralized faceprint database, or learning other
sensitive information about the users. We elaborate our design goals in the following.

6.2.2 Functional Goal

The functional goal of Irene is to train a deep neural network model based on the collective
input of multiple users. Since all users use the deep neural network model for face tagging,
we would like them to collaborate and improve the quality of the model. For instance, when a
user imports a photo, the application extracts the faceprints in the photo using face detection
algorithms, such as cascading LBP or Haar classifiers [146]. The application then generates
templates of the faceprints and make tag suggestions using the deep neural network model.
The user tags these faces by accepting the right suggestions and correcting the wrong ones.
These corrections can be used as feedbacks to update the deep neural network model and
improve its accuracy.

6.2.3 Privacy Goals

Once the application run for a period of time, a user will obtain a collection of faceprint
templates with corresponding tags. We refer to them as the user’s local faceprint database.
This local database and the actual photo collection are considered as private information
to the user. Through our framework, we want the hosting company to improve the neural
network model without violating the privacy of the local photo collections and faceprint
databases. As users interact with the hosting company to improve the face tagging accuracy,
the company cannot aggregate users’ faceprint templates or photos. Neither should it learn
any identifiable information about users’ faceprint templates or photos. We describe this
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goal from the following aspects.

Prevent aggregating faceprint databases. Users should not reveal their face tags to the
hosting company or other users. Each user should have a unique way to generate templates
from the faceprints in his/her photos. This prevents an adversary from combining multiple
users’ local faceprint databases into a larger one for facial re-identification.

Prevent aggregating photo collections. Users should not reveal their collections of
photos to the hosting company or other users. The hosting company should not obtain any
photos as the system operates.

Prevent leaking of identifiable information The company should not learn any iden-
tifiable information about users’ local faceprint databases or photo collections. Specifically,
the company should not know whether a user use a particular faceprint/photo to compute
the feedback.

In addition, the application should protect the detailed implementation of the deep neural
network model. Often, such models are considered proprietary to the companies who create
them. Hence, the deep neural network model is viewed as a blackbox from users’ perspective.
Users can input photos to it and obtain faceprint templates, as well as tag those faceprints,
but they do not have any knowledge of its internal working.

6.2.4 Overview of Irene

Irene is a multi-task, distributed, collaborative deep learning system that relies on the fol-
lowing key observations: (i) multi-task. The deep neural network model used for recognition
can be divided into two modules: a feature extractor and a recognizer. The former extracts
useful, generic features from the input data. The latter converts them into domain-specific
representations for the recognition task. This architecture allows users to build user-specific
recognizers while collaborating on a shared feature extractor. (ii) distributed. A distributed
system prevents a single party to hold the entire data collection. For a deep learning system,
it can be built through techniques such as random dropout [133] and EASGD [161]. (ii)
collaborative. User collaboration boosts the diversity of the training data, and improves the
quality of the deep learning model. Such collaboration can be carried out in a differentially
private fashion via applications of perturbation techniques such as additive noise and sparse
vector [1, 42, 100, 135]. We will elaborate each of these points in the following.

Architecture of the Multi-Task Model. Figure 6.2 shows the architecture of our deep
neural network model. The model consists of a convolutional neural network (CNN) feature
extractor, ψ, a bootstrapping classifier, φ, and user-specific faceprint encoding metrics, ϕs.
Our goal is to let users jointly bootstrap ψ through φ, and continuously improve ψ while
training their individual ϕs for face tagging.

The feature extractor, ψ, is composed by cascading multiple linear and non-linear operator
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Figure 6.2: Architecture of our deep
learning model with one shared feature
extractor, ψ, a global bootstrapping clas-
sifier, φ, and user-specific faceprint encod-
ing metrics, ϕs.
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Figure 6.3: Our two-stage, privacy-
preserving collaborative training. The
first stage allows all users to jointly train
ψ and φ. The second stage allows users
to each train a unique varphi and collab-
oratively fine-tune ψ.

layers. It takes a faceprint, `, and outputs a feature vector, ψ(`) ∈ Rd.

The bootstrapping classifier, φ, transforms ψ(`) into a classification vector φ(ψ(`)) = Uψ(`)+
b ∈ Rn, U ∈ Rn×d, b ∈ Rn, by means of a fully-connected layer containing n linear predictors.
This classification vector, φ(ψ(`)), is used to determine the likelihood of `’s class identity
among n classes. The probability that ` belongs to the ith class is computed through a
softmax function,

pi =
eφ(ψ(`))i∑n
j=1 e

φ(ψ(`))j
. (6.1)

The user-specific encoding metric, ϕ, generates the faceprint template by normalizing ψ(`)
and projecting it to a m� d dimensional encoding space using an affine projection ϕ(ψ(`)) =
V ψ(`)/‖ψ(`)‖2, V ∈ Rm×d.

Finally, face tags are generated through a nearest neighbor search in the encoding space, i.e.,
τ(`) = τ(NN(`)). The nearest neighbor function is defined as NN(`) = arg min

x∈T
‖ϕ(ψ(`)) −

ϕ(ψ(x))‖2, where T refers to the set of tagged faceprints.

We use an encoding metric rather than a classifier for the final application for robustness
considerations [107]. For the classifier, the number of classes, n, is fixed. When a new identity
appears, the classifier must be replaced with a new one with one more class. Compare
this to a metric, which can incorporate the new identity without any adjustments to its
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Figure 6.4: Overview of our distributed
learning with one parameter server and
multiple users as participants. The
shared parameters include ψ, φ, but not
include ϕ, which is unique for each user.
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Figure 6.5: The random dropout allows
users to “thin” the network and reduce
the number parameters they communi-
cate with the parameter server.

dimensionality.

Distributed Learning System. Figure 6.4 shows the setup of our distributed learning
system. We assume there are multiple users. Each user manages a local faceprint database
generated from the user’s photo collection, a local copy of ψ and φ, and an independent ϕ for
face tagging. We further assume that there is a central parameters server that maintains the
latest parameters of the shared components, ψ and φ. The idea is to let each user download
the latest parameters of ψ and φ, update them based on the local faceprint database, and
upload the new parameters to the central sever. This way, users avoid directly revealing
their faceprint databases or photo collections, but still provide information to improve the
neural network model.

There are two challenges to build such a system. First of all, the deep learning model contains
many parameters. Communicating all of them between users and the server would incur a
large overhead. Second of all, the training procedure, i.e. stochastic gradient descent (SGD),
is highly sequential and requires a full view of the model. Naively applying it in a distributed
setting will cause race conditions, i.e., multiple users try to change the same parts of the
neural network model at the same time.

To cope with these problems, we adopt two methods. To reduce the communication overhead,
we use a method known as random dropout [133] to distribute the parameters among different
users. To reduce race conditions, we rely on asynchronous EASGD [161] to prevent multiple
users from clashing during parameter updates.
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Privacy-Preserving Collaborative Training. Like most deep learning based face recog-
nition applications [103, 107, 125, 136, 138], our deep neural network model is trained using
a two-stage training method, as shown in Figure 6.3. During the first stage, all users jointly
form a n-ways classification problem and bootstrap φ. Normally, this process requires all
users to agree on n unique identities appear in their photos. Such an agreement usually in-
volves multiple rounds of communications between users, and risks exposing their face tags.
Instead, we introduce a noisy bootstrapping scheme, which allows users to conceal their face
tags and form a noisy version of the n-ways classification problem. To compensate for the
noise, we augment the learning objective with minimum entropy regularization [115].

During the second stage, each user privately trains an encoding metric, ϕ, to generate user-
specific faceprint templates. To effectively train ϕ, we use a siamese network architecture
[103, 107, 125, 136, 138], which applies the same ψ to pairs of faceprints, and compare the
similarity between the outputs. Once ϕ is trained, users can fine-tune ψ by freezing ϕ and
training ψ at a lower learning rate. To allow multiple users with different ϕs to tune ψ, we
adopt MT-LMNN to find a commonality encoding metric among them.

To prevent leaking of identifiable information, we apply SGD with differentially private
updates [132] to ensure users’ parameter updates are indistinguishable regardless whether
a particular faceprint/photo were included in the computation. Note that, in our design,
we only apply differential privacy mechanisms to update shared components, ψ and φ. The
private metric, ϕ, is trained with a method that does not sacrifice accuracy for privacy.

6.3 Main Design Issues

In this section, we address several key design issues in Irene, all of which focus on enhancing
the privacy-preserving property of the framework.

6.3.1 Privacy Enhancement with Noisy Bootstrapping

The first issue we address is to enhance privacy during bootstrapping. As we show earlier,
Bootstrapping is the first stage of the training, and a critical step to ease the subsequent
metric learning. It is done by considering a n-ways classification problem, in which each
class represents a unique identity (face tag). In a distributed setting, finding those classes
usually involves multiple rounds of communications between users, and risks exposing the
identities in users’ local faceprint databases. Users might tag the same person with multiple
tags, or tag different persons with the same tag. To find exactly n unique tags, users must
reveal their face tags to each other for consistency check, which violates privacy. Although
this type of check can be performed in a privacy-preserving fashion using methods such as
SMC [40], it often introduces a high computation overhead.
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Figure 6.7: We use minimum entropy reg-
ularization to reduce the model’s sensitiv-
ity to tagging inconsistency.

Instead, we propose to skip the consistency check and handle the inconsistency during train-
ing. The method we use is a combination of noisy labeling and noise-robust learning. During
bootstrapping, we first mitigate the consistency problem with the use of unique identity tags,
such as persons’ email addresses. Second, we allow each user to select n′ � n identity tags
and encode them to one-hot vectors, t = {1, 0}n,

∑
ti = 1, where the position of ‘1’ is

determined using a pre-shared hash function H(τ) ∈ [0, n]. Due to tag inconsistency and the
possibility of hash collision, the tags generated this way are bound to be inconsistent, i.e.,
the same tag might include faceprints with different identities and vice versa.

To cope with the noise in the tags, we introduce an additional regularization term in the
learning objective [115]. Specifically, we evaluate the following loss function,

L(q, t) =
n∑
i=1

αti log qi + (1− α) log max
i
qi, (6.2)

where qi is described in Equation 6.1. In Equation 6.2, the first term is a regular cross-
entropy loss that aims to make the predicted tag consistent with the tags provided by users.
The second term computes the min-entropy of the prediction, which encourages the model to
have a high confidence in predicting tags regardless of t. The effect, as shown in Figure 6.7,
is that the model sacrifices less to match inconsistent tags and becomes more coherent.

This new objective can be trained via an expectation-maximization (EM)-like algorithm
[115]. The E-step corrects the noisy tags by randomly choosing between noisy tags and the
predictions of the current model with probability (α, 1−α). The M-step uses SGD to update
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Figure 6.9: Illustration of LMNN and
MT-LMNN, The former (above the dash
line) uses a single metric to encode
faceprint templates. The latter (below
the dash line) uses a commonality metric,
W0, to capture the general trend among
encoding metrics, and a idiosyncrasy met-
ric, Wi for user-specific faceprint encod-
ing.

the model parameters to better predict the corrected tags. the hyper-parameter, α, can be
found through cross-validation.

This method effectively omits consistency check between users and avoid revealing the iden-
tities in users’ local faceprint databases. However, even with the min-entropy regularization,
the model obtained through the noisy bootstrapping is bound to be sub-optimal, which
makes the subsequent metric learning and fine-tuning more critical.

6.3.2 Privacy Enhancement with User-Specific Faceprint Encod-
ing

Private metric learning is the second stage of the collaborative training, during which each
user trains a separate ϕ to generate faceprint templates. This can be accomplished using large
margin nearest neighbor (LMNN) classification along with a siamese network architecture.
Specifically, we temporarily freeze ψ, and let each user create a siamese network with two
identical branches. Each branch includes a ψ followed by a ϕ. For a pair of images, (`i, `j),

the network outputs a pair of vectors, (V ψ̂(`i), V ψ̂(`j)), where ψ̂(`) = ψ(`)/‖ψ(`)‖2. The
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Mahalanobis distance between V ψ̂(`i) and V ψ̂(`j) is defined as,

dW (`i, `j) = ‖V ψ̂(`i)− V ψ̂(`j)‖2

=

√
(ψ̂(`i)− ψ̂(`j))TW (ψ̂(`i)− ψ̂(`j)),

(6.3)

where W = V TV is the Mahalanobis metric. Our training objective can be described as
the following optimization problem. Consider a faceprint triplet (`a, `p, `n) containing an
anchor faceprint, `a, a positive faceprint `p, T (`p) = T (`a), and a negative faceprint `n,
T (`n) 6= T (`a). We want to learn a metric, W , that keeps each positive faceprint, `p, closer
to its anchor than other negative faceprints — by a margin, i.e.,

d2W (`a, `n)− d2W (`a, `p) ≥ 1 (6.4)

The metric, W , can be found by solving the following optimization problem,

minimize
∑
a,p

d2W (`a, `p) +
∑
a,p,n

ξapn

subject to d2W (`a, `n)− d2W (`a, `p) ≥ 1− ξapn
ξapn > 0
W � 0,

(6.5)

where ξapn is the slack variable penalizing violations of the constraint in Equation 6.4. This
is a semidefinite programming (SDP) problem and can be solved using a standard solver
[149].

Once users find their own ϕs, they can perform face tagging through nearest neighbor search.
At this point, users have two choices: (1) complete the training and quit the collaboration.
In the future, if ψ is updated, these users can download the new model and separately update
their own ϕs. But they will not contribute and improve ψ. (2) continue to collaborate and
fine-tune (train at a lower learning rate) ψ based on current ϕ.

For the second scenario, the problem becomes slightly complicated. Because different users
now have different ϕs, each user will in fact tune ψ with a different objective, and the
collaboration will fail. To cope with this problem, we aim at finding a commonality encoding
metric shared between various users. For the kth user, we define

dW0,Wk
(`i, `j) =√
(ψ̂(`i)− ψ̂(`j))T (W0 +Wk)(ψ̂(`i)− ψ̂(`j)),

(6.6)

where W0 � 0 is the commonality encoding metric and Wk � 0 is a user-specific idiosyncrasy
encoding metric. Intuitively, W0 represents the general trend shared by all, andWk represents
a specialized metric further each user, as shown in Figure 6.9. These metrics can be found
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by solving a MT-LMNN problem [105],

minimize ‖W0 − I‖2F +
K∑
k=1

(
‖Wk‖2F +∑

a,p

d2W0,Wk
(`a, `p) +

∑
a,p,n

ξapn

)
subject to d2W0,Wk

(`a, `n)− d2W0,Wk
(`a, `p) ≥ 1− ξapn

ξapn > 0
W0,W1 . . . ,WK � 0.

(6.7)

This problem can be solved in a distributed fashion using dual decomposition [122]. During
the process, users can keep the Wk private and only exchange W0.

With the previous adjustment, users can collaboratively tune ψ by substituting ϕs with
the commonality encoding metric, and converting the convex formulation of LMNN into an
empirical triple loss

L(ψ) =
∑
a,p,n

max{0, 1− ‖V0ψ̂(`a)− V0ψ̂(`n)‖22+

‖V0ψ̂(`a)− V0ψ̂(`p)‖22}.
(6.8)

The new loss function allows users to tune ψ using SGD.

6.3.3 Enable Distributed Collaboration

To facilitate collaboration, we develop a two-pronged approach to distribute the training
among multiple users. The approach aims at addressing two challenges raised in our dis-
tributed, collaborative setting. First, due to the large number of parameters in a deep
learning model, naively communicating all of them between users and the parameter server
would incur a large overhead. Second, the training procedure, i.e. SGD, is highly sequential
and requires a full view of the model. Naively applying it in a distributed setting will cause
race conditions.

To reduce the communication overhead, we employ the random dropout to “thin” the deep
learning model. [133]. The method was originally designed to reduce neurons co-adaptation
and prevent overfitting. As illustrated in Figure 6.5, during each training epoch, dropout
randomly removes neurons (along with their connections) from the deep learning model with
probability, p, and train a “thinned” deep learning model. By doing so, it makes the presence
of any particular neuron unreliable and breaks up the co-adaptations.

We extend this idea to reduce the number parameters users communicate with the parameter
server. When users request model parameters, the parameter server produces a “thinned”
model using random dropout. Users can evaluate the “thinned” model with their private
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faceprint collections and upload the gradients of the parameters to the server. This ap-
proach greatly reduces the workload at users’ sides, with each user updates a smaller set of
parameters.

Note that the random dropout is only applied to the parameter-heavy layers, i.e., fully-
connected layers, where each neuron has a separate set of parameters. In convolutional
layers, all neurons shared a set of parameters, and the benefit of random dropout diminishes.

To mitigate the race condition problem, we adopt asynchronous EASGD, a parallel SGD
algorithm that provides fast convergent minimization [161]. The algorithm, as shown in
algorithm 1, works in an asynchronous, round-robin fashion. Each user maintains a local
clock, i. At each clock tick, users update the local parameters using SGD. Whenever λ
divides the local clock of the kth user, ik, the kth user communicates with the parameter
server and requests the current value of the center parameters x̃. The user then computes
the elastic difference β(x− x̃) and sends it back the parameter server who updates x̃.

Comparing to regular SGD, EASGD allows users to perform more perform more exploration
by fluctuating the local parameters further from the center parameters. This additional
exploration is shown to be useful [161] in a deep learning setting, due to the existence of
many local optima solutions.

Algorithm 1: asynchronous EASGD: Processing by user k and the parameter server

Input: learning rate η, moving rate β, communication period λ ∈ N.
Initialize: x̃ is download from the parameter server, xk = x̃, ik = 0.
repeat

x← xk;
if λ divides ik then

xk ← xk − β(x− x̃);
x̃← x̃ + β(x− x̃);

end

xk ← xk − ηgik(xk);
ik ← ik + 1;

until forever;

6.3.4 Incorporate Differential Privacy

Finally, we use differentially private SGD [1, 132] to prevent the service provider from track-
ing certain faceprints via users’ parameter updates. The idea of differential privacy is to
randomize users’ parameter updates, i.e., the gradients, so that they are independent of
whether or not a particular faceprint is included in the computation.

We employ two techniques to achieve differential privacy. Each of them is used during a
particular training stage. During bootstrapping, we employ the additive noise technique to
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add noise to the gradients. The amount of noise is calibrated to the gradients’ sensitivity,
which is defined by the maximum difference caused by any adjacent inputs, i.e., two batches
that differ in only one faceprint. In a deep learning setting, there is no obvious bound on
the gradient’s sensitivity. A single change in the batch can cause a dramatic change in
the gradients. To cope with this problem, we artificially introduce a posterior bound using
norm clipping [1]. We clip each gradient in l2 norm by replacing the gradient vector with

g/max(1, ‖g‖2
γ1

), where γ1 is the clipping threshold.

With Norm clipping, we can substitute g(x) in algorithm 1 with its differentially private
counterpart, as shown in algorithm 2. The method is (ε, δ)-differentially private with respect
to the batch [1].

Algorithm 2: Differentially private g(x) using additive noise

Input: faceprint batch B = {`1, . . . , `B}, loss function L(x, `), parameters x,
approximate factor δ 6= 0,
indistinguishability factor ε,
clipping threshold γ1.

Initialize: Let σ(ε) = γ1

√
2 log 1.25

δ

ε
,

Let clip(x) = x

max{1, ‖x‖2
c
}
.

g(x)← 1
B

(∑
`∈B clip(∇L(x, `)) +N (0, σ(ε)I)

)
During fine-tuning, we employ the sparse vector technique [42] to achieve differential privacy.
The method is used to for privately reporting the outcomes of a potentially very large number
of computations, provided that only a few are “significant.” Compared to the additive
noise mechanism which adds noise to all gradients, the sparse vector method only processes
gradients that are larger than certain value. This is shown in algorithm 3, which is also (ε,
δ)-differentially private with respect to the batch [42].
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Algorithm 3: Differentially private g(x) using sparse vector

Input: faceprint batch B = {`1, . . . , `B}, loss function L(x, `), parameters x,
approximate factor δ 6= 0,
indistinguishability factor ε,
clipping threshold γ2, selection threshold γ3,
sparsity threshold γ4.

Initialize: Let ε1 =
√
512√

512+1
ε, ε2 = 2√

512+1
ε,

σ(ε) =

√
32c ln 2

δ

ε
.

Let γ5 = γ3 + Lap(σ(ε1)).
Let count = 0.
Let clip(x) = x

max{1, ‖x‖2
c
}
.

g(x)← 0;

tmp← 1
B

(∑
`∈B∇L(x, `)

)
;

repeat
randomly sample a gradient tmpi;
if clip(tmpi) + Lap(2σ(ε1)) ≥ γ5 then

gi(x)← clip(tmpi + Lap(σ(ε2)));
γ5 = γ3 + Lap(σ(ε1));
count← count + 1

end

until count ≥ γ4;

Both methods are integrated into our framework. The additive noise technique introduces
extra randomness in the gradients, which is helpful during initial exploration. The sparse
vector technique focuses on the large gradients, which is useful during final convergence.
Therefore, users can choose between these two mechanisms based on the stage of the collab-
oration and enjoy the benefits of both methods.

6.4 Experiments and Results

In this section, we report the performance of Irene based on two benchmark face verification
datasets, the LFW dataset [66], and the CASIA-WebFace dataset [156]. We first test a
few setups of Irene by changing the hyper-parameters, α, β, and γs. Then we evaluate the
privacy/utility trade-off using the best setup and varying the number of users, k, and the
privacy loss (ε, δ).
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ψ
0 input 224 × 224 RGB images
1 conv-3× 3-3-64 11 conv-3× 3-256-512
2 conv-3× 3-64-64 12 conv-3× 3-512-512
3 maxpool-2× 2-64-64 13 conv-3× 3-512-512
4 conv-3× 3-64-128 14 maxpool-2× 2-512-512
5 conv-3× 3-128-128 15 conv-3× 3-512-512
6 maxpool-2× 2-128-128 16 conv-3× 3-512-512
7 conv-3× 3-128-256 17 conv-3× 3-512-512
8 conv-3× 3-256-256 18 maxpool-2× 2-512-512
9 conv-3× 3-256-256 19 fc-7× 7-512-4096
10 maxpool-2× 2-256-256 20 fc-1× 1-4096-4096

φ ϕ
1 fc-1× 1-4096-3000 1 fc-1× 1-4096-128
2 Equation 6.2 2 Equation 6.7 or Equation 6.8

Table 6.2: Model configurations.

6.4.1 Dataset

We conduct our experiments on two benchmark datasets. The first one is the LFW dataset.
It contains 13,233 images with 5,749 identities, and is the standard benchmark for automatic
face verification. The second one, CASIA-WebFace [156], is a larger dataset containing
494,414 images with 10,575 identities. To make a fair comparison with other privacy-violating
methods, we follow the standard evaluation protocol in unrestricted setting [107]: Using the
CASIA-WebFace dataset to train the model and use the LFW dataset to test performance.
We use the full CASIA-WebFace dataset for tuning, but only select 3,000 identities for
bootstrapping to prevent the vanishing gradient problem.

6.4.2 Model Configurations

Table 6.2 shows the configuration of ψ, φ, and ϕ. The name is formatted as “layer type-
kernel size-input dimensions-output dimensions”. We omit the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)
layers for simplicity. For ψ, we use a 15-layer (not counting the maxpooling layer) VGG
network [107, 131]. The model has approximately 147 million parameters. For φ, we use a
fully-connected layer with 3,000 dimensions, followed by a softmax classifier with minimum
entropy regularization. For ϕ, we use a fully-connected layer with 128 dimensions, followed
by the MT-LMNN classification or the triple loss.
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6.4.3 Implementation Details

Our implementation is based on torch [30] linked against the NVIDIA CuDNN libraries to
accelerate training. The distributed learning framework and EASGD implementation are
based on the torch-distlearn library [144]. The MT-LMNN problem is solved through
the Gurobi solver [57] (binded to torch via the torch.gurobi library [58]). The neural
network training code is based on OpenFace 0.2.0 [103]. All our experiments were carried
on an Amazon g2.8xlarge instance with 4 NVIDIA GRID GPUs, each with 1,536 CUDA
cores and 4GB of video memory, and 32 vCPUs with 60GB of memory.

We follow the same procedure described in [107] to preprocess the datasets. faceprints are
located using pre-trained models from dlib. We sample each faceprint by cropping four
224× 224 pixel patches from the four corners and the center with horizontal flip (i.e. 10 in
total, as in [25] and [107]), and average the feature vectors.

In our default setup, we fix the number of users at 8. For bootstrapping, we set learning rate
to 10−2, the privacy loss at (0.5, 10−3) per batch with batch size of 94, which is roughly the
square root of the number of faceprints each user has. For tuning, we set the learning rate
to 10−3, the privacy loss at (1, 10−3) per batch with a batch size of 250. The increase in ε is
due to the increase of batch size. Due to memory limitations, each batch is further divided
into mini-batches with a size of 25. To reduce experiment time, we start with a pre-trained
11-layer VGG network and initialize the additional layers using Xavier initialization1. For
SGD, we set the momentum coefficient to 0.9 and weight decay to 5× 10−4. The setup for
experiment-specific parameters are further explained in the corresponding subsections.

6.4.4 Results of Noisy Bootstrapping

To test the performance of our noisy bootstrapping scheme, we introduce artificial tagging
noise by replacing the correct tags with random samples from the tag list. The percentage
of noise ranges from 30% to 50% with a step of 2%. The hyper-parameter, α, ranges from
0.8 to 1.0 with a step of 0.05. The hash function is constructed using a SHA-1” hash.

The result is shown in Figure 6.10. The min-entropy regularization gives signification benefit
in the case of inconsistent tags. With the permuted tags we introduce, the regularization
method is shown to be effective to improve classification accuracy, and it achieves that
without explicitly modeling the tag noise distribution. In our results, the regularization
method is able to keep the classification accuracy above 85% optimal with as many as
44% inconsistent tags. Consider the fact that human facial recognition accuracy is around
97.25% [140]. This allows 8 users to each create at most n′ = 530 tags for the collaborative
bootstrapping with n = 3000 classes.

1It is done by random sampling from a Gaussian distribution with 0 mean and 10−2 standard deviation.
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Figure 6.10: Users independently tag their faceprint collection to protect privacy, and use en-
tropy minimization reglarization to compensate the tag inconsistency. The baseline α = 1.0
is the normal softmax classifier. The empirical best α = 0.85 achieves the best classification
result with inconsistent tags.

6.4.5 Results of User-Specific Faceprint Encoding

To show that our framework is inherently prohibits large scale individual re-identification,
we generate user-specific encoding vectors for faceprints with the same tag and measure
the similarity scores between them. Intuitively, we want different users to obtain different
faceprint templates for the same input. If these templates are sufficiently separated, users
cannot compare their faceprint collections with the collections of others. This prevents
multiple users colluding and combining their faceprint collections for unsavory motives, such
as extra-judicial surveillance.

The result is shown in Figure 6.11. In our implementation, the faceprint templates are on the
unit hypersphere, and the scores is computed based on their l2 distance. The range of the
scores is between 0 to 4. The encoding metrics ϕs are trained with MT-LMNN classification.
The upper figure shows that users obtain different ϕs that project the same input to different
locations in the encoding space. The lower left figure shows the distribution of similarity
scores between faceprint templates of the same input generated by the same user. Based on
the distribution, a user can use a threshold score of 0.99 to distinguish different people. The
lower right figure shows the distribution of similarity scores between faceprint templates of
the sample input generated by different users. Based on this distribution, if two users collude
and compare their faceprint templates using the same threshold, the nearest neighbor search
will generate the wrong tags with a probability of 93.4%.
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Figure 6.11: (Upper) different users’ clusters of the largest class in the LFW dataset with
513 images. (Lower, right) the distribution of similarity scores between embedding vectors
generated by the same user. (Lower, left) distribution of similarity scores between embedding
vectors generated by the different users.

6.4.6 Results of Collaborative Fine-Tuning

We evaluate the performance of the collaborative fine-tuning through the convergence rates
and improvements of verification accuracy. We start with a ψ bootstrapped through faceprint
collections that contains 30% noise. We compare the tuning using two types of encoding
metrics. The first type is the idiosyncrasy encoding metric trained with LMNN, and the
second type is the commonality encoding metric trained with MT-LMNN. We set the hyper-
parameter, β, to 0.001, and examine the communication periods from the following set,
λ = {16, 32, 64}.

The result is shown in Figure 6.11. Tuning with the idiosyncrasy encoding metrics performs
badly on all counts. The verification accuracy degenerates from 86.6% to around 84%. The
reason is because each user tries to tune the network with different encoding metrics, and the
collective effort does not point to an optimal solution. Due to the small learning rate, the
damage is contained. But tuning with the commonality encoding metric shows promising
results on all counts. The verification accuracy boosts from 86.6% to around 92.1%, which
is comparable to the best accuracy achieved by current OpenFace models. This, however,
does not realize the full potential of the model. In [107], similar model architecture was
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Figure 6.12: Tuning the deep neural network with idiosyncrasy encoding metrics (learned
via LMNN and the commonality encoding metric (learned via MT-LMNN).

able to achieve 97.27% accuracy on the LFW dataset after tuning. But it was trained in a
privacy-violating fashion and with a different dataset. Increasing the communication period
does not affect the final verification accuracy. But it does slightly increase the convergence
rate due to the additional exploration introduced by EASGD.

6.4.7 Effects of Distributed Collaboration

We evaluate the effects of parallelism by measuring the convergence rates during bootstrap-
ping and tuning. We set β = 0.001, λ = 64, and use the dropout rates from the following
set, {0.3, 0.4, 0.5}. We measure the convergence rate by arbitrarily choosing a fixed test
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dropout rate num. of param. (bootstrap) num. of param. (tuning)
0 147 million 147 million

0.3 108 million 108 million
0.4 94 million 94 million
0.5 81 million 81 million

Table 6.3: Number of parameters after dropout

accuracy (85% for bootstrapping, 91% for tuning), and measuring the time the algorithm
takes to reach that accuracy.
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Figure 6.13: (Upper) time to reach 85% accuracy during bootstrapping, with different
dropout rates. (Lower) time to reach 91% accuracy during fine-tuning, with different dropout
rates.

The result is shown in Figure 6.13. Using random dropout in combination with EASGD
enables multiple users to train the deep learning model in parallel. In fact, as the number of
users doubles, the time to reach convergence accelerates by approximately 1%. In addition,
because approximately 80% of the parameters come from the fully-connected layers. The
dropout method can significantly reduce the number of parameters exchanged between users
and the parameter server, as shown in Table 6.3. However, increasing the dropout rate can
also delay the time to reach convergence. In our case, increasing the dropout rate by 0.1 will
delay the convergence time by 2%. Therefore, if the users’ computation and communication
budget permit, a smaller dropout rate is preferred to shorten the training time.
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6.4.8 Effects of Differentially Private Parameter Updates

Finally, we evaluate the impact of differentially private parameter update. As we discussed
earlier, incorporating differential privacy mechanisms into the learning process inevitably
sacrifices model quality for privacy. Here we perform a detailed evaluation by varying the
privacy loss, (ε, δ). We set the clipping thresholds, γ1 and γ2, to 0.01, the selection threshold,
γ3, to 0.005, and the sparsity threshold, γ4, to 10,000. We vary the value of ε between 0.2
to 1, and vary the value of δ from the following set, {10−3, 10−4, 10−5}.
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Figure 6.14: Evaluation of accuracy with different differential privacy loss (ε,δ). Each curve
corresponds to a different δ value.

The result is shown in Figure 6.14. Each curve corresponds to the best accuracy achieved
with a fixed δ. Since the noise level σ is a sub linear function of δ−1 (square root of its
logarithm), lowering δ (i.e., stronger differential privacy guarantees) slightly decreases the
test accuracy for bootstrapping and tuning. In our evaluation, the changes are within 0.05%
when δ increases or decreases by a factor of 10. For a fixed δ, changing the value of ε has
a much larger impact on the test accuracy. Since the noise level σ is a linear function of
ε−1, lowering ε (i.e., stronger differential privacy guarantees) affects the test accuracy almost
linearly. In our evaluation, the test accuracies drop 0.003 and 0.005 for bootstrapping and
tuning respectively when lowering ε by 0.2.

6.5 Related Work

In this section, we briefly overview a few research areas related to our work, including the
study of the maturity of face tagging, the privacy risks associated with face tagging, and the
corresponding protection methods.
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6.5.1 Face Tagging and Deep Learning

Our work addresses the privacy risks of using face tagging for large scale individual re-
identification. In doing so, it relates to a number of recent works in the field of face recognition
and deep learning. In particular, [22, 65, 137, 140] used deep neural networks to extract high-
level visual features and perform unconstrained face recognition and verification. [14, 73]
used off-the-shelf, deep neural network based face recognizers, such as Google’s PittPatt,
to match real-life, low quality face images of uncooperative subjects. Finally, [27, 141]
considered the problem of training deep neural network based face recognizer via low quality
data scraped from public spaces, such as social networking sites. These works indicate
that face recognition technology, boosted by deep learning, is mature enough to support
individual re-identification under real world conditions, and the privacy concerns raised by
these developments are ominous.

6.5.2 Face Tagging and Privacy

The privacy concerns due to automatic face tagging are gradually being recognized by reg-
ulatory agencies and the general public. In a technological report to the White House [126],
the national science and technology council listed automatic facial recognition technology as
one of the leading privacy issues in the age of big data. In the legal domain, companies such
as Facebook and Google both have pending litigation cases regarding their use of facial tech-
nology for tagging suggestion [118]. As for academic research, Acquisti et al. [2] provided a
comprehensive survey investigating the possibility of individual re-identification and personal
information inference using publicly available data and publicly accessible face recognizers.
Pesce et al., conducted a study to show that tagging pictures on the social-networking site
perpetrate significant privacy breaches.

6.5.3 Privacy Enhancement for Face Tagging

The existing literature on privacy-preserving facial recognition mainly focus on protecting the
privacy of faceprint templates against an untrusted server. For instance, [43, 120] provided
cryptography solutions for clients to obliviously detect whether particular faceprints exist
in certain faceprint databases. Broadly speaking, this line of work are manifestations of the
privacy-preserving classification problem, which aims to make classification decision based
on sensitive inputs and private classification models. In this regard, Bost et al., provided
a generic framework to apply machine learning classifiers to encrypted data using partial
homomorphic encryption [17]. However, privacy-preserving classification protocols cannot
fully address the issues in automatic face tagging because: (1) these protocols do not attempt
to limit the scope of the classification inputs, hence cannot prevent large scale facial re-
identification; (2) these protocols do not question how the classification model is obtained,
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hence cannot prevent the hosting company from acquiring the model via centralized data
aggregation.

Another line of works related to our study aim to develop privacy-preserving training algo-
rithms. In the deep learning regime, Shokri and Shmatikov proposed a distributed framework
to collaboratively train a deep neural network model without revealing their individual in-
puts [128]. However, their method does not attempt to protecting the privacy of training
labels, which are considered as sensitive information in face tagging. Abadi et al. proposed
another framework to train deep neural network models with differential privacy guarantee
[1]. However, their study mainly focus on centralized training scenario, which is a privacy
violation in our case. Another work by Phan et al., studied the issue of privacy-preserving
training for deep autoencoder [109], a category of deep learning models that is different from
the convolutional neural network models commonly used for automatic face tagging.

6.6 Summary

In this chapter, we aim at addressing the potential privacy risks due to automatic face
tagging, a feature provided by a majority of photo management applications. We propose a
privacy-preserving face tagging framework based on a multi-task, distributed, collaborative
deep learning system. The framework prevents the hosting company from directly collecting
or indirectly learning sensitive information about users’ faceprint data or photo collections,
yet still be able to train a high quality deep neural network model using the diverse inputs of
multiple users. The framework also prevents large scale individual re-identification, via the
use of user-specific faceprint encoding to limit the faceprint matching within users’ local data.
Our preliminary evaluations show that our framework can achieve a state-of-the-art tagging
accuracy (92.1%) with all the privacy-preserving features enabled. This score is comparable
to the highest accuracy achieved by OpenFace models trained with similar datasets.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

“Begin at the beginning,” the
King said gravely, “and go on
till you come to the end: then
stop.”

Lewis Carroll,
Alice in Wonderland

The picture that is emerging from the above works is a bleak one. Regarding to our personal
data, the reality is we can no longer control them all. Specifically, it is because: (1) Today’s
communication technologies and infrastructures encourage data sharing and analytics. (2)
Data have become very durable as a result of the inexpensive electronic storage. Once leaked,
personal data can be found on the Internet for very long periods. (3) Due to inference and
latent correlations between information. the boundary between personal data and non-
personal data has become increasingly blurry. Together, we find the amount of personal
data is essentially too large to monitor and control. As for privacy protection, we propose
economical, yet principled frameworks that balance between feasibility and performance.

For personal data that are visible to users, the society already establishes laws and regulations
to prohibit un-consented usage. Hence, it is reasonable for users to expect total control over
these data in the cloud. The corresponding privacy protection framework should focus on
thwart the danger of illicit eavesdropping and help users to enforce fine-grained management.
On a social level, this strategy spares us the fear of being constantly monitored by others and
prevents us from slipping into a surveillance society. As for technical solutions, pragmatic
security approaches, such as key-based and key-less techniques, apply here. Even though
some of their features must be tweaked to meet the subtlety of privacy protection.

For personal data that are invisible to users, they are mostly transferred from machines to
machines with minimal human interaction. Users have neither the awareness nor the energy

113
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to enforce detailed control over these data. Consequently, this requires the cloud-based ser-
vice providers to be more responsible. Currently, most service providers default to centralized
data aggregation followed by full data release with ad hoc anonymization methods. These
approaches are ineffective insofar as users’ privacy is concerned, but are frequently used by
the service providers as a “get out of jail” card. Instead, we advocate the implementation
of distributed, interactive data release mechanisms with provable anonymization methods to
shift the burden of proof from the users to the cloud-based service providers.
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